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PREFACE 

HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA YESHWANT 
RAO HOLKAR recently invited me to assist· his 

Government in codifying the law relating to the land
revenue and land-tenures of the HoIkar State. In the 
Committee on the Bill (of which I was a member) it 
was not possible to maintain a full memorandum of 
our discussions. I have, therefore, thought it desirable 
to place on record, but of course without official 
authority for any of the views expressed, an exposition 
of the principles which underlie the first Land-revenue 
and Tenancy Act of the State. I have added some 
brief explanatory notes on individual sections. 

I take this opportunity of expressing my personal 
acknowledgements to the other members of the 
Committee and, particularly, to Mr. K. G. Reshimwale, 
the Revenue Minister, and Rao Saheb Tilloo, the 
Settlement Officer and Director of Land Records, for 
their hearty co-operation in ~e task of framing the 
provisions of the new enactment. 

c. U. WJLLS 
Beaconsfield 
28 August 1931 
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CHAPTER I 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOLKAR 
STATE LAND-SYSTEM 

T HE Indore Land-revenue and Tenancy Act of 
1931 is a contribution to Indian agrarian 

legislation on somewhat novel lines. Two circum
stances lend a special interest to the scheme of 
land-administration which it incorporates. The Act 
is the first of its kind to be promulgated by the Holkar 
State, so that it has been possible to exercise a 
discretion less fettered by previous commitments than 
is usual nowadays in India in dealing with agricultural 
tenures. In the second place, in framing the land
policy of the State, it has been possible to draw freely 
upon the accumulated experience of neighbouring 
British Indian territories. 

In British India, as distinct from the Indian States, 
two widely established land-systems have successfully 
stood the test of a century's experience. One of 
these is the raiyatwMi system of the Deccan, in which 
the unit of assessment is the cultivator's holding; the 
other is the North~ India system, in which the 
normal unit of assessment is the village. Under 
the latter system, the primary nght o'Fproprietorship, 
transferable without restriction, is conferred upon a 
village landlord, who may be an individual but is, 
more commonly, a corporate body; this proprietorship 
extends over the entire village and includes, not only 
the land (if any) which the proprietary body may 
cultivate itself and that which it leases to tenants for 
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THE HOLKAR STATE LAND-SYSTEM 

cultivation, but also the inhabited site of the village 
and the village-waste; responsibility for the land
revenue of the village rests wholly, of course, upon the 
proprietors; and they have considerable authority 
over their tenants, whether tenants-at-will or tenants 
, protected' by some statutory provision. Even if 
'protected', a tenant Will still, under the conditions 
that prevail in an Indian village, be closely 
subordinated to the proprietary body, to whom he 
will pay rent for his holding in. accordance with the 
terms of a contract, express or implied. Under the 
former, or ,.aiyatwa,.i, system, the primary right is 
conferred upon the individual cultivator, who becomes, 
for all practical purposes, a holding-proprie~or with 
unrestricted rights of transfer; the revenue responsi
bility is laid upon the raiyats severally, each paying 
the amount fixed for his holding, not by contract but 
as an assessment on the land; while the village-site 
and the village-waste remain the property of the State, 
thoug:!t the· cultivator has certain communal rights of 
user over them. There is no middleman-proprietor; 
but, in lieu thereof, there is, for administrative purposes, 
a well-recognized hereditary village-officer, usually 
known as the Patel, who helps in the village management 
and in realizing the Government demand, acts as a 
medium between the raiyats and the regular officials of 
the Government and is commonly remunerated by a 
grant of revenue-tree land. 

The ,.aiyatwari principle was first officially approved 
for Madras in I806; while settlement with village 
proprietors was first commonly accepted in the old 
'North-Western Provinces' after I822. In these 
widely separated areas local conditions favoured the 
introduction of fundamentally divergent systems. The 
fabric of agricultural society in the North-Western 
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GENERAL ClJARA,CTERISTICS 

Provinces j ustmed the recognition of a landlord class 
as village proprietors. Ip Madras an attempt made 
by the British to create a landlord class had proved 
unsuccessful; and a holding-proprietary system was 
deemed the only possible alternative. In introducing 
these systems, the British Government advanced no 
claim to any universal ownership of the land, although 

·that right seems to have been put forward by soine, at 
any rate, of the preceding Governments and was 
definitely asserted by the leading Maratha States. 
Mr. Baden-Powell, writing in 1899, went so far as to 
maintain that 'when land administration first came 
under the direct control of British officers in Bengal in 
the eighteenth century, it was a firmly-established 
doctrine' that the State was the owner of all land' ; 
and that 'long before the eighteenth century, de facto 
the right had been fully established and is asserted to 
this day by all the Native States." His contention. 
however. has been challenged; and I have no desire 
to raise a controversial question. It is sufficient for the 
purpose in view to observe that the British Government 
does not claim. and has never claimed, the universal 
proprietorship of the land within its Indian territories ; 
whereas the Maharaja Holkar. in common with Gwalior 

I v;u.,. c..-n.. ;" 1 .... aDd ..... pp. 144-5. Mr. Baden-POwell 
contlnu .. : • Lord CorD_ simply deoirecl to abaIldoa it [the S_ right). 
aubotitutiDI the Zamindu Iandlonll, whom he mUDd iD maoagiDg poeeossioD 

~~=:a:'~:r!~.;ru"Th= ~~ti' ..:..=~~~ 
tenants by their liberality .... d kiDd deeliac. Wb .... iD the Nonh-W""'" 
Promc:ee (iD the ._ of lOeb Iaodlords) •• ~tioll .... _ to _b
liabiDs the iDdepeadODt rights of tbe villopI, it _ still the policy to siYe .... 
the Slate .Isht. The" joint bedy ". deeJt with .. tbe ideellaninoni of tbe 
villap. io not decluecl by the R~_ (of IS22) ............. y ........ to be 
ac:tual==; but this rigbt II implied; _ the _ bedy ... ....u_ 

=: iD ~~tedtt!'::!t;':\':T'~ :;...~it= 
with (withoot the iD __ of .... y middl ....... -proprietor 0< joint _ 
libility) _ .. _ tbe ... preme 0WII0nbip of the S __ maiDteiDed. 0< at 
lout Ilot formally abnIpted. still 110 ___ placed OIl tbe poww at 
alienetiDI the penD&II<IIlt benditary CICC1IpIUlCY ... lUc:b, _ all practical 
p~ _ .. IJOOCI .. .......-;p.· 
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mE HOLKAR STATE LAND-SYSTEM 

~ and other Princes in Central India, unquestionably 
asserts, and has long asserted, that right over the whole 
of his dominions. 

The raiyatwari system was extended in the 'thirties 
of last century to the Bombay Presidency, while the 
Northern India system of settlement with village 
proprietors was extended in the 'sixties, under the name 
of malguzari, to the Central Provinces. The Holkar 
State, though it abuts upon the Khandesh district of 
the Bombay Presidency and the Nimar and Hoshanga
bad districts of the Central Provinces, remained, ( 
throughout the nineteenth century, wholly uninfluenced 
by either of the standard land-systems of British India. 
The universal ownership of the Ruler was emphatically 
declared. The cultivators were his tenants, though 
their customary title to continue in occupation of their 
lands and to transfer them by inheritance was commonly 
respected. The alienation of holdings was allowed only 

. for a limited term, under special sanction and on 
payment of a fee, or nazarana, to the State. There was 
a Pat'el, a survivor of the old local village-organization. 
to be presently described, but his office had declined 
greatly in importance. The revenue was collected, for 
the most part, through • revenue-farmers' or con
tractors, known as Ijaradars, who took up, for a term 
of years, responsibility for the revenue assessed on 
individual villages or small groups of villages. The 
essence of the arrangement was this contract of the 
revenue-farmer, who was not allowed to stabilize his 
position and whose presence, as a mere middleman, 
with no more than a transitory commercial interest 
in the village or villages he held. was subversive 
of any healthy village-organization. The primary 
consideration of the State was the collection of its 
revenue. 
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

It is of interes~ to reflect -that this ijaradari in 
Holkar's 4ominions was very similar to the arrange
ment. found in force in the territories of the Nagpur 
State at its escheat to the British in I853, which led to 
the establishment of the malguzari system of the 
Central Provinces. When those provinces were first 
settled as part of British India, the British Government 
paid no heed to the position that had been assumed by 
the Maratha Princes of the country;' and proprietary 
rights in villages were conferred on those who had 
previously engaged for their revenue assessment. In 
the Gwalior State also, under the influence of the 
British land-system in Northern India, a settlement 
with village proprietors has been generally accepted. 
Holkar's dominions have been more fortunate. At the 
beginning of the present century, attention was directed 
to the needs of the rural population by the disastrous 
famine of I900; and a new land-settlement
supervised by Mr. H. J. Hoare, a Civil Servant from the 
United Provinces-was undertaken on regular lines, 
which resulted in the wholesale ejectment of the 
Ijaradars or revenue-farmers. The removal of this 
middleman class offered many advantages to the State. 
The middleman's profit was saved; the danger of his 
developing into a permanent village landlord, as in 
Gwalior and the Central Provinces. and establishing an 
artificial village-proprietary system was forestalled; 
and, what was even more important. the ground was 
cleared for the revival of the old village-organization 
based on the traditions of the countryside. 

The old local land-system of the Holkar State, of 
which we possess a full account in Sir John Malcolm's 
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THE HOLKAR STATE LAND-SYSTEM 

Memoir oj Central India, published in 1824, was 
analogous to that out of which the raiyatwari system 
of the Deccan had developed. The village-site and the 
village-waste were at the disposal of the State; but 
the primary claim of each cultivator to his particular 
holding was recognized, and he was held directly 
responsible for the rent to which he was assessed by 
Government. . The control of the village and the 
collection of the rents were entrusted to a hereditary 
Patel remunerated by a watan, that is, by customary 
rights and privileges, the chief of which was the right 
to enjoy, free of assessment, a certain area of cultivated 
land. This system, though analogous, as I have said, 
to the raiyatwari of British India, must, in one respect, 

J be sharply distinguished from it. (In British India the 
raiyat is recognized as, practically, the proprietor of 
his holding with unrestricted rights of transfer'; and 
the revenue is assessed upon the land and is not regarded 
as a rent based on a contract with a landlord. In the 
Holkar State, on the other hand, the Ruler is, and has 
always been, the universal landlord; the cultivators 
are hiS" tenants; their rights of transfer are, therefore, 
liable to definite limitation and their assessment is the 
rent they pay to the State as tenants of the Maharaja) 
This system cannot be called raiyatfIJari, for that epithet 
has a very definite technical connotation derived from 
British India. It can best be described (as Mr. Hoare 
described it) as the khalsa system. 

This khalsa system was re-established in the Holkar 
State by the Settlement of 1908, after having remained 
in abeyance for more than half a century owing to. the 
super-imposition of Ijaradars. It was, however, not 
fully understood or appreciated by local officers; ~d, 

, I am ........ that pow ... of alieaation have been withheld from raiyata 
in the rai"atuHari villages of the CentIaJ PIOvincea. I m .. in the _t ~ the _ r.i,,_ system of the DOCCIUI. 
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therefore, failed to function. -After Mr. Hoare had 
left, it seems to have been mistak.enly assumed that, 
since the Ijaradars had been removed, a raiyatwari 
system on the Bombay model had been introduced .. 
The true tenant status of the cultivator was neglected; 
he was described in the village papers as a raiyat; and 
practically unrestricted rights of transfer (subject to 
the payment of a fee to the State) were gradually 
permitted him. 

This tendency, to overlook the fundamental principle 
of the Ruler's universal ownership of the land and to 
relax those restrictions on the cultivator's rights of 
transfer which are a natural consequence of the accept
ance of that principle, was fraught with danger to the 
welfare of the agricultural classes. The first quarter 
of a century, following the great famine of I900, was a 
period of rapidly increasing agricultural profits, and 
particularly so in the Holkar State, owing to the spread 
of cotton cultivation and the high prices which that 
staple commanded. Regular Civil Courts were by now 
well established in the State; and these increased the 
facilities of the money-lending class in dealing with an 
improvident peasantry. The latter found themselves 
endowed with practically unrestricted powers of aliena
tion-they could sublet or mortgage their holdings as 
they pleased, and there was no real restriction upon out
right sales, so long as the State received its fee. Their 
credit was inflated and their indebtedness rapidly 
increased. There is no doubt but that, had matters 
progressed much further in the direction towards which 
they were trending before the new Land-revenue and 
Tenancy Act was introduced, the status of the culti
vating classes would have soon approximated to that 
of the raiyats of Bombay; and the same agrarian 
unrest and expropriation of old holders, due to 
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THE HOLKAR STATE LAND-SYSTEM 

agricultural indebtedness, which were noticed in the 
western Presidency after the middle of the nineteenth 
century, would have made themselves apparent in the 
Holkar State. 

The primary principle, then, of the new Indore 
Land-revenue and Tenancy Act is the Ruler's universal 
landlordship. This has preserved an essential charac
teristic of the State and has, at the same time, made it 
possible to introduce very necessary restrictions on the 
tenant's rights of transfer. It is in this respect, in 
particular, that the Holkar State has been able to 
benefit from the experience of British India. To quote 
Mr. Baden-Powell once more, • It may seem strange 
that, in the progress of ideas regarding the State's 
[i.e. the British Government's] dealing with the land in 
India, it never occurred to anyone' to utilize, rather 
than abandon, the State ownership of the land. . . . 
It might have occurred to someone in authority to 
think that the State ownership should be formally 
retained for beneficial purposes, to prevent the ignorant 
agricultural classes from losing their lands. The State 
would, in fact, have retained the nuda proprietas-the 
bare ownership of the soil-while giving all the practical 
benefits to the village co-sharer or the raiyat cultivator; 
and the effect would have been that the holder could 
not sell the land which was not his; and, moreover, by 
express enactment it might have been provided that he 
should not sell (or charge beyond his own lifetime) the 
occupancy or cultivating right in the holding. As it is, 
the raiyat, no less than the co-sharing proprietor of the 
north, is free to lose his right by mortgaging and 
ultimately selling it. Thus ~y agriculturists have 
got into debt, and their lands have become hopelessly 
encumbered under either system." These words were 

I ViU.,. CDfft"'"..m... .11 lui_. 2nd eel., pp. J44. 146. 
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written of British India more than thirty years ago; 
but they explain the purpose of the new Land Act for , 
the Holkar State. Ut is the first Indian enactment to V 
utilize the principle of the Ruler's universal landlord
ship , for beneficial purposes, to prevent the ignorant 
agricultural classes from losing their lands'.:) The 
Holkar State offers this new legislative departure good 
prospects of success. Its territories are fairly compact, 
and contain some four thousand villages. The field 
for the utilization of the principle of State ownership is 
thus appropriately wide, and is yet not so extensive as 
to preclude that close official supervision which will, at 
any rate in the earlier stages. be necessary for the 
successful working of the khalsa system. 

By virtue of the recognition of the Ruler as \ 
proprietor of all land within the State. the status of the 
cultivator under the khalsa system approximates to 
that of a tenant under a village proprietor. as in 
Northern India and the Central Provinces. The 
remoteness of the Ruler's proprietary interest. however, 
leaves room for a Village Officer or Patel, as in the 
Deccan, who is responsible for the management of the 
village and the collection of the rents. It has thus 
been possible in Holkar's dominions to revive the old 
village-organization under a hereditary Patel of 
standing. whose dignity is upheld by the State while 
his local prestige is secured by the traditions. of his 
office. In many States of Central India (and, partic
ularly. in Bundelkhand) the village type is amorphons. 
The headman, sometimes called Patel and sometimes 
Zamindar. is officially regarded as little more than a 
village servant. a mere agent for the collection of the 
tenants' rents. No consideration is paid to the 
traditional village-organization. as locally evolved. 
The whole State, except certain lands or villages 
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alienated in favour()f privileged grantees, is treated as 
an administrative entity within which the villages have 
almost ceased to function as organic units. Such 
States provide a phenomenon similar to that exhibited 
by the great zamindaris of Bengal, to which 
Lord Cornwallis extended a permanent Settlement 
in 1793. There, • all village rights have been 
generally obliterated' ; . . . • the village tenure is of 
comparatively little importance; it has become over
shadowed by the tenure of great landlords'; and 
• directly the village-system falls into abeyance . . . 
the Headman drops out of consideration." The 
deterioration in the status of the headman and the 
consequent atrophy of the village unit were hastened 
in the States of Central India by the pernicious system 
of revenue-farming. When the revenue-farmers were 
ousted, for reasons of financial.expediency, the headman 
was employed once more for purposes of rent collection; 
but this is not enough. Active steps are needed to 
restore him to a position of dignity as well as responsi
bility, if a vigorous village-organization is to be revived. 
Here, once more, the new Indore Land-revenue and 
Tenancy Act embodies a definite policy. The Patel is 
recognized as a privileged landholder (Inamdar)-a 
Watandar of the State, secured in his position by his 
direct dependence, not on the officials of Government 
with whom he comes into immediate contact, but on 
the Maharaja himself. His prestige is secured by this 
arrangement, which involves the grant to him of 
certain revenue-free lands as the chief ingredient of 
his watan. 

The principles set forth in the new Act, though they 
may seem a novelty to those acquainted only with 
land-administration in British India, represent· the 

, Baden-Powell. LMul-Sy_ oj Briti.A I""u.. vol. I .• pp. 148. 171. 677. 
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revival of an old system which -is deeply rooted in the 
traditions of the countryside. (The name khalsa, given J 
to the system, signifies a tract which pays revenue 
direct to Government, as distinct from one of which 
the revenue is, in whole or in part, intercepted by a 
class of holders intermediate between the cultivator 
and the State.) The term is thus, primarily, descriptive 
of a method of revenue collection; but the khalsa. 
• system • connotes much more than this. Just as the 
Northern India system of village proprietors now 
signifies, not only that the landlord pays the revenue, 
but also that he enjoys proprietary rights and holds the 
tenantry in subordination to him; and just as the 
,aiyatwari system implies, not only the raiyats' several 
responsibility for the revenue, but also their independent 
status under a Patel; so too the khalsa system has a 
legitimate connotation of its own. It indicates that 
the cultivators are severally responsible to Government 
for the assessment on their holdings; but it also 
presupposes both the presence of a universal landlord, 
from whom the cultivators hold as tenants with 
restricted rights, and the existence of a definite village
organization under a hereditary Patel. That the 
khalsa system is not an artificial scheme of land
administration but has a tradition and a history behind 
it, is a fact which cannot be too strongly emphasized. 

II 



CHAPTER II 

RESTRICTIONS ON THE TENANT'S RIGHT OF 
SALE 

IN the preceding chapter a restriction on the 
transferability of tenants' rights in the Holkar 

State has been justified, in a general way, on the 
ground that the Maharaja is the universal landlord. 
In this and the two following chapters the restrictions 
imposed by the new Act are detailed; and practical 
reasons, independent of any theory underlying the 
land-tenures, are given for their imposition. 

Up to 1908 the alienation of their rights by 
cultivators was of comparatively rare occurrence. 
The position in that year, in respect of transfers by 
sale" with which the present chapter is concerned, was 
thus described by the Settlement Officer :-' At 
present, transfers of holdings are legal all over the State 
for the period of Settlement, on payment of certain 
mutation fees; but such transfers are only common 
in the Nimar district. 'Transfer of Holdings Rules' 
have been passed by the Durbar and will control 
future transfers. By these, transfers of sale are 
allowed subject to the veto of the Amin,' who will 
receive instructions from the Revenue Department 
as to the way of using his veto .... It is the inten
tion of the Durbar to stop transfers except between 
bona fide agriculturists." Clearly the authorities at 

I The Revenue Officer in charge of a fftIJJuJl or subdiviaioD of • dirtnct . 
• Old S_ Rep"" of 1908, p. 39. 
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that time contemplated the very definite regulation 
of sales. During the next twenty years, however, 
there was, as already mentioned, rapid development 
both in the profits of agricultural land and in its 
commercial exploitation. While this development was 
in progress, the State, more perhaps by oversight than 
by design, drifted away from the restrictive policy, 
proper to the khalsa sYstem, which had formed the 
basis of the Settlement of 1908, towards what was, 
for all practical purposes, the laissez-faire policy, proper' 
to the raiyatwari system of the Deccan. No instruc
tions regarding the Amin's exercise of a veto on sales 
were issued by the Revenue Department; and I the 
intention of the Durbar to stop transfers except 
between bona fide agriculturists' was never declared. 
Accordingly at the next Settlement we read, I These 
restrictions [in the Transfer of Holdings Rules] appear 
to have been imposed to prevent the passing of land 
to non-agriculturists. That object has not been 
gained; and the only conditions precedent to the 
grant of sanction for sale have been the consent of the 
vendor and the payment of the State "azara"a." 
Again, I The right ofthe raiyat [sic] in his holding ... 
is not transferable, except by sale and with the written 
permission of a Revenue Officer duly empowered in 
this behalf. This power is vested in the Subha of the 
district. In exercising it, no effort is made to see that 
a tenant does not lose his land from which he earns his 
living. if it can be helped, or that the land does not pass 
into the hands of a person who is not a bona fide 
cultivator. There being no explicit provision of law 
·on these points. the permission has become a formal 
matter and can be got for the asking,'" 

13 



THE HOLKAR STATE LAND-SYSTEM 

In the new Act a return is made once more to the 
restrictive policy of I90B. By section 45 a protected 
(pattedar) tenant may, with the previous. sanction of 
the District Officer and after payment to Government 
by the prospective transferee of a fee equal to one year's 
rent of the land, transfer his rights in his holding by 
sale-but to a bona fide agriculturist only. The 
previous official sanction and the payment of a fee, 
which form two of the conditions of the transfer, are 
established limitations found in other Indian States' ; 
but the provision which specifically requires that the 
transferee shall be a bona fide agriculturist needs some 
elucidation. . 

The preliminary question arises whether the exercise 
of a right of sale in any form will be consistent with the 
welfare of the tenants of the Holkar State. Throughout 
the adjoining Central Provinces, where the common 
cultivator has the status of a tenant, the right of sale 
has been withheld. In Berar, on the other hand, the 
raiyat can freely sell his rights. No definite conclusion, 
therefore, is likely to be reached on a question in regard 
to which divergent policies have been long maintained 
within the limits of a single administrative unit;" but 
two fairly obvious positions may be stated. It is clear. 
in the first place, that a wholly unrestricted right of 
sale, as in Berar under the Deccan raiyatwari system, 

I The Chamba. Kashmir and Simla Hill States, for example, • respect 
occupancy rights of old cultivator9 . . . but do not allow of aliena.tion 
without permission and payment of a fee or nazarana to the Chief.'-Land· 
Systenu of British India, vol. I., p. 232. ' 

:I) The Central Provinces and Berar were amalgamated for administrative 
purposes in 1902. The Wardha river was arbitrarily fixed by Wellington in 
1803 as the boundary between Berar and the Nagpur State; and the Deccan 
raiyatwari system of Berar now meets the malguzari system of the Central 
Provinces along this artificial politIca1 frontier. Old Berar always e~tended 
along both banks of the Wardha river-indeed, that is what the name 'Bera~ 
signifies--and the extreme artificiality of the river boundary makes it 
impossible to justify the vivid contrast between the land~systems on either 
side of it. 
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is really incompatible with a policy which deliberately 
aims at preventing the commercial exploitation of the 
land by non-agriculturists. At the sa.II\e time, the total 
prohibition of sales of tenant right, as in the Central 
Provinces, inevitably leads to evasion of the law. It is 
common knowledge that in the Central Provinces the 
sale of tenant right not infrequently takes place, with 
the connivance of the Malguzar, in the guise of a 
surrender. Sales of tenant right were permitted with 
the Malguzar's consent up to 1898; and their pro
hibition in the Tenancy Act of that year has undoubtedly 
brought difficulties in its train. 

Suggestions have, in recent years, emanated both 
from the Central Provinces and from Berar for some 
modification of, in the one case, the rigid restriction and, 
in the other, the extreme laissez-faire, which charac
terize their respective land-systems. A ·~~cul-./ 
turists Protection Bill' ,presented to the local Legislative 
Council in 1929. proposed to limit permanent aliena
tions by an agriculturist raiyat in Berar to transactions 
in which the alienee was also an agriculturist. On the 
other hand. a C Central Provinces Tenancy Amend
ment Bill' was introduced in 1928 which would have 
authorized the Central Provinces tenant to transfer 
any of his rights in his holding for a period not 
exceeding five years. It was urged in the latter 
connexion that • the disabilities and restrictions. 
imposed on occupancy tenants in respect of the 
right of transferring their ho1dings. have been the 
subject of public criticism since long .••. They have 
diminished the credit which. but for these disabilities 
and restrictions, the tenants could use... for 
purposes of agricultural improvement. • .. In 
practice it is found impossible to stop transfers.' 
These and other similar proposals, though they have 
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failed to secure the approval of the legislature, illustrate 
the conflicting tendencies which have arisen in a 
Province where, for nearly thirty years, the two great 
rival land-systems of British India have been in 
operation side by side. 

Looking to all the circumstances of the case, it has 
been thought inadvisable in the Indore Land-revenue 
and Tenancy Act to disturb the tenant's existing, 
long-established right of sale subject to the payment 
of a fee; but, in view of the policy, now definitely 
accepted by the State, of restricting the possession of 
agricultural land, as far as possible, to agriculturists, 
it has been held necessary to insert a condition that 
such sales shall not, in future, be permitted except in 
favour of a hona fide cultivator. 

This last-mentioned condition is one which finds no 
place either in the malguzari system of the Central 
Provinces or in the raiyatwari system of Bombay and 
Berar. There would be little point in such a restriction 
on transfers unless the allotment of unoccupied land 
could· also be reserved for the agriculturist. There is, 
however, in the specialraiyatwari system of the Central 
Provinces, a partial precedent for the position now 
taken up in the Holkar State. Under that special 
system, the raiyat, like the tenant in a malguzari 
village, is allowed no right of sale or mortgage; and ( 
it has, in consequence, been practicable to reserve alll; 
unoccupied land for those who are genuine agricul
turists. The rules, issued with the force of law under 
sections 2II and 227 (u) (i) of the Central Provinces 
Land-revenue Act, declare that • land shall not 
ordinarily be allotted to persons other than agricul
turists' and that, when holdings are auctioned, • bids 
shall be restricted to agriculturists who have resided in 
the village for at least a year before the auction and, 
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in the case of an uninhabited village, to the agrif:ul
turists of adjoining inhabited ,aiyalwa,i villages." 
No attempt is made in the Holkar State to insist upon 
a residential qualification for new landholders; but 
future allotments of unoccupied land will, under 
section 38 of the new Act, be made in favour of bona 
fide agriculturists only. This being so, it was not only 
logically appropriate, but clearly advisable, in the 
interests of the State, that the decision of 1908 to stop 
future transfers of tenant right, except as between 
bona fide agriculturists, should be once more revived 
and placed upon the statute book. 

The policy of • agricultural land for the agriculturist' , 
now adopted by the Holkar State and embodied in its 
first Land-revenue and Tenancy Act, is one that few 
persons acquainted with rural conditions in Central 
India are likely to quarrel with.. (It is plainly desirable J 
that agricultural land should be held by those who 
will, by taking a personal interest in its cultivation, 
make the most efficient use of i~ Seeing that agriculture 
is the State's • basic industry', on the prosperity of 
which the welfare of the whole community depends, 
every effort should be made by Government to enforce 
the new policy. (No one can reasonably expect to be '-' 
allowed to hold agricultural land as an investment or 
speculation, simply appropriating the difference between 
the lenient assessment imposed by the State and the 
full commercial rent which can be extracted from 
subtenants. An arrangement of this kind must 
impede the improvement of the land and obstruct the 
policy of a Government anxious to establish a prosperous 

1 I had. wh ... -riDs two r-n .,.. m the Hoiku State aloa~ the Ceatnl 
Provineea border. occuioD. to cliscu. .. with the c:ultift.ton the relative merits of 
til. dill ...... t systema m _ m tiI.Ilei«hOOarhood. They COIlSicIenod _c.P. 
~ ~ to be __ fa_ .. hIe of all. bat _k1 ha .... pnI<ned 
til. c.P .... ,..,..n to their ....... ~ (thea -I· 
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and contented peasantry upon it';) This is a point 
which will be developed further in Chapter IV, in dealing 
with the problem of ,subletting. It needs to be 
mentioned here because the fundamental land-policy 
of an agricultural State and the proper exercise of his 
l!Uldlord rights by the Maharaja alike demand that 
none but the bona fide agriculturist should be permitted 
to secure permanent tenant rights in agricultural land 
in the Holkar territories. 

One further regulation regarding transfers by sale 
remains to be noticed. In 1908, as we have seen, the 
Revenue Department contemplated the issue of 
instructions to Amins, in regard to their exercise of a 
veto on sales, but did not issue them. This omission 
has now been supplied. Instructions have been 
prepared for the Subha of the district (the officer 
authorized to deal with applications from tenants for 
permission to sell their rights), from which the following 
extract may be quoted. 'On receipt of the case, the J 
Subh~ of the district must carefully consider the 
proposal. It will be essential for him to satisfy himself 
that the transfer will be to a bona fide agriculturist; 
but that is not the only point for his consideration. 
He must also satisfy himself that the sale is in the best I 
interests of the transferring tenant and his family. It 
may be that the tenant is transferring his rights simply 
in order to defeat the claims of a legitimate heir with 
whom he has a quarrel; or the tenant may have no , 
near heir and may wish to capitalize the value of the! 
holding for his own benefit; or he may be subject to 
undue influence or may be parting with his holding for 
inadequate consideration; or he may be selfishly 
neglecting his children's interests. In all these, and 
any other, circumstances in which the Subha thinks the 
transfer undesirable he is authorized to refuse sanction.' 
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These instructions are intended to prevent needless 
transfers by voluntary sale. Compulsory sales of 
tenant right under a Civil Court decree are dealt with by 
a Revenue Officer in order to minimize the expropria
tion of the cultivating classes, which must always be a 
matter for regret. For the same reason some control 
of voluntary sales is desirable, even though in many 
cases the transfer of land from one agriculturist to 
another may be an unquestionable advantage. The 
parti~ to a voluntary sale have, in any case, to appear) 
before a District Officer; and he will only be required 
to exercise his veto where the transfer is manifestly 
to the disadvantage of the vendor or his family. 



CHAPTER III 

RESTRICTIONS ON THE TENANT'S RIGHT OF 
MORTGAGE 

M ORTGAGES of tenant right, like sales, were, at 
first, • legal 'an over the State for the period of 

Settlement', though they were • only common in the 
Nimar district '. By the Transfer of Holdings Rules 
of 1908 they were to be discontinued everywhere . 
• Mortgages', the Rules state, • are not recognized; and 
the mortgagee in possession receives the status of a 
shikmi tenant (subtenant) only: These Rules, how
ever, never came into practical operation; with the 
result that, during the next twenty years, mortgages 
steadily increased in number and were freely foreclosed 
in execution of Civil Court decrees. Eventually this 
unauthorized practice received official recognition. In 
1928 the Civil Courts were reminded by Government 
that the Transfer of Holdings Rules had the force of 
law. They, therefore, not only refused to enforce a 
mortgagee's claim by foreclosure but declared that the 
whole transaction, out of which the mortgage had 
arisen, was null and void as being contrary to the 
declared policy of Government! This, of course, 
undermined the wide vested interests of the money
lending class; a vigorous protest was made; and new 
orders were issued, on the 24th of October 1929, author
izing the tenantry to mortgage their rights with the per
mission of the Subha. The Subha's permission would, 

I Judgment of the Beuch of the Iudore High Court, dated the 30th of 
Septembel 1929. ill Civil Misc:ellaDeou. Applicatiou No. 31. ' 
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no doubt, as in the case of transfers by sale, have soon 
become' a formal matter' and would have been' • got 
for the asking'; so that, in addition to a practically 
unrestricted right of sale and of sublease, the tenant 
in the HoIkar State was, by the close of 1929, in enjoy
ment of the right of mortgage, subject to a condition 
which was, in practice, unlikely to impede his creation 
of encumbrances, 

The right of mortgage was conferred in 1929 • with 
a view to safeguard the interests Of the creditor and 
also for the sake of maintaining the credit of the 
cultivator,' The question, however, whether the main
tenance of the cultivator's credit by such means would 
be to his ultimate advantage or not, was insufficiently 
considered; and it is to the grave dangers that attend 
the exercise of mortgage rights by small cultivators, 
such as we find in the villages of the HoIkar State, that 
attention may now be directed, To quote, first of all, 
the weighty opinion of the Royal Commission on 
Agriculture in India: • The form of long-term credit 
which is most common throughout India is based on 
the mortgage of agricultural land. , " , The total sum 
advanced upon this form of security must now bevery 
large. • . . Such further inquiries as have been made 
in the Punjab tend to show that a very small fraction 
of the mortgage debt was incurred in order to finance 
improvements. In no Province did we receive any 
evidence in confiict with this view; and it may be said 
with confidence that mortgage credit is rarely used to 
finance improvements on agricultural land. It is 
resorted to when the unsecured debt becomes larger 
than the lender considers safe and. in times of distress. 
for ordinary agricultural needs; it is too often an 
indication that a weak debtor has fallen into the hands 
of a strong creditor, The existence of a heavy burden 
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of debt of this character exercises a most detrimental 
influence on agricultural progress. This is due, not only 
to the fact that an impOrtant source of credit is drained 
for unproductive purposes and that the potential credit 
available for improvements is correspondingly curtailed, 
but also because it is found that, in the case of 
usufructuary mortgages, the mortgagor too often 
declines to the position of a permanent tenant under the 
mortgagee, paying not a fair rent, but the utmost that 
the lender can extract or extort." 

It was, under the terms of reference to the Royal 
Commission, not their business' to make recommenda
tions regarding the existing system of landownership 
and tenancy'; but, after observing that the borrower 
• throughout recorded history appears to have existed 
and to have been in need of protection from the Ul?urer " 
they add, • The rapid development of commerce and 
trade, the introduction of established law and permanent 
Civil Courts and the enactment of such measures as the 
Contract Act have strengthened the position of the 
moneylender. . . . Throughout these developments 
the cultivator has continued in the main illiterate; he 
keeps no accounts and makes no distinction between 
sums expended on the needs of his industry and those 
expended on the requirements of himself and his 
family. Forgenerations he has been accustomed to a 

, ceaseless struggle to extort a bare livelihood from an 
i insufficient holding and has been subject to disaster 
from drought, flood and epidemic. Causes which he 
seldom understands and cannot influence have endowed 
him with a credit which he did not formerly possess ; 
and he has found it difficult to resist the temptation to 
relieve present necessities by mortgaging his future 
income and even his capital. . . . No one denies 'the 

• R.porl of 19.8, p8J1L 3S2. 
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services rendered by the moneylendE!r; the charge 
against him is that these services are rendered at too 
great a price and are accompani~!i by practices which 
result in great evils. The system is usurious; the 
ready lending for unproductive purposes leads to 
poverty and economic servitude." 

The experience of the Punjab confirms this point of 
view. In that Province • the occupancy tenant is 
debarred from alienating his rights and yet he not only 
enjoys all the credit he needs but -it is a matter of 
common observation that he is frequently more 
prosperous and less involved than the small proprietors 
among whom he lives and whose right of transfer is less 
fettered. . . .(Credit is notoriously double-edged; and J 
the story of the P;unjab fully corroborates Professor 
Gides' comments. .. It has often been said that credit 
holds up the landowner as the rope holds up the 
hanged man .... It is only to usurers that the loan on 
mortgage is a profitable business. . . . In those 
countries where it is practised on an ignorant and 
improvident population, in Algeria, the countries of the 
Danube and in Russia, it does incalculable harm .. ;) 
and we may agree with him that, if a calculation could 
be made of the number of landoWners ruined. as 
compared with the number enriched, by it, its abolition 
would be called for; and. further, .. the more easy 
mortgage-credit is made, the more dangerous will it 
become and the more surely will the small landowners 
be delivered into the hands of the usurer." ... The 
Famine Commission Report of 1880 mentions that the 
classes which have the best security to offer are the 
most eligible customers of the moneylenders, and 
further. that a rigid elaborate legal system has too often 
proved an additional cause of ruin to the impoverished 
, R.,... of 19aa. puL s6J. 
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agriculturists. The Famine Commission of 1900 

similarly reported of Bombay that the unrestricted 
right of the cultivators to transfer their holdings was an 
accentuating cause of indebtedness ; and, further, that 
it invariably happens that, when an ignorant and 
improvident peasantry can dispose, without restriction, 
of valuable rights in land, the cultivators sink deeper 
into debt and their property begins to pass out of their 
hands." 

A facile credit is, in itself, neither a good thing nor a 
bad. Whether. the facility to borrow is beneficial or 
not, clearly depends on the use to which the borrower 

. puts the money that he gets. The right of mortgage, 
officially conferred on the tenant of the Holkar State in 
1929, no doubt strengthened his credit; but the 
increment was unearned; and the cultivator would, 
undoubtedly, have. put to unproductive use this 
extension of credit which had come to him so easily. 
The State Settlement Officer wrote, in that very year, 
• Extravagance on the part of the tenants is proverbial 
and. is the root-cause of many evils. As in other parts 
of India, they are labouring under time-honoured social 
customs with a pertinacity which only legislation can 
remove. Large expenses have to be incurred on such 
occasions as births, marriages and deaths, involving the 
tenant in debt and placing him in the clutches of 
exacting moneylenders. Such expenses, which have 
no religious sanction, are undermining the economic 
structure of the people. . . . Borrowings in cash and 
kind from moneylenders come to as high a figure as 
Rs. 3,40,00,000. • • • Making reasonable deduction, 
the encumbrances may be estimated at Rs. 2,90,00,000, 
giving an average of Rs. 10 per occupied acre or 
Rs. 174 per tenant. . . . Since the last Settlement a 

, Calvert. H. flY W",",,4....., Will",. of 1M P""job. pp. 125-7 .• 
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number of sales and mortgages of.land have taken place 
and holdings have passed into the hands of creditors." 

To quote the Royal Commission once more: • Cheap 
credit is a blessing to a rural population only where the 
average cultivator is possessed of the knowledge and 
strength of character required to induce him. on the 
one hand. to limit his borrowing within the range of 
his capacity to repay and. on the other. to apply the 
greater part of the borrowed money to sound productive 
purposes. To lavish easy credit on those unaccustomed 
to its proper use is to condemn the borrower to certain 
financial destruction. The provision of facilities for 
cheap credit must. at the outset. bring new temptations 
as well as extended opportunities. Those only can 
hope to profit by its opportunities who have learned to 
resist its temptations.'" The tenantry of the Holkar 
State have not yet learned to resist the temptation of 
easy credit; and the ability to mortgage their rights 
would certainly condemn many of them to • financial 
destruction' . The Registrar of Co-operative Credit 
Societies writes. • There is not a single vil1age in the 
whole State where there is no SaAukiw and where the 
cultivators have not to have recourse to him. There 
are various subtleties by which the usurer squeezes 
money out of them and leaves them dry. Tip. maflO". 
SlIVali. jad are some of his stratagems for making as 
much money as possible out of the indebtedness of the 
poor peasant; and the result is that. even when the 
harvest is good. the peasant finds himself penniless at 
the end of the season and has to borrow from the 
SaANkar. The usurer. in one or other of his many 
guises. reigns supreme; and his authority and existence 
are unchallenged because of the dense ignorance that 

• New S-R.,." of '9190 pp. 6H
I R.,.". P. 42$-
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envelops his victims. The cultivating classes are 
backward, conservative and illiterate.' 

The Bombay preced,ent in favour of mortgage rights 
for the common cultivator is one· that the HoIkar State 
should follow with reserve. That Presidency is now 
prospering in spite of, not because of, the exercise 
of transferable rights by its peasantry. These rights 
were conferred in Bombay all far back as 1836; and we 
can infer from past agrarian disturbances and restric
tive enactments in that Presidency what tribulation 
the cultivating classes suffered and what expropriation 
of old holders took place before the present equilibrium 
was established. ' For many years', we read, 'progress 
towards land improvement . . . was very meagre; 
indeed the development that attracted most attention 
in the middle of the last century was the tendency of 
the landholders to take advantage of the value that 
their land had acquired to effect land-mortgages and to 
live on their capital." . 

Looking to the indebtedness of the rural population, 
their character and customary extravagance, and 
havihg regard to the traditional authority of the money
lender and his tendency in recent years to exploit the 
commercial value of agricultural land, it will hardly be 
matter for surprise that one of the chief features of the 
new Land Act for the HoIkar State is the provision 
which withdraws from the tenant the right of mortgage 
he had previously enjoyed. Disturbance of veste~ 
interests was avoided by the fixation of a date (th 
2nd of June, 1930) after which the prohibition 0 

mortgages came into operation. Mortgages in favourl 
of a Co--operative Credit Society will be permitted as a 
special case, for the creditor-society may be presumed 
to have an interest in the weHare of its members; .but, 

• Keatiog .. G. Agriewlhwlll Procr ... ;. W_ lui_. p .• So. 
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with this single exception, all m~rtgage~ of tenant right \ 
will, for the future, be totally prohibited in the Holkar 
State. 
-This withdrawal of the right of mortgage was not 
merely the logical outcome of an assertion of the Ruler's 
universal landownership and a measure of precaution 
to prevent the abuse of their credit by an improvident 
peasantry. It was also, as in the case of the restriction 
on the allotment and sale of tenant right, a regulation 
complementary to the scheme of land-administration 
set forth in the new Act. (Agricultural land must v 
remain in the hands of those directly interested in its 
use as such, if the State and the people are to derive 
therefrom the full advantage to which they are 
entitled. In view of the declared policy of the State 
and the deliberate adoption of the khalsa land-system, 
there is no place for non-agriculturist intermediaries 
between the State and the actual cultivator,) Though 
the capitalist may be, it is a fact that ordinarily he is not, 
an agriculturist; so that any system which permits of 
mortgages necessarily gives the non-agriculturist an 
increasing hold upon the land. The abolition of the 
right of mortgage was, therefore, not only theoretically 
sound and practically desirable in the interests of the 
cultivator, but was also called for in the interests of 
the State. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PROBLEM OF SUBLETTING 

N OT only were sales and mortgages of tenant right 
freely permitted in the Holkar State after the 

issue in 1908 of the Transfer of Holdings Rules, but 
another form of transfer also came into common use. 
The tenantry seem always to have enjoyed unrestricted 
freedom in subletting. The practice was still 'very 
rare' in 1908'; but at the new Settlement, we read, 
'Subletting is not restricted. This well-intended 
freedom is undermining the very foundation of the 
[cultivator's] tenure by bringing in moneylenders who 
are speculating in land·simply to earn high subrents, 
taking advantage of the keen demand for land. The 
raiyaiwari system [sic] is considered to be best suited 
to the interests of the agricultural class; but such 
loopholes are admitting the unrequired middleman 
between the State and the bona fide cultivator. In the 
interests of the agricultural class it is very necessary to 
place subletting under some restriction.'" 

In the matter of subletting, as in so many other 
respects, the Deccan raiyatwari presents a marked 
contrast to the village-proprietary system.' Under the 
former the statutory holder is entitled to sublet without 
restriction. Subletting, therefore, in raiyatwari areas 

, Old 5_ R.ptWI. p. 3S. 
" R~R"'LR'P!!!$ on tho Barwai Parganah . 
• Wiieretlie pnnClpal hold .. is a proprietor. tho subordinate holdod. a 

tenant or lessee. • Subte:naot', . subletting· etc. indicate a eecood degree of 
subordination; but. in tho p.-nt ehapte<, I treat these terms as applicable 
to any holder from a statutory principal, whether that principal be a 
~t (as in tho Ceutn.! Provinces and tho Holkar State) 0< practically 
iDolding-eroprietor (as in tho Bombay Pnooideoey and Berar). 
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which are agriculturally developed, may assume very 
serious proportions; and in the rich cotton tract of 
Berar, which is settled on the Bombay system, the low 
Government assessment and the high value of land 
have given it a special stimulus. At the last Settlement 
(I924 to I928) the total area sublet was found, in the 
Akola and Buldana districts of Berar, to cover 20 per 
cent of the total occupied area; while the rents obtained. / 
for this sublet area were from seven to fourteen times v 
the Government assessment. The area, held merely as 
a commercial investment and habitually sublet, was 
officially recorded as no less than I6 per cent of the 
total occupied area. In two subdivisions (taluqs), 
where Marwaris (Wanis) are numerous, as much as 
2I and I9 per cent of the occupied area was, at the 
Settlement, • held as an investment' and habitually 
subleased. The Commissioner of Berar recently 
observed, • The Berar system undoubtedly encourages 
non-agriculturists to buy up land and then sublet at a 
handsome profit when prices are high. . . . My own 
impression is that, at the present moment, the evil of 
subletting is more widespread than was disclosed at 
the time of the last Settlement '-an impression which 
is undoubtedly correct. The figures I have quoted 
illustrate the growth, under the raiyatwari system, of a 
class of middleman-proprietor intermediate between 
the Government and the actual cultivator of the land; 
and there is an obvious lesson to be drawn from them. 
by those who would have introduced the Bombay 
land-revenue system into the Holkar State. 

In strong contrast is the strict limitation of su~ 
letting in the Central Provinces. There,' notwith
standing any contract tc. the contrary, a lease granted 
to a subt~ant by an occupancy tenant sballnot be 
valid for a period exc~ one year' (Tenancy Act, 
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section 36); while in certain notified areas, if land is 
habitually sublet, full rights of occupancy may be 
conferred upon the subtenant under the order of a 
Revenue Officer (Ibid. section 40). These restrictions 
in the Central Provinces are designed to keep the actual 
cultivator on the land and to prevent it from passing, 
as it has passed in Berar to a not inconsiderable extent, 
into the hands of middlemen merely concerned with 
their rental receipts. An official note, dealing with the 
embargo on habitual subletting in the Central Provinces, 
expressly states that it is intended 'to discourage the 
acquisition of tenantry rights by speculators, whether 

. purchasers or mortgagees, whose sole object in investing 
in land is to obtain the highest possible return for their 
money by rack-renting the men who cultivate it.' 

(}my regime which permits unrestricted subletting is 
liable, in practice, to offer violence to certain accepted 
principles underlying land-settlement in Indio/ There 
are three ingredients tn the tenure of the primary 
agricUlturist admittedly necessary for his adequate 
protection and encouragement, namely, security from 
disturbance, leniency in assessment and fixity in the 
demand for a considerable period. In the Settlements 
of Berar the raiyat, and in those of the Central 
Provinces the tenant, has a permanent and heritable 
right in his holding which cannot be disturbed, so long 
as he pays the revenue or rent to which he is assessed 
by Government. This assessment is, invariably, lenient 
(For example, in Berar, the average annual demand is 
no more than Rs. 1/4/- per acre-the equivalent of 
Rs. 12/8/-, or eighteen shillings and ninepence, for ten 
acres); and it is almost everywhere fixed for a period 
of thirty years. Governrnent is anxious that the 
cultivator should feel secure in the possession of his 
holding and should enjoy a lenient assessment fixed for 
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a long period, so that he may be encouraged to devote 
some portion, at least, of the profits of his cultivation 
to the development and improvement of the land. 
This object is frustrated as soon as possession passes 
from the holder, in whose favour these concessions have 
been given, to a mere subtenant. Subtenants, as a 
class, can have no security of tenure. In the Central 
Provinces they can hold land only from year to year ; 
in Berar they can retain it only for the period 
privately agreed upon. They are fully assessed, for 
their agreements rest upon bargains in the open market; 
and the demand is fixed, at most, for the period of the 
subtenancy. They thus enjoy none of the conditions 
precedent to their improvement of the land. On the 
contrary, they must be tempted to apply any short
sighted methods of cultivation likely to yield them the 
maximum return during their term of occupation. 
[Habitual subletting is not only unfavourable to the 1/ 
proper treatment of the land and inimical to its 
improvement, but it represents an operation, on the 
part of the beneficiary, which defeats the purpose of 
Government in conceding him a benefit. The statutory 
holder who habitually sublets has received the same 
consideration from Government as have others; but, 
instead of responding by an efiort to improve his 
land. he prefers to market those concessions without 
regard for his reciprocal obligations to the State. ~ 

Considering this aspect of the case. the legislative 
limitation on subletting in the Central Provinces is 
fully justified. while the Bombay-Berar system must 
appear defective. In Berar we find. as I have stated, 

I It may be UJUod that the"..- of land with a mod_til ............. t 
pays a higber price lor it OIl that a<:COIUlt and is, th....tore, aDd .. DO obIiptioa 
to GoYWllID .. t. 'Ibis is we .. p to a point; bat the arpment _ ita 
_at the next .......wemeet. for a ............. c:aa p_ the riSht to bold 
OIl a certaia _t ODIy tiIl-. 
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a substantial proportion of the occupied area habitually 
held by unprotected subordinates who pay, for short
term leases, a full commercial rent, whose interest in 
the land is purely transitory and who can have no 
inducement whatever to improve it, but rather the 
reverse. The superior holder, in creating such a 
subordinate tenure, defeats the purpose underlying the 
Settlement and exploits for his own benefit concessions 
conferred on him with another end in view. 

Assuming, however, that the Bombay-Berar system 
of laissez-faire is, in this respect, open to criticism, 
does it follow that the provision in the Central Provinces 
is the best alternative? The latter also has its 
disadvantages. In the first place, it is not effective. 
In spite of formal discouragement. in the Tenancy 
Act, subletting is very common; it provides one of 
the few sources of information as to land-values in a 
Province where so little land is freely transferable. The 
more serious objection to an extreme restriction on sub
letting is that it challenges a justifiable practice. A 
sublease for a term of years is a normal incident of 
village agriculture. A man may die, leaving a widow or 
small children; or he may become impoverished by 
misfortune, or by successive crop failures, which 
deprive him of the capital needed for a large holding. 
In such cases the expedient of subletting for a term of 
years is not only unobjectionable but is positively 
desirable, if the cultivator or his family is to avoid the 
loss of the holding. A sublease for one year will not 
serve; and will, in any case, deny the subtenant 
security sufficient even to let him manure the land. 
These defects in the present system are well recognized ; 
and, as recently as I928, a Bill, to permit subletting up 
to five years, was privately introduced in the Central 
Provinces Legislative Council. The proposal, to judge 
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from the' opinions expressed at the time both by officials 
and non-officials, found general acceptance; but came 
to nothing as the member in charge of the Bill resigned 
in another connexion. 

The Bill of 1928 confirms my condemnation of the 
one-year limit for subleases in the Central Provinces ; 
but would the extension of the period to five years 
meet the needs of the working agriculturist? I think 
not. Five years is an arbitrary limit, and will prove 
inadequate in cases of widowhood or minority or 
prolonged disability of any other kind. Seeing that 
subletting for a term of years may be a normal incident 
of village agriculture, it ought, to that extent, to be 
permitted. It becomes open to objection only when it 
iS'not a part of an agriculturist's programme; and the 
best solution of the problem of subletting is likely to 1./ 
be found in frankly admitting its propriety [When it is 
used by a cultivator for a legitimate purpose, and in 
intervening to prevent it only when the practice is 
abused) Such abuse is most common when the 
principal holder is not a genuine agriculturist but a 
speculator, who has taken up land as a commercial 
investment. In fact, the problem of subletting would 
be largely solved if the tenure of agricultural land were \ 
restricted to bona fide agriculturists. It is, as the Berar 
statistics show, when land passes into the hands of the 
moneylender, shopkeeper, pleader or townsman, whose 
profession is not that of an agriculturist, that we find 
subletting extensively abused. Instead, therefore, of 
placing an artificial embargo on a healthy and normal 
practice-for this is what subletting is, in its legitimate 
forms-it would seem wiser to go to the root of the 
trouble and to treat the disease and not a symptom. 

(Extensive and habitual subletting is simply an indica- v 
tion that land is passing out of the hands of bona fide 
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cultivators; and the first requirement is that, wherever 
possible, some restriction should be placed on the allot
ment of land and on transferv There will remain the 
problem presented by those non-agriculturists who have 
already obtained rights in agricultural land, and by 
those agriculturists who combine genuine agriculture 
with habitual subletting of surplus land for profit. 
For these the remedy is the remedy already adopted in 
parts of the Central Provinces. Government must 
counter those who abuse their Settlement contract by 

. forcing them to cultivat& the land themselves or by 
transferring possession of it to someone else prepared 
to work it as a bona fide cultivator. 

In the recent Indore Land-revenue and Tenancy Act 
both the expedients suggested in the preceding para
graph have been applied. Local conditions are 
particularly suitable for regulations of this kind. The 
tenant has always, in the Holkar State, exercised the 
right of sale subject to previous official approval. It 
was, therefore, easy, as well as logical, to enforce a 
condition that sales should be permitted in favour of 
bona fide agriculturists only (vide sections 45 & 46 of the 
Act), and that culturable land, when newly allotted, 
should be conferred in permanent tenant right only on 
those who come within that category (vide section 38). 
The door for future entrance into the field of agriculture 

J in the State has thus been closed for all but bona fide 
cultivators. (For anyone who has already gained 
admission and who abuses the Settlement contract by 
subletting 'solely with a view to obtaining rent or 
merely so as to remain an intermediary between the 
person from whom he holds and the actual cultivator 
of the land " there is a special provision in section 48. 
He will be invited to cultivate the land himself or to 
sell it to a bona fide agriculturist; and, on his failure 
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to adopt either alternative, Government will sell the 
land, keeping two years' revenue or rent as a fee and 
paying the rest of the sale-price to the expropriated 
tenant~ 

The' provisions of section 48 are permissive, not 
compulsory. The practice of habitual subletting for 
profit is widespread and must be dealt with gradually; 
but the limited area of the State will facilitate the close 
official supervision needed to enforce a new provision 
of this kind; and firm action should be taken. If 
Government will realize that, when they acquiesce in 
habitual subletting for profit, they are nullifying the 
effect of their own thirty-years' Settlement, and 
encouraging the exploitation of State property by 
irresponsible beneficiaries, they will not hesitate to 
make the effort. If this is done, the problem of. sub
letting will be largely solved. The practice will be 
freely allowed whenever it is justified; and the evasions 
so common under the Central Provinces Tenancy Law 
will not occur. The right of subletting will not be 
needlessly or artificially restricted; and yet the 
middleman or intermediary, who has grown up in 
Berar because of Government's inability to defend its 
own interests and those of the bona fide agriculturist, 
will remain under adequate control. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE OFFICt: OF PATEL 

T HE office of Patel in central and western India 
is of immemorial antiquity; and in every scheme 

of village administration the Village Headman still 
finds a place. His importance, however, has declined. 
As a writer from the Bombay Presidency observes, the 
Patel • hardly occupies the same position now which he 
did in 1818. . . . He has been deprived of many of his 
powers and privileges. He can no longer collect his 
former dues; he can no longer act as the village judge; 
he can no longer pose as the village protector .... 
He is often illiterate. It is no wonder that his influence 
should have considerably diminished since the advent 
of British rule." 

Mr .. Baden-Powell wrote approvingly in 1894 of I the 
central authority, dignity and privilege of a ~ntral 
Indian Patel 'a; but he was curiously misinformed as to 
the real position. The Patel's steady decline during the 
nineteenth century was accelerated in Central India by 
the farming out of villages to contractors. This 
practice, which the British soon checked in Bombay, 
found special favour in the States. In the N agpur State 
it flourished to the last; and finally produced the 
malguzari system of the Central Provinces. In Holkar's 
dominions, under the name of ijaradari, it continued 
until the Settlement of 1908; while in Bhopal, where it 
was known as mustajiri, it was abandoned as recently 

, Altekar. A. S .• Hi""'" of yil/atr. C ....... _iu ito W_Ifl4ia. p. II. 
o l.Mt4 __ IWfI", i. BrilislJ If1dia •• 1Id eel .. '901. p. 1'. 
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as 1928. The super-imposition of a revenue-farmer 
naturally undermined the power and prestige of the 
Patel. Moreover, the dominating position of a great 
proprietor has often been found to have a debilitating 
effect upon the village as an institution. The classical 
instance is Bengal where, even before British rule 
began, the importance of villages had been • thrown 
into the shade, and the influence of village officers much 
broken down', by the growth of great Estate holders. I 
So too in Central India the village unit has atrophied
more particularly in States (e.g. those of Bundelkhand). 
whose small territorial extent facilitates interference in 
village administration. For these reasons, the decline 
of the ancient office of Patel has been even more rapid 
and complete in the States of Central India than it 
has been in the neighbouring Presidency of Bombay. 

In the Holkar State. the contrast between the present 
and the past position of the Patel can be readily 
perceived. Sir John Malcolm wrote in 1824. • The 
Patel. or Headman of the village. is in almost every 
district deemed hereditary. There have been such 
frequent violent changes of rule in this country that 
it is surprising to find so many of this class who can 
support their claim to the rights and lands they enjoy 
for eight, nine and ten generations. . •• The quantity 
of land enjoyed by a Patel is proportionate to the size 
of the village. and varies from 10 to 200 bighas. The 
Patel has also a fee or due (generally in kind) from every 
field of grain. . • . He has also a small share on the 
sugar and opium produce of the lands of the village. 
He has other dues and fines. . . • The hereditary lands 
and dues belonging to the local. or rather native. 
officers are highly prized. . . • The attachment of the 
possessors to these rights is indescnbable. A Hindu 

I L..M_" BriIi-' ' ..... P. 71. Seeabop. 10_ 
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Zamindar,' in the presence of all his tribe, said to me 
that it preceded his sense of religion. "I would turn 
Mahomedan ", he added, "twenty times, before I 
would sell my watanee ". . . . The rights of the native 
hereditary officers of a village are much respected in 
Central India; and never did a country afford such 
proofs of the imperishable nature of this admirable 
institution. After the Pindari war . . . many of the 
villages had been waste for more than thirty years. 
. . . The families of each village, . . . when convinced 
that tranquillity was established, flocked to their 
roofless houses. Infant Patels (the second and third 
in descent from the emigrator) were, in many cases, 
carried at the head of these parties. . . . I gave during 
the year 1818, as a mark of encouragement, turbans to 
more than a hundred Patels who returned to their 
desolate villages:-

Such was the pivotal position of the Patel a hundred 
years ago. By the beginning of this century, as a 
result of the ijaradari system, the Patel in the Holkar 
State was, officially, a mere survival of a system that 
had ceased to be. He had no real powers of any kind, 
and such duties as he performed were formal and 
perfunctory. Over large areas and throughout the 
Nemawar district he had lost his revenue-free land; 
and elsewhere so much of it as remained had been 
partitioned between him and his relations. With the 
disappearance of the Ijaradar in 1908 it became 
imperative to employ the Patel once more as local 
agent for the collection of the village rents; but the 
only remuneration offered him was a small percentage, 

I. The term • Zamindar • in Central India sip .. an old hereditary official, 
intermediate between the Village Headman and the State. who formerly 
~~ti':::. a , •• g-- or group of villages for purpooeo of revenue 

• A M.-n. of C"".IIlIfldi., vol. n, pp. I.~I. 
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or rebate, on the cash collectjons which he made. 
Nothing was done to revive his ancient rights or watan. 
On the contrary, it was decided to impose a half
assessment on such revenue-free land (locally known as 
khoti) as still remained with him, and to maintain even 
this partial concession only for the period of the new 
twenty-years' Settlement. Cases were not unknown of 
Patels resigning office, where there was no khoti, because 
the emoluments were insufficiently attractive. 

The treatment thus accorded the Patel in 1908 
indicates that appreciation of • this admirable institu
tion " as Sir John Malcolm called it, had faded in. the 
minds of those responsible for village administration in 
the State; and it is to recall its past history, and to 
emphasize the present value and future potentialities 
of this village office, whose origin is lost in the mists of 
antiquity but whose retention is still essential to the 
vitality of the village as an institution, that the present 
chapter has been written. In the true Maratha body 
politic there are two complementary organisms-the 
Maharaja and the Patel-whose proper functioning is 
essential to rural prosperity. The Ruler deals directly 
with his village units, eliminating, as far as possible, all 
those hereditary intermediaries-the Thakurs or the 
Zamindars (Deshmukh and Deshpande, Chaudhari and 
Qanungo)-who were characteristic of the earlier 
Hindu or Rajput systems of government and who were 
commonly retained under the Mogul. The great 
Maratha Chieftains steadily suppressed the local 
hereditary middlemen; and Sir Richard Jenkins, 
writing in 1816 of the Nagpur State, notes with 
satisfaction • the general and direct authority of the 
Raja over every part of his dominions and the abserice 
of the local infiuence of hereditary Zamindars.' Even 
the revenue-farmer is looked on with suspicion. • As 
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to the Marathas... their revenue ideal never 
encouraged farming at all, if it could be helped; and 
only ex necessitate the governors farmed single villages 
or small groups of land, as in the Nagpur State .... 
When their power was well established, they recognized 
the advantage of dealing direct with the villages 
through their hereditary headmen, and rarely employed 
middlemen and farmers who, they knew, would always 
manage to intercept a good part of the receipts." This 
direct relationship between Government and the 

I cultivating classes has been, perhaps, the most impor
tant of the legacies the British have received from the 
Maratha administrative system. In conformity with 
this principle of Maratha government we find that, in 
the Holkar State, the Zamindars soon lost their 
administrative importance, the Rulers dealing directly 
with the village; but the authorities failed to recognize 
the value of administration of the village through a 
Patel. Their financial needs were pressing; and it 
seemed, throughout the nineteenth century, the easiest 
and simplest means of meeting those needs to hand over 
individual villages or small groups of villages to revenue
farmers; and this they did without regard for the old 
Village Headman's office. 

There is, then, a genuine need for adequate recognition 
of the Patel in any scheme of rural economy likely to 
prosper in the Holkar State. The best Maratha 
tradition regards his position as complementary to that 
of the Maharaja. Intermediate between the Maharaja 
and the village are the paid official staff-Commission
ers, Subhas and Amins; but these have no hereditary 
or permanent interest in anyone locality. It is the 
policy of the State to keep the official element free from 

, Baden-Powell. B. H .• LftIl.-Sys_ i. Bri,id l""i. (.8c)o). vol. I. 
pp .• 86 and '93. 
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a hereditary territorial connexion. In the village, 
however, we are dealing still, in spite of modem changes, 
with an age-old institution-an organic unit. The 
village has its customs, prejudices, ways of life and 
habits of thought which are not those of the official 
class. The peasantry are illiterate and often inarticu
late; sometimes their speech is not fully intelligible 
even to the Indian employees of the State. For such 
an entity there is need of what Sir John Malcolm called 
• a medium between the officers of Government and the 
inhabitants of the village'; and there is as much need 
for him to-day as there was a hundred years ago. The 
Patel must interpret the orders of Government to his 
village and he must be the spokesman who explains the 
views of his village to Government. Before he can 
perform this dual function satisfactorily his position 
must be stabilized; he must carry prestige in the village 
among the cultivators; and he must be respected too 
by the official classes, as something more than a village 
servant at the beck and call of every touring officer. 

To achieve this purpose of investing the Patel's 
office once more with dignity and stability. there is but 
one course open. Every Patel must have a substantial 
.. ala", a plot of revenue-free land. as part of his 
remuneration; he must be recognized as a hereditary 
officer of the State; and the personal tie must be 
revived which binds him to the Maharaja. Much has 
been accomplished in this direction by the following 
public announcement. made by His Highness the 
Maharaja. at his Investiture on the 9th of May, 1930: 
• I am a1so ordering the grant of fifteen bighas of kItoIi 
land. free of assessment. to the Patel of every kMls" 
village. as a personal honour and a personal gift from 
me. The Patels will thus become Watandars of my 
State; and I trust that they will be inspired. by this 
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mark of my personal favour, ever to remain loyal to my 
house and to spare no effort to maintain and improve 
the prosperity of the villages entrusted to their charge.' 
·This pledge has been fully implemented in the new 
Indore Land-revenue and Tenancy Act. By Chapter 
VI of that enactment the Khotidar Patel becomes an 
Inamdar, or assignee of proprietary rights in a revenue
free holding, which d~ends to his heirs by primo
geniture, is inalienable and impartible, and cannot be 
attached or sold either by Revenue or Civil Court 
process. Section 124 makes it clear that the Patel's 
remuneration must, in part, consist of revenue-free 
land; and section 128 lays down that a Patel can only 
be removed from office under the orders of the Maharaja 
or by a District Officer with the previous approval of 
the Maharaja; and even after .such removal, he will 
still, under section 68, be entitled to retain, as a pattedar 
tenant, his former khoti land. 

The advantages which will accrue from this confirma
tion of the Patel's position should be many. His 
dwindling prestige in the village should be restored; 
he should carry the authority which he will need to 
perform the duties assigned to him by section 125 of 
the new Act; his status will once more be consistent 
with the position which ancient custom has created for 
the Patel as Head of the Village Community; and, 
vis-tl-vis the Government, his office should acquire a 
stability which will make him a useful local agent of 
the State. As in mechanics resistance connotes a 
power to support, so, with the Patel, the security of his 
position will be the measure of his ability to help the 
Government. Before long the State will, I trust, 
embark upon an active campaign of rural and agri
cultural development; and, when this is attempted, 
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the value of a stable body of Village Headmen will be 
seen. 

In conclusion, I would press one further point. The 
recent grant to all khalsa Patels of IS bighas (about 10 

acres) of khoti land, generous though it was in the circum
stances, should be extended in all but the smallest 
villages. Many Patels hold adhi jama khati (the old 
khati assessed at half rates) for the currency of the 
present Settlement only. If half of their adhi jama 
khat. were given them permanently in full khati right, it 
would perpetuate their present remuneration, which is 
none too high in relation to the demands, soon to be 
made, upon their powers of village leadership. In 
villages where the adh. jama khati is small or non
existent, the extent of the khat. should be fixed with 
reference to the size and importance of the village. A 
suitable watan greatly enhances the social status of the 
Patel. • The highest Maratha chiefs prized those they 
had inherited or obtained by purchase more, apparently, 
than much more high-sounding titles. We read of the 
Raja of Satara clinging to the watans he had received 
from Shivaji after he had lost his crown in all but the 
name; Sindhia was always termed .. Patel" in the 
revenue accounts of the territory he acquired in Nimar ; 
while HoIkar and the Powar of Dhar fought obstinately. 
I believe, after the British conquest, to recover the 
patelship of Deccan villages which were their watan." 
The watan in the eighteenth centwy was regarded as 
• property of very high value and estimation' ; and, by 
linking this tradition to the office of the Patel, a far 
more efiective service will be obtained from him than 
could ever be secured, on a commercial basis, by a cash 
remuneration much in excess of the rental value of his 
khan land. In these days of mass agitation and popular 

, ~ 11.,.",. of the British District of N_ (187"1. __ ISJ. 
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movements, frequently misdirected by unscrupulous 
agents, it will be invaluable if the State can retain in 
each inhabited village a reliable agent of good standing, 
bound by ties of tradition and personal interest to 
support the authority of the Maharaja. 'As the village 
system is the keystone to the arch, so to speak, on which 
the stability of the whole revenue administration of the 
country depends, its soundness, or, in other words, the 
efficien~ of the village establishments, is a matter of 
supreme importance." 

, L4N-Sy_ 0/ BriIisIJ I"" ... vol. III, p. 88. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE ASSESSMENT OF AGRICULTURAL 
IMPROVEMENTS 

(O.S.R.-Old Settlement Report of I908) 
(N.S.R.=New Settlement Report of I929) 

THE policy of the Holkar State in regard to the 
assessment of agricultural improvements was thus 

defined in 1908: • The view, theoretically accepted in 
some parts of British India, that the tenant is entitled 
to all the fruits of improvements in his land carried 
out with his own capital, does not find favour in Indian 
States. In Indore, the rules passed have been on the 
principle that the State is entitled to its share in the 
produce of the land, whether the tenant cultivates a 
large area under ordinary cultivation or a small area 
under intensive cultivation. Concessions on wells are 
given him to reimburse him for the capital he has 
expended. When he has been so reimbursed, the well, 
practically, becomes State property, just as if it had 
been built by the State, because land irrigated from it 
pays a full rent and the tenant's only right in the well 
is a right of transfer. It follows that the State should 
repair private wells on equal terms with State wells. 
In considering the equity of taxing improvements 
carried out by tenants it is, perhaps, as well to remember 
that ploughing and sowing land is as much an .. improve
ment .. as irrigating it; and, if the strictly equitable 
view be adhered to, the State is only entitled to the 
rental which the land would produce under grass.' 
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(O.S.R., p. 37.) Thus all improvemenfs of every kind 
are regarded, in the Holkar State, as justifying an 
increase in the rental assessment. If I build a tank 
or dig a well for irrigation, if I grade or drain or even 
manure my fields, if I adopt a scientific rotation of 
crops, if I use improved implements or labour-saving 
machinery-in fact, whatever I do to increase the net 
profits of my agriculture-I thereby render myself 
theoretically liable to an enhanced rental assessment. 

When we tum, however, to the assessment in 
practice of agricultural improvements, thus widely 
defined, they are seen to fall into two distinct classes. 
On the one hand, we have what may be called un
obtrusive improvements, such as draining, grading, 
improvements in cultivating methods and appliances 
etc., which it is either difficult or impossible for the 
State to appraise and assess in detail. On the other 
hand, there are obtrusive improvements-visible 
structures such as embankments, wells and tanks
which provide an obvious basis for an extra assessment 
on particular fields. There is no essential difference 
between these two classes of improvements. • The 
long-continued labour and careful cultivation which 
have brought up what was once a desert to its present 
state-perhaps of garden-land paying the highest 
revenue-rate-is as much an .. improvement" and an 
expenditure of private means as is the new well or 
embankment on which a richer proprietor has just 
spent Rs. 500 in a lump payment.'· Moreover, 
an obtrusive improvement not infrequently involves 
unobtrusive improvement also. It is, for example, not 
enough merely to dig a well and proceed to irrigate the 
adjoining fields. Those fields must be graded and 
manured, or else the watering will do little good and 

I LGfI4~R"""'" ill Britis" Ifill;'. p. 190. 
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may do positive harm. Yet grading and manuring are 
unobtrusive improvements; -the irrigation alone is 
obtrusive. It is thus manifest that, from the agricul
turist's point of view, the two classes are essentially of 
the same character; but, from the State's point of 
view, they are very different, because the State is 
primarily concerned with the question of assessment. 
It is, in fact, the practical facility of imposing a special 
rate on land obtrusively improved that leads to its 
relatively high assessment. If I spend Rs. 500 on 
grading my fields, I am very likely to pocket the extra 
profit due to my enterprise and outlay of capital, at 
least until the next re-settlement; and even then I may 
continue to escape, unless the general standard of 
cultivation in the village is observed to have risen. 
If I spend Rs. 500 on improved plant and labour
saving appliances, I am almost certain to escape. extra 
assessment on account of them; but, if I sink a well at 
the cost of Rs. 500, I can at once and easily be charged 
• wet' rates on the area commanded by the well. Yet 
the net profit on my capital investment may be the 
same in all these three cases. The assessment of 
obtrusive improvements must, therefore, be carefully 
controlled, or else their construction will be relatively 
discouraged. 

In the case of improvements which are unobtrusive 
only, the most the State can do is to adjust its assess
ment, in a general way, to a general rise in agricultural 
profits ; and it must be content, in view of the 
practical difficulties involved in their assessment. to 
make such an adjustment at fairly long intervals. 
Thirty-year Settlements are the rule in the neighbouring 
provinces of British India; and the same period has 
been thought appropriate for the more highly assessed 
districts of the Holkar State (except Nemawar, which 
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has been settled, somewhat illogically, for twenty years 
only). Thus the Indore Government have agreed to a 
period of twenty to thirty years, during which no rental 
enhancement will be imposed on account of unobtrusive 
improvements. 

The treatment accorded at the recent re-settlement 
of the State to obtrusive improvements was unorthodox. 
Only some 32,000 acres were at that time actually 
irrigated (N.S.R., p. 84); but some 70,000 acres were 
assessed as such, on the basis of past irrigation statistics, 
at an average rate of Rs. 9/9/0 per acre (N.S.R., 
p. 123), as compared with an average rate of Rs. 2/1/0 
only for dry cultivation. As some sort of compensation 
for this deliberate over-assessment, based not on actual 
but assumed assets, the Government agreed to remit, 
for the new Settlement period, the • wet' rates on any 
new irrigation which might develop outside the 
assumed area of 70,000 acres (Cabinet Order No. 2090, 
dated the 8th of March, 1927). This solution of the 
problem has the merit of simplicity. The new Settle
ment rents will stand for thirty years (in Nemawar for 
twenty years); and, throughout this period, there will 
be no harassing enquiries and no additional assessment 
when new irrigation sources are constructed. At the 
same time, the method employed is hardly one which 
can commend itself. The assessment of land on the 
basis of prospective assets is contrary to accepted 
principles; • wet' rates, more than four times those 
imposed on dry cultivation and levied from more than 
double the area actually irrigated, are hardly likely to 
convince the cultivator that an outlay of capital on an 
irrigation work will be a wise investment;. the com
pensation offered in return for the over-assessment at 
Settlement will be very unev;enly distributed; and 
practical difliculties will arise in the latter half of the 
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Settlement period, when the diminishing concession 
under the orders of 1927 will p1"!>ve, at first, inadequate 
as an inducement, and, at last, a positive deterrent, to 
those who may contemplate the construction of new 
irrigation sources. 

It would be hardly worth while attempting now to 
suggest what revised scale of concessions the State 
should offer, when the exemption of new irrigation from 
additional assessment for the period of the current 
Settlement begins to lose its attractiveness-as it will 
in ten or fifteen years' time; but one thing is certain. 
The importance the State has attached in the past, and 
still seems to attach, to the imposition of a full assess
ment on irrigated land is a strategical mistake, as the 
trend of agricultural development discloses. It was 
all very well to heap assessment on to irrigated land 
when opium cultivation was widespread in the State 
md when the fancy prices commanded by this ' black 
dlver of Malwa " as it was called, enabled the holder of 
lITigated land' to meet an inflated assessment with 
:omposure. Those days are gone; and the growth of 
~pium on a very limited area, for consumption within 
its borders, is the most the State can expect in future. 
In a fertile tract of deep black soil with a reliable 
monsoon and a moderate population, it is idle to hope 
that irrigation will ever assume very large proportions. 
Indeed, the natural inference from agricultural research 
seems to point the other way. Experiments at the 
Indore Institute of Plant Industry have shown that, 
for ordinary cotton cultivation, the rainfall is normally 
in excess rather than in defect. Improved methods, 
therefore, are likely to minimize the difference in profit 
between wet and dry cultivation; and this circumstance 
will tend to discourage the spread of irrigation, except 
for special crops such as sugar-cane and garden produce. 
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This being so, the State would be well advised to 
avoid, in future, anything in the nature of a penal 
assessment on irrigated land, such as that imposed at 
the last re-settlement, and should be content with a 
moderate differentiation in its' wet' rates. 

It must be remembered that irrigated land yields 
high profits, and can support a relatively high assess
ment at present, not so much because it is irrigated as 
because it is also very carefully cultivated. Every 
irrigated field must be accurately graded and heavily 
manured. As soon as cultivators realize the substantial 
profits to be gained by grading and manuring their dry 
cultivation-and this without any serious risk of a 
special assessment being imposed-they will naturally 
concentrate attention upon the unobtrusive improve
ment of their holdings. This tendency is already to be 
noticed in the Nimar district. There the (till lately) 
increasing profits from dry cotton cultivation have, for 
many years, placed irrigation at a heavy discount; and 
thousands of wells are now lying idle. 

What the State should visualize in the future is a 
steady, if slow, advance along a far wider agricultural 
front than that which irrigated lands present. The 
scientific and practical research work, carried on 
by Mr. A. Howard at the Indore Institute of Plant 
Industry, has demonstrated the wide variety of 
points at which the present system of local agri
culture can be developed; and the key to the new 
position is not more water but agronomy-the scientific 
use to man'sadvantageofnature'sinherent productivity. 
Any special concentration on the assessment of 
irrigated land, which covers no more than, two per 
cent of the cultivated area, must defeat its own 
purpose. The distinction between obtrusive and 
unobtrusive improvements is, as I have shown, a 
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wholly artificial one, depending simply on the relative 
facility with which the former can be assessed. General 
improvements in cultivating methods, raising the 
profits of both wet land and dry, must now be the 
objective-for these will bring far more benefit to the 
agricultural population as a whole than any specialized 
attempt to multiply irrigation sources with a view to 
their assessment. The average cultivator is quite 
shrewd enough to be able to weigh the • pros' and 
• cons' of an obtrusive improvement. He will at once 
fight shy of irrigation, if he knows that it will result in 
his improvement being heavily assessed. With, how
ever, a sound Settlement system, a liberal policy of 
rural administration and some alleviation of the present 
burden of agricultural indebtedness, the prospects of 
~he peasantry should rapidly improve. Government, 
therefore, should take the long view and should 
approach the problem of agricultural improvements in 
a broad spirit, so co-ordinating all their activities as to 
produce a general agricultural advance, which will 
conduce to the prosperity both of the cultivator and of 
the State itself. From this point of view it is imperative 
that obtrusive improvements should, in future, enjoy 
far more lenient treatment than they have hitherto 
received. The negative policy of a high assessment for 
irrigated lands should be abandoned; and a positive 
policy of encouraging agricultural development on the 
widest possible scale should take its place. 
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CHAPTER VII 

STATE FINANCE 
AND RURAL ADMINISTRATION 

AGLANCE at the budget of the Holkar State is 
enough to show that the bulk of the revenue is 

derived from the rural population. In the Estimates 
for I929-30, out of a total revenue of I36lakhs, 64lakhs 
came from Land-revenue, I7 from Excise, I6 from 
Customs, 8 from Forests and 7 from Stamps. Agri
culturists pay, practically, the whole of the Iand
revenue, and they, with those other classes who are 
dependent on agriculture, contribute most of the 
revenue under the next four most important heads. 
Probably two-thirds to three-fourths of the total 
revenue is provided by inhabitants of the rural areas, 
while not more than one-fourth to one-third of it is 
spent for their benefit. No precise calculation can be 
made; but a tendency for the City to profit at the 
expense of the Country is apparent. State expenditure 
on tanks and wells in the mofussil has, for the past 
twenty years, almost ceased and only small additions 
have been made to the rural road-system, whereas 
money has been freely spent in Indore, where a water
supply and drainage scheme, estimated to cost over 
60 lakhs of rupees, is now being financed from the 
general revenues. Again the rent of the cultivator has 
been recently enhanced, whereas there is no tax on the 
income of the trader. The export tax on food grains 
further illustrates the preferential treatment which the 
Capital receives. The State is, therefore, in arrears in 
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its obligations to its rural inhabitants and should make 
strenuous efforts to redress the balance by a steady 
campaign in favour of rural development and by an 
increasing outlay for the benefit of the agricultural 
classes. 

It may be urged that the State's resources are already 
pledged for its existing commitments; and that the 
rental assessments have been fixed for the period of 
Settlement, so that the State will derive no immediate 
return from any outlay on its rural areas. It is true 
that the return from any capital the State may sink in 
agriculture is likely to be slow; but it will be sure; and, 
in the end, a wise expenditure in the mofusnl will prove 
the most remunerative investment that the State can 
make. A' forward' rural policy will be the best for 
the State even from the narrowest financial viewpoint. 

In the first place, if the State provides new irrigation 
sources at its own expense, it can, under section 40 of 
the new Act, impose • wet' rates on any addition to the 
irrigated area which results from these improvements. 
There is scope for irrigation by State agency along the 
banks of rivers, such as the N_erbudda in the Nemawar 
district and the Cbhoti Kali Sind in Mehidpur. 

Secondly,an increase in the profits of agriculture will 
result in an extension of cultivation to land at present 
unoccupied. These areas are auctioned, when there is 
competition for them; and this means not only an 
immediate addition to the land-revenue demand but 
also a capital contribution to the State. During the 
last twenty years' Settlement, the land-revenue demand 
rose, in spite of fixed rates and stagnant irrigation, 
from 37 to 5a lakhs of rupees. • The amount of revenue 
(which at last Settlement amounted to Rs. 37,13,659) 
went on swelling from year to year, as more and more 
land was taken up at new cultivation rates, until it 
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reached the figure of Rs. 5I .97,425 in the year of revision, 
thus giving an increase of Rs. I4,83.766, or about 40 per 
cent, which accrued during the term of the last Settle
ment: (N.S.R., p. u8.) Such a high percentage 
increase cannot, of course, be maintained in the future, 
for much of the expansion in the demand between I907 
and I927 was due to recovery from the abnormal 
depression which followed the famine of I900; but a 
steady increase in the State's receipts from the land 
may be expected; and this increase will be. enhanced 
by a sustained campaign in favour of rural and 
agricultural development. 

Thirdly, the imposition of cesses on the land-revenue 
is a possible new source of income which, as the Indian 
Taxation Enquiry Committee have recently pointed 
out, can legitimately be utilized. It should take the 
form of a local cess for local purposes. For instance, a 
road and education cess, amounting to tit per cent on 
the land-revenue and yielding nearly a lakh of rupees 
annually, might be levied without hardship in Nimar 
and devoted to the construction of new roads 
and new school buildings in the mojussil of that 
district. As improved agricultural methods spread to 
other parts of the State and lighten the burden of the 
new assessment, such a cess might be levied there also 
for 'the benefit of the mojussil areas. r emphasize the 
need for the application of such local cesses to local 
purposes because, as I have shown, the bulk of the 
revenue, though levied from the rural areas, is, at 
present, spent in Indore. 

Fourthly, all agricultural improvements worth the 
name lead to greater production and-1hus tend to 
increase the surplus stock of raw produce available for 
export; and increased production means increased 
purchasing power, more excise revenue and more 
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importS. Such exports and imports are taxed, and will 
thus contribute an addition to the receipts under 
Customs. This fourth head I may call • the indirect 
revenue' due to agricultural improvement. Though 
it is the least easy to define, it is likely to be the most 
important consequence of a general agricultural 
advance both from the agriculturist's point of view and 
also from that of the State. Agriculture is the basic. 
industry; • the prosperity of such a primary or basic 
industry is essential to the well-being of all the people; 
and there is no surer way of raising the standard of 
living of the people and increasing the general wealth 
of a country than by investing capital in the improve
ment of agricultural land and by adopting the well
known methods of better cultivation. Agriculture 
supplies the food of the people and the raw materials 
of the principal industries. If food be abundantly 
produced, it will be cheap and the people well fed; there 
may be a surplus which can be exported. If raw 
materials are abundant and cheap, industries will be 
attracted. . . . There is a reciprocal relation between 
industry and agriculture. The greater the surplus 
which the cultivators can produce above the food which 
they must consume, the greater is their demand for 
manufactured products. The industries of the town. 
go to supply the needs of the cultivators for clothing, 
for household utensils and luxuries; and other 
industries eventually grow up to supply the machinery 
and implements required by modern methods of 
cultivation. With a large agricultural production new 
railways become profitable, which otherwise would not 
be; and an all.:round economic advance takes place." 

Thus we reach a broader standpoint. What is 
• Note OQ the __ 01 the Haiku ~ by _ 

J-
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needed in rural administration is faith in the future 
and acquiescence in a present moderate revenue return 
with a view to an ultimate gain. The wisest policy is 
to wait for the products of slow growth-as the 
Forester waits, sometimes for a hundred years. 
f Forest finance', we read, f consists of building up the 
capital invested in the land and in the crops thereon 
and in obtaining therefrom the highest possible annual 
return.' Yet f more than half of the gross annual 
revenue of the forests in India is spent in forest manage
ment " and nearly one-tenth f on roads and buildings, 
cultural operations, surveys, demarcations, none of 
these wotks being immediately productive of revenue.' 
We are told, I after half a century of conservative 
working', that the value of the forests will only be 
known f later on, when the immature crop now on the 
. ground shall have become ripe for the harvest." So 
too in rural administration, even though the State's 
objective were merely to secure f the highest possible 
annual return', nevertheless a policy at least as self
restI'ained and far-sighted as that which the Forester 
regards as sound would be appropriate. Everything 
possible, therefore, should be done to foster the social 
and economic improvement of the rural areas. A 
present sacrifice will be more than recompensed later 
both by the ultimate revenue return and by the dignity 
with which such an enlightened policy will invest the 
State. 

, Tlu Ox/ord S_ o/Ilu BriIiIA E...pm, wi. n. p. 93-



CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

IN the foregoing pages an attempt has been made to 
emphasize, and at the same time to justify, those 

ipecial features of the land-system of the Holkar State 
which give it a distinctive character. It is easy to 
)erceive that this distinctive character is derived 
.argely from the circumstance that the State is not 
'ettered, as Government is fettered in most parts of 
British India, by the extended grant in the past of 
lome sort of proprietary right to one landed interest 
)r another. The Holkar State, in its freedom from 
iUch previous commitments, resembles the newly 
ieveloped ,aiyatwari areas of the Central Provinces. 
fhere.the absence of past concessions, in favour of 
village-landlord or holding-proprietor, has made ~ble 
II. simple land-system which provides for the reservation 
)f all culturable land for those who are primarily 
agriculturists. So also the Indore Land-revenue and 
fenancy Act propounds a system which aims at secur
ing the maximum advantage for the actual cultivator 
()f the soil. The policy of • agricultural land for the 
agriculturist' provides a single premiss from which the 
main principles of the new Act can be logically derived. 
If it be assumed as fundamental that the culturable 
Land of an agricultural State should be reserved for 
those whose interest lies in its development. all those 
restrictions on sale. mortgage and sublease which have 
been advocated in preceding chapters can readily be 
justified. An unrestricted right of transfer has been 
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found by practical experience to be dangerous to the 
common cultivator, prejudicial to agricultural progress 
and, therefore, contrary to the interest of the 
community. 

Holkar's dominions, however, have not altogether 
escaped the difficulties which result from past conces
sions to a favoured clas.s. The State is; indeed, 
fortunate in that a comparatively small number of its 
villages has been 'assigned' to privileged grantees 
and in that, with few exceptions, these grants are of 
limited extent. Nevertheless a problem does exist in 
regard to the class of village holders known as 
J ahagirdars and Istmurardars.' The former hold 
permanently free of revenue, while the latter are 
subjeCt to a quit-revenue fixed in perpetuity. Together 
they occupy some four hundred villages; and it has 
not been easy to define their position in relation to the 
State or to decide upon the degree and character of the 
regulation to which they should be subject in the 
internal management of their villages. The State is 
pledged to maintain the position and dignity of its 
J ahagirdars and Istmurardars. On the other hand, 
some members of this privileged class aspire to a 
position of independence which would involve the 
exclusion of many matters of importance to the 
residents of their villages from the jurisdiction of 
the ordinary officials of the State. Nothing, how
ever, can impair the Maharaja's ultimate responsibility 
for the welfare of his subjects in every part of his 
dominions. 

The attitude of the State towards its J ahagirdars and 
Istmarardars is a question of policy with which, in view 
of the limited number of this class, it is hardly necessary 

• The more correct spelling of th ... terms u JlgbdU aud lotimdnlAr. 
I use the Marathi fOrml earrent in the State., 
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to deal at length in a general description of the local 
land-system; but, now that a standard of rural 
administration has been established, under the new 
Act, for khalsa villages, it is incumbent on those who 
are responsible, on the Maharaja's behalf, for non
khalsa villages to conform to the same standard. 
Regard for the social status of a J ahagirdar or Istmur
ardar should not operate so as to place the residents of 
his village at a disadvantage or make them dependent 
on the caprice of the local landlord, regardless of the 
rural policy of the State. To enable the Maharaja to 
perform his duty of safeguarding the welfare of every 
class of his subjects, there must be some general official 
organization which will keep him in touch with local 
conditions. District Officers have hitherto been dis
couraged from taking a direct interest in non-khalsa 
village affairs; and the resulting independence of 
control has been regarded as part of the jahagirdari or 
istmurardari privilege. The new Act deliberately 
contemplates a change in Government's attitude in this 
respect. By section 79 (3) the State Settlement system 
can be made applicable to jahagir and istmurar grants, 
while section 96 (2) makes it possible also to compile the 
ordinary Annual Village Papers for these areas. 
Chapter X of the Act gives Government authority to 
appoint and control the village officials (Patels, 
Chaukidars and Balais) both in khalsa and non-khalsa 
villages; while section 70 enables the State to confer 
)rotection, by means of a pattedar tenancy, on all 
:enants who hold from an • assignee '. A certain 
miformity in matters of this kind is an essential 
:ondition of sound rural administration, for the working 
lot only of the Revenue, but of many other Depart
nents also, rests upon a village basis. At the same 
time, the precaution bas been taken to provide that 
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every consideration, consistent with the proper dis
charge by the State of its duty to the village, shall be 
paid to the village assignee. J ahagirdars are already 
to be found who are in sympathy with the policy of 
Government as formulated in the sections of the Act 
above referred to; and, with some give and take on 
either side, it should be possible to find a compromise in 
consonance both with the rights of the assignee, as 
such, and with the obligation which rests on him, as a 
subject of the Maharaja, to co-operate in the enforce
ment of the policy of the State. 

The jahagir or istmurar grant is, as I have said, a 
special case with which it is unnecessary to deal at 
length. It may suffice to say that the problem pre
sented by the village assignee in the Holkar State bears 
some similarity to that which arose from the creation of 
a village-landlord class in the Central Provinces some 
sixty years ago; and a long-drawn process of adjust
ment between the divergent interests of the village
landlord and his tenantry may safely be foretold, 
du~g which the State will have to hold the balance 
evenly between them. In nine-tenths of the State, 
however, the village-landlord does not exist; and the 
present volume is concerned primarily with an exposition 
of the characteristic khalsa system, found in the gre,at 
majority of villages. The growth of 'landlordism', 
of which Berar provides a clear example, must be 
checked. To maintain the khalsa system under 
modem conditions and to protect the small landholder, 
while he adapts himself slowly to the economic transi
tion from 'status' to 'contract'. from times when 
tenants were scarce and land was plentiful to those 
when the increasing pressure of the population on the 
land arouses competition to secure it. is the rural 
problem of the present day. 
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The enforcement of the provisions of the new Act, 
designed for the tenant's protection under the aegis of 
the Ruler's universal landownership, will place a heavy 
strain on the industry and integrity of the Revenue 
Staff; but that Staff has been strengthened by the 
appointment. of Divisional Commissioners, on whose 
efficiency, as a eontrolling agency, will largely depend 
the extent to which the provisions of the Act will 
function. The principles which underlie these restric
tions are unquestionably sound. In an agricultural 
State rural prosperity must be the primary objective; 
and only the State can be trusted to provide all the 
safeguards necessary for the peasant cultivator's 
welfare. There must, therefore, be a legislative enact
ment and an executive agency to enforce the special 
conditions which the circumstances require. The first 
of these it has been the object of the new Indore Land
revenue and Tenancy Act to provide. 

His Highness the Maharaja has publicly announced 
that the welfare of the agricultural classes will be his 
special care-a happy augury, towards the fulfilment of 
which the present enactment is the first important 
step; but an Act is no more than a declaration of 
principle. What is as important as the Act itself is the 
manner in which its provisions are interpreted. • That 
which is best administered is best.' The purpose of 
Government will be reflected day by day in its decisions 
'lIld in the outlook and activities of the Staff whose work 
brings them into daily contact with the agricultural 
population. It is to assist those responsible for guiding 
the future revenue administration of the State, as well as 
those who may have to deal with the more detailed 
problems of district work. that this little book has been 
compiled. It emphasizes the special features of the 
new Act and shows how it embodies in legislative form 
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the best Maratha tradition in the field of rural economy. 
The State has had the stimulating experience of 
developing for itself a land-system of a distinctive 
character, adapted to local conditions and local needs. 
It remains for those responsible for the welfare of the 
rural population to further the State's constructive 
policy by the maintenance of a sound executive and 
administrative agency. 
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THE HOLKAR STATE LAND-SYSTEM 

ACT No_ I OF 1931 

An Act to consolidate and decla,e the law ,elating to land
,evenue, land tenu,es and other matters connected with land 

in the H olka, State 

Whereas it is expedient tl! consolidate and declare 
the law relating to land-revenue, land tenures and other 
matters connected with land in the HoIkar State, it is 
hereby enacted as follows :-

CHAPTER I 

P,eliminary 

1_ (I) This Act may be called the Indore Land-revenue 
and Tenancy Act, No_ I of 1931. 

(2) It extends to the whole of the Holkar State. 
(3) It shall corne into force on such date as Govern

ment, by notmcation in the Holka, State Gaz.tte, may 
direct. 

2. (I) In any case pending before a Civil or Revenue 
Court when this Act comes into force, all decisions relating 
to matters connected with land shall be based, so far as 
may be, on the rules and circulars in force prior to the 
commencement of this Act. 

(2) Any case pending before a Civil Court when this 
Act comes into force, which would, under this Act, be 
exclusively triable by a Revenue Court, shall be disposed of 
by such Civil Court, notwithstanding anything contained 
in the provisions of this Act. 

3. All rules relating to matters connected with land, 
made by, or with the authority of, Government before the 
passing of this Act, shall, so far as they are Dot inconsistent 
with this Act, be deemed to have been made under it, 
and shall remain in force until su~ time as rules superseding 
them shall have been made under this Act. And any such 
rules as are inconsistent with this Act are hereby repealed ; 
but not so as to invalidate any decision based on those 
rules which may be made under subsection (I) of section 2. , 
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4. In this Act, unless there be something repugnant Definitions 
in the subject or context, 

(i) 'rent' means whatever is paid or payable in Rent 
!DOney or kind by a tenant or subtenant, on account of 
the use or occupation of land held by him ; 

(ii) 'revenue' means land-revenue; that is to'say, Revenue 
the annual demand directly payable to Government by any 
person on account of the use or occupation of land held by 
him, whether such demand is fixed for a term or lluctuates 
from year to year; and includes all quit-revenues and 
tenants' rents or quit-rents which are directly payable to 
Government; 

(iii) • village' means any tract of land which Village 
Government may, from time to time, by notification in 
the H oIkar Stall Gu,", declare to be a village for the 
purposes of this Act ; 

(iv) 'klurha village' means a village other than a KluJlso village 
village held by e. J ahagirdar or Istmurardar ; 

(v) 'holding' means e. parcel of land, forming part HoidiJIs 
of e. village, which is held under one lease or one set of 
conditions; 

(vi) 'boundary' means e. line of division between Boundary 
adjoining villages, holdings or fields, both of which are 
situated within the limits of the Holkar State; 

(vii) 'Pe.tel· means the village headman appointed, Patel 
under this Act, for the management of e. village ; 

(viii) 'Patwari' means the village officer e.ppointed, Patwui 
under this Act. to prepare the Annual Village Papers. 

CHAPTER II 

TIN Cl<wes, Pmnn '"'" Proclll.,. 0/ 
R_w OjJicm 

5. Government shall appoint officers, for the e.dminis- Appointment of 

tration of the revenue e.nd other matters c:onnected with =-~::-of 
land in the Holku State, to be called Revenue Officers; divisiooo, _ 
and shall subdivide the State, for the same purpose. into aDd ......... 
divisions, districts e.nd mahals, and may, from time to 
time, e.bolish, or &Iter the limits of, e.ny such divisiOll, 
district 01' mahe.l. 
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6. There shall be the following classes of Revenue 
Officers, namely ;-

Chief Revenue Authority; 
Commissioners ; 
Subhas ; 
Amins; 
NaibAmins; 
Director of Land Records ; 
Assistant Directors of Land Records ; 
Sadar Munsarims ; 
Munsarims; 
Settlement Officer; and 
Assistant Settlement Officers. 

Chief Revenue 7. (x)' Chief Revenue Authority' means the officer 
Authority or officers, by whatever designation he or they may be 

known, charged by Government with the control of the 
revenue and other matters connected with land in the 
Holkar State. 

(2) All powers conferred by this Act on the Chief 
Revenue Authority shall be exercised subject to the 
control of Government and to any directions which Govern
ment may, from time to time, issue for the guidance of the 
said Authority. 

Commissionor!l, 8. (x) A Commissioner shall be placed in charge of 
~Ub~-.:mOf~ each division, who shall exercise therein the powers con
sion., elistrieta and ferred on a Commissioner by this Act. 
mahala (2) A Subha shall be placed in charge of each 

district, who shall exercise therein the powers conferred on 
a Subha by this Act. 

(3) An Amin shall be placed in charge of each 
mahal, who shall exercise therein the powers conferred on 
an Amin by this Act. 

A~~tlona1 Com- 9. An Additional Commissioner, an Additional Subha 
=~~ Subhu or an Additional Amin may, at the disctetion of Govern

ment, be appointed to a division, district or mahal, respec
tively; and shall exercise therein such powers under this 
Act, proper to his rank, as Government may, by notification 
in the Holkar Slate Gazette, confer on him. 

Enhancement of. xo. Government may, by notification in the Holkar 
:dN'.jJ,"~ Slate Gazette, confer on an Amin such of the powers con

ferred by this Act on a Subha as the Amin may be considered 
fit to exercise, and on a Naib Amin such of the powers 
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conferred by this Act on an Amin as the Naib Amin may be 
considered fit to exercise. 

II. All Revenue Officers in the State shall be subordi- Subordination of 
nate to the Chief Revenue Authority; all Revenue Officers Revenue 08icera 
attached to a division shall be subordinate to the Commis-
sioner of the division; and all Revenue Officers attached 
to a district shall be subordinate to the Subha of the 
district; provided tIud, when a Settlement is in progress, 
the subordination of Sadar Munsarims and Munsarims to 
Commissioners and Subhas may be transferred to the 
Settlement Officer and Assistant Settlement Officers. 

1:11. A Revenue Officer or a Patwari (and the servants Power to eater 
and workmen employed under him, when duly authorized up~nd ~d to cany 
either verbally or in writing) may enter upon land in order ou u eo 
to survey it or demarcate its boundaries or to do any other 
act connected with the duties of such Revenue Officer or 
Patwari under this or any other enactment for the time 
being in force; but, in making such entry, due regard shall 
be paid to the social and religious sentiments of the holder 
or occupier. 

13. (I) Subject to the provisions of sections 132 and 133 Power to require 
of the Iudore Code of Civil Procedure and to rules made attondance

d 
of 

under section :Ill of this Act, a Revenue Officer shall have ==:: dl::. 
power to summon, for the purposes of any enquiry or case meats 
arising under this Act or any other enactment for the time 
being in force, any person whose attendance may be 
required for examination or for the production of a docu-
ment. 
I (a) If a person, on whom a summons under sub

MICtion (I) has been served, fails to comply with the 
summons, the Officer who issued the summons may issue 
a bailable warrant for the arrest of such person. 

14. A Revenue Officer may, at any time, require a Pu~ to require 
~older or occupier of land or other person interested =...-': of 
therein, boundary -. 

(i) to erect on such land, free of charge. boundary -. 
lIlarks of such form and material as may be presclibed by 
xules made under section aI ; 

(il) to repair or renew, free of charge, the boundary 
IIlarb on his land in such form and material as may be 
prescribed by rules made under section aI; and 

(iii) to cany out, free of charge, any other field 
work necessary, in the Revenue OfIicer's opinion. fw the 
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surveyor Settlement, or for the preparation of the Record 
of Rights or Annual Village Papers, of the village in which 
his land is situated. 

xs. If a holder or occupier of land or other person 
interested therein fails to comply with a reqnisition made 
under the foregoing section, the Revenue Officer may cause 
the work to be done and may recover the cost of the work 
from· the person who has failed to comply with such 
reqnisition. 

x6. An Amin may order any person found guilty before 
him, after a summary enquiry, of wilfully erasing, removing 
or damaging a boundary mark, to pay a penalty, which may 
extend to fifty rupees, for each such offence; and may 
utilize, in restoring the marks erased, removed or damaged, 
so much of the penalty reaIized as may be needed for the 

. purpose. 
x7. Any person whose rights, interests or liabilities are 

required, by this Act or any rule made thereunder, to be 
entered in any official record by a Revenue Officer or by a 
Patwari, shall be bound to furnish, on the reqnisition of 
such Revenue Officer or Patwari, all information necessary 
for the correct compilation thereof; and any person who 
fails, without reasonable cause, to comply with such 
reqnisition shall be liable, under the order of an Amin 
passed after a summary enquiry, to a fine which may 
extend to ten rupees. 

x8. A Revenue Officer may refer any case to an officer 
subordinate to him for report or, if such officer has power 
to .dispose of the case, for disposal. On receipt of the 
report he may dispose of the case, or may return it for 
further investigation, or may himself make further inves
tigation before disposing of the case. 

x9. A Revenue Officer may withdraw any case pending 
before a Revenue Officer subordinate to him, in respect of 
which he has appellate jurisdiction under chapter III, and 
may dispose of it himself, or may transfer it to another 
officer subordinate to him for report or, if such other 
officer subordinate to him has power to dispose of it, for 
disposal, irrespective of the limits of that other officer's 
territorial jurisdiction. 

20. All appearances, applications and acts, to be made 
or done before a Revenue Officer under this Act, may be 
made or done :-
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(i) by the parties themselves; or 
(ii) by their recognized agents; or 
(iii) by legal practitioners dilly authorized by the 

parties and competent to practise in the Court of such 
officer; 
provided that the Revenue Officer may require the personal 
attendance of any party to a proceeding, notwithstanding 
the employment of an agent or legal practitioner. 

21. (I) With the previous sanction of Government, 
the Chief Revenue Authority may, from time to time, 
make rules for the purpose of carrying into effect the 
provisions of this chapter. 

(2) In particillar, and without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing power, such rilles may regu1ate : 

(a) the enhanced powers to be exercised by Revenue 
Officers under section IO ; 

(b) the summoning of persons, to attend or to 
produce documents before a Revenue Officer, under 
section I3; 

(c) the nature of the boundary marks to be erected 
and maintained under section 14; and 

(d) the procedure to be followed by Revenue Officers 
in disposing of cases under this Act. 

CHAPTER III 

Appeal Revision and Review 

22. (I) No appeal shall lie from any decision or order 
of a Revenue Officer, except as provided by this chapter. 

(2) The period of limitation for appeals under this 
Act shall be sixty days from the date of the decision or 
order complained of. 

23. An appeal shall lie, from every original decision or 
order under this Act, 

(i) to the Subha of the district, where the decision 
or order has been passed by a Revenue Officer subordinate 
to him, other than an Amin in exercise of the powers of a 
Subha conferred under section 10 ; 

(ii) to the Commissioner of the division, where the 
decision or order has been passed by a Subha, or by an 
Amin in exercise of the powers of a Subha conferred under 
section IO ; 
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(iii) to the Settlement Officer, where the decision or 
order has been passed by an Assistant Settlement Officer ; 

(iv) to the Chief Revenue Authority, where the 
decision or order has been passed by a Commissioner, the 
Settlement Officer or the Director of Land Records ; 

(v) to Government, where the decision or order bas 
been passed by the Chief Revenue Authority. 

s-d appeaIo 24- A seoood appeal shall lie to the Commissioner, from 
an appellate decision or order of a Subha; to the Chief 
Revenue Authority, from an appellate decision or order of a 
Commissiooec, the Settlement Officer or the Director of 
Land Records; and to Government, from an appellate 
decision or order of the Chief Revenue Authority. 

- 25- Any Revenue Officer, having appellate jorisdictiOll 
in the case, may, at any time, for the purpose of satisfying 
himself as to the legality or propriety of any decisicm 01' 

order, or as to the regularity of any proceeding, of a 
Revenue Officer subordinate to him, call for and examiDe 
the reoord of any case disposed of by, or pending before, 
such subordinate Revenue Officer, and may pass such 
order thereon as be thinks fit; j>rwUld tIIIII DO order to the 
prejudioe of any person shall be passed in revision unIell 
such peI'9OD has been given a reasooable opportunity of 
appearing and being heard in the matter. 

- 26. (I) A Revenue Officer may, either on his 0WIl 
motion or OIl the application of any party interested. 
review an order passed by himself or by any of his pI&
deoessors in office, and may pass such order in retemu:e 
thereto as be thinks fit; j>rwUld tIIIII 

(II) if a Commissioner, Settlement Officer 01' Subha 
thinks it necessary to review an order which he bas Dot 
himself passed. and if any officer subordinate to a Settlem<Dt 
Officer or Subha proposes to review an order, whether 
passed by himself or by any predecessor, he shaD first 
obtain the sanction of the officer to whom he is immediately 
subordinate . 

(b) D~ order shall be Yllried or reversed unItss 
su1Iicient DOtioe has been given to the parties interested to 
appear and be beard in the matter ; 

(e) DO order from which an appeal bas been ~ 
feaed or which is the subject of any revision proc:eediD8S 
shall. so Ioog as such appeal or proceediD&s are pending. 
be reviewed ; 
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(ei) no order affecting any right between private 
persons shall be reviewed except on the application of a 
party to the proceedings; and no application for the 
review of such order shall be entertained unless it be made 
within ninety days from the passing of the order. 

(2) No order which has been dealt with in appeal 
or on revision shall be reviewed by a Revenue Officer 
subordinate to the appellate or revisional authority. 

CHAPTER IV 

G_td Ctmditiom regarding La ... 

27. The entire land of the State and all water standing Property in land 
on, or flowing over, any part of it are the property of the 
Maharaja; and no person may occupy any portion of 
such land or water without lawful authority. 

28. All mines, quarries and minerals are the property Property in 
of the Maharaja: and they shall not be worked or used minerals 
by any holder of land, whatever his tenure may be, except 
as authorized expressly by this Act or by the terms of a 
grant from, or order of, or contract with, Government. 

29. Every person, whatever his tenure may be, who All wh~ hold from 
holds land from the Maharaja, shall be liable to pay, on ~:.,abl. to 
account of that land, the revenue (if any) to which he has pay 
been duly assessed under the orders of Government. 

30. Any person who occupies land without lawful AU -.._ to 
authority shall be regarded as a trespasser, and may be pay penalty equal 
dispossessed by an Amin at any time; but he shall be to revenue or .... t 
liable to pay, as penalty, for each year during the whole 
or part of which he has been in such occupation, a sum 
equal to the revenue or rent to which he would have been 
assessed had a Revenue Officer allotted him the land. 

CHAPTER V 
T--:.s _ SlI1lfMacies 

31. • Tenant' means a person who holds land, for his T_ 
agricultural purposes. from the Maharaja or from an 
assipee of the Maharaja's proprietary right, and who is, 
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or but for a contract would be, liable to pay rent for his 
holding; but does not include 

(i) an Adhi Jama Khotidar, as defined in section 73 ; 
(ii) the holder of a service holding, as defined in 

section 75; or 
(iii) a person to whom only the right to cut grass 

or graze cattle or sow singha,a or propagate or collect lac 
~as been granted. 

Duties of a tenant 32. A tenant shall use his holding for agricultural purposes 
only; that is to say, he shall bring in due course, and keep, 
a reasonable portion of his holding under crops; he shall 
work the land in such a way as to prevent deterioration of 
its productive power; and he shall use the land for any or 
all of the following, but for no other, purposes, namely: 

(i) the growth of any crops, except such as may, 
from time to time, be prohibited by Government; 

(ii) the growth of grass or food for cattle; 
(iii) the growth of trees ; 
(iv) the erection of a dwelling house for his domestic 

use . 
(v) the erection of such buildings or other structures 

as he may reasonably require for the purposes of his 
agriculture; and 

(vi) the construction and maintenance of any work 
of the kind described in section 33. 

Improvements 33. A tenant shall have the right to construct and 
maintain such wells, tanks, embankments, drains, fences 
and other works as are required for the proper cultivation 
or protection of his holding; p,ovided thal such works may 
not be constructed, and, if constructed, may be demolished 
under the order of a Subha, if they are liable to injure 
materially any other holding. 

Minerals 34. Notwithstanding anything contained in section 28 
above, a tenant shall have the right to remove, and to 
utilize for any work in connexion with his holding, stones 
or other material lying on the surface, 01' within two feet 
of the surface, of his holding. 

Grazing and "in.. 35- Subject to rules made under section 63, a tenant 
shall have the right, free of charge, to graze his agricultural 
cattle in the waste land of the village in which his holding 
is situated and to collect from such waste land grass, dry 
wood, thorns and leaves, for his agricultural or domestic 
purposes. 
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36. A tenant, whose main source of income is agriculture, Exemption &:om . 
shall, notwithstanding anything contained in the Indore arrest :ad =pn
Code of Civil Procedure, be exempt from arrest and sonmen 
imprisonment in execution of a decree, passed either by a 
Civil or by a Revenue Court. 

37. 'Pattedar tenant' means a tenant who has been, Pattedar tenant 
or whose predecessor in interest had been, declared, under 
the orders of Government, to have the rights of a pattedar 
tenant in his holding; and shall include any person 
lawfully recorded, in respect of his holding, as a 'raiyat 
pattedar ' when this Act comes into force. 

38. Unless Government by general or special order Allotmont of un
otherwise direct, unoccupied land in a k/Jalsa village of OCCUPied. land in 
the Holkar State, when given out for agricultural purposes, AMls. viIIagee 

sha1l be allotted, under the order of an Amin, to a bona tide 
agriculturist, as defined by rule made under section 63, 
who shall be declared to have the rights of a pattedar 
tenant in that land. 

39. A pattedar tenant shall have the right Pattodar ~t to 
(i) to have his holding surveyed under the orders ~'!i ~~ 

of Government; and undor <i9vemmont 
(ii) to have his revenue or rent assessed under the ordOlll 

orders of Government. 
40. Except on the ground that the productivity of his Fixation of patte

holding has been in~, subsequent to the last assess- t:: ~~ rent 
ment, by means of an unprovement constructed at the Sett1ement 
cost of the State, the revenue or rent of a pattedar tenant 
shall not be enhanced before the termination of the Settle-
ment period fixed under section 89, whether such holding 01' 

part thereof continues to be held by the pattedar tenant 
or passes to another person who succeeds to his interest. 

41. A pattedar tenant shall have the right to possess, T.
and to enjoy the produce of, all trees standing on his 
holding. He may cut down and utilize any tree standing 
on his holding (other than those trees of established growth 
the cutting of which is prohibited by an order of Govern
ment) if it interferes with the cultivation of his holding or 
is needed by him for his domestic or agricultural purposes. 
But in no case shall his right in the trees standing on the 
holding be separated from his right in the holding itself ; 
nor shall he sell timber derived from any tree on his holding, 
except in so far as such sale may be permitted by rules 
made under section 63. 
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42. A pattedar tenant shaIl have the right, free of 
charge, to a suitable house site of reasonable dimensions 
within the village site of the village in which he holds land. 
If he holds land in more than one village, he may choose 
the village in which he wishes to enjoy th~ foregoing 
concession but shaIl not be entitled to the concession in 
more than one village. 

43. Pattedar tenants may exchange by mutual agree-
ment the whole or any part of their holdings; and such 
exchange shaIl be recognized as valid from the date on 
which it is reported by either party to the Amin of the 
mahal. If the Amin is satisfied that the exchange has 
been made in good faith, with the object of securing 
greater convenience in cultivation, no fee sha1l be charged 
for the transfer. If the Amin is not so satisfied, he may 
require each party to pay, within two months from the 
date of his order, a fee equal to one year's revenue or rent 
of the land received in exchange. 

44. Partition of a pattedar tenant's holding shaIl be 
effected only :-

(i) under an order of the Amin of the mahal, 
passed with the consent of all the recorded co-tenants; or 

(ii) in accordance with the decree of a competent 
Civil Court in a suit instituted by one or more of the 
co-sharers against the others. 

Voluntary we of 45. (I) A pattedar tenant may, with the previous 
holdiDgo s~!'ti()~ 9tihtl. SybJla of the district, and after payment to 

V' Government by the prospective transferee of a fee equal to 
one year's revenue or rent of the land, transfer his rights 
in the whole, or any part, of his holding by sale to a bona fide 
agri~t, as defined by rule made under sectlon 63: 
,..-. (2) A transfer by sale effected without the Subha's 
sanction sha1l be null and void; prwideJ tAal the transfer 
may be validated by the Subha on payment by the trans
feree of a penalty which may extend to three years' revenue 
or rent of the land transferred. 

Compulsory ,oale 
ofholdiIlp 

46. (I) A pattedar tenant's rights in the whole, or 
any part, of his holding shaIl be liable to sale, under the 
order of the Subha of the district, 

(a) in execution of a decree for money, passed by 
a competent Civil Court, which cannot otherwise be 
satisfied; or 
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(b) in satisfaction of a claim for arrears of rent, 
duly established in the Court of an Amin, by an assignee of 
proprietary rights. 

(2) No sale shall be effected under this section 
except in fltvour of a ~~I!.~~e agriculturist, as defined by -
rule made under section 63; and no fee, on account of any 
sale under this section, shall be levied from the transferee. 

47. (I) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Procedure in " 
Indore Code of Civil Procedure, a decree, in satisfaction of c:;::,~t;;'e~r.::.' ~lVll 
which the sale of a pattedar tenant's rights in the whole, satisfaction of 
or any part, of his holding is applied for in a competent whilf'ed aa:e is V-
Civil Court, shall be transferred to the Subha of the district app or 
for execution. 

(2) The Subha, on receiving the decree, ,shall 
cause a notice to be served upon the tenant, stating the 
date of the decree, the amount due thereunder and the 
numbers borne in the kItast-/A by the land his rights in 
which it is proposed to sell, and informing him that, if 
he does not pay the amount due into Court, within a 
month from the date of the service of the notice, his rights 
in that land will be sold. 

(3) If the amount due is not paid within the period 
fixed under subsection (2), the Subha may sell the tenant's 
rights in the land, or in a part thereof, or may, after such 
enquiry as he deems necessary, postpone the sale,10 allow 
such tenant time for payment, for a period not exceeding 
four months from the date of the service of the notice 
under subsection (2). 

48. (I) A pattedar tenant may sublet the whole, 01' Sub!.- -
any part, of his holding for his agricultural purposes: 
but he shall not sublet solely with a view to obtaining rent 
or merely so as to remain an intermediary between the 
person from whom he holds and the actual cultivator of 
the land. ' 

(a) A pattedar tenant, who is found, when this 
Act comes into force, to have sublet, or who may hereafter 
sublet, any land in 'his holding in contravention of the 
provisions of the foregoing subsection, may be called upon 
by the Amin of the mahal to cultivate such land during 
the next agricultural year. On his failing to do so, his 
rights in such land may, unless Government otherwise 
direct, be sold by auction, under the written order of the 
Subha of the district, to a bona fide agricultorist, as defined 
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by rule made under section 63; or, if no suitable purchaser 
can be found, the rights in the land may be resumed. 

\

In case of sale, the price realized shall be paid to the 
pattedar tenant whose rights have been sold after deducting 
a penalty, equal to two years' revenue or rent of the land, 
and such sum, to be paid as compensation to the subtenant, 
as the Subha may direct. 

(3) The fact that proceedings are in progress under 
subsection (2) shall not be regarded as precluding the sale 
of his rights by fhe pattedar tenant to a bona fide agricul
turist by private negotiation, in the ordinary way, with 
the Subha's sanction. 

49. If a pattedar tenant is found, after this Act conies 
into force, habitually to contravene the provisions of 
subsection (I) of section 48, or to have contravened them 
a second time after proceedings have been started under 
subsection (2) of section 48, or to have contravened them 
after obtaining the land as a bona fide agriculturist under 
sections 38, 45, 46, or 48, the Subha of the district, in 
proceeding under section 48, need not give him the option 
of cultivating the land during the next agricultural year, 
but may forthwith sell or resume, as the case may be, his 
rights in the land. 

50. (I) A pattedar tenant shall not transfer by bequest, 
gift or mortgage his rights in the whole, or any part, of 
his holding. Any document purporting to effect such a 
bequest, gift or mortgage shall be null and void and shall 
be inadmissible for registration, notwithstanding anything 
Contained in the Indore Registration Act, 1907. 

(2) Nothing in this section shall afiect the validity 
of a mortgage, properly executed prior to the 21st of 
August, 1928 or between the 25th of October, 1929 and the 
2nd of June, 1930, both days excluded, which shall be 
regulated by rules made under section 63, 

(3) Nothing in this section shall afiect the validity 
of a mortgage in favour of a Co-operative Credit Society, 
properly executed, with the previous sanction of such 
officer as Government may empower in this behaIf. 

(4) Any person Who, in contravention of the 
provisions of this section, obtains possession of any land 
by virtue of a bequest, gift or mortgage or of any agreement 
purporting to be a bequest, gift or mortgage, shall be 
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deemed to be Ii tres~ and shaiI be subject to the 
operation of section 30. . 

51. (I) A pattedar tenant may surrender the ';"ole of Summder 
his holding by a written notice. which sha.ll be delivered to 
the Amin of the mahal on. or before. the 31st of March in 
any year. He may. in like manner. surrender a portion 
of his holding (not being less than a plot recorded as a 
separate number in the Annual Village Papers). provided 
he obtains the previous sanction of the Amin to such 
partia1 surrender. 

(2) Any land surrendered under the preceding 
subsection shall be at the disposal of Government from 
the beginning of the agricultural year next following. 

52. If. during anyone agricultural year. a pattedar AbaDdoamODt 
tenant fails to pay the revenue. and makes no arrangement 
for the cultivation. of his holding. he may be presumed to 
have abandoned it; and the land shall be at the disposal 
of Government from the beginning of the agricultural 
year next following. 

53. A pattedar tenant may be dispossessed of the D~oa of 
whole. or any part. of his holding. under the order of the pattedar teoant 
Subha of the district. 

(i) if he does not agree to pay the revenue or rent 
to which he has been duly assessed on account of his 
holding under the orders of Government; or 

(il) if he has contravened. either directly or through 
• subtenant indirectly. any of the provisions of this chapter 
(other than those contained in section 48) which regulate 
his tenure; ~ IINI. in any case under this clause 
where the Subha considers dispossession to be too severe 
• penalty. he may. in lieu thereof. impose on the pattedar 
tenant a fine which may extend to fifty rupees. 

S4- On the death of • pattedar tenant his rights in Disposol of rights 
the holding sha.ll pass by inheritance in accordance with OIl death of patte
his personal law. subject to such modification thereof as dar tODant 

has been recognized in the Holkar State prior to the 
commencement of this Act. If. when the pattedar tenant 
dies, there is no one entitled to succeed. his rights in the 
holding sha.ll revert to Government. 

ss. When. on the death of • pattedar tenant. his rights PtocIama __ 

in the holding are deemed to have reverted to Government heor - -
under the ~ sectioo. an Amin shall issue proclama-
tiOD calling upon any person. who claims to succeed to the 
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deceased tenant's rights, to appear and present his claim 
within six months from the date of such proclamation; 
and, if no claim is presented within the prescribed period, 
the rights of the deceased tenant shall revert finally to 
Government, and no claim shall thereafter be admissible 
in any Civil or Revenue Court in respect of such rights. 

56. 'Ordinary tenant' means a tenant who is not a 
pattedar tenant. 

Rights of ordinary 57. An ordinary tenant is entitled to hold the land let 
tenant to him in accordaBce with such terms as may be agreed 

Dispossession of 
ordinary tenant 

Subtenant 

Rights of sub
tenant 

Dispossession of 
subtenant 

upon with the person from whom he holds. 
58. An ordinary tenant, who holds directly from the 

Maharaja, may be dispossessed of the whole, or any part, 
of his holding under the order of a Subha on the ground that 

. he has, either directly or through a subtenant indirectly, 
contravened the terms on which he holds the land or 
infringed the general conditions of his tenancy as laid down 
in section· 32. An ordinary tenant, who holds from an 
assignee of proprietary rights, may, on the like ground, 
be dispossessed by a suit for ejectment filed in a Civil 
Court. 

59. 'Subtenant' means a person who holds land from 
a tenant or from an Adhi Jama Khotidar or from the 
holder of a service holding. 

60. A subtenant is entitled to hold the land let to him 
in accordance with such terms as may be agreed upon with 
the person from whom he holds, subject to his compliance 
with the general conditions of a tenancy as laid down in 
section 32; p,ovit/ed /hal he shall, in no circumstances, 
lease out the land to any person; and povidetl also /hal 
he shall in no case be entitled to retain possession of the 
land after the person from whom he holds has surrendered, 
abandoned, or been dispossessed of, it under this Act, or 
after the rights of the person from whom he holds have 
been resumed by, or have reverted to, Government. 

6x. A subtenant's rights in the whole, or any part, of 
his holding may be cancelled, and he may be dispossessed 
of it, if necessary, under the order of a Subha, on the 
ground 

(i) that he has infringed the general conditions of 
a tenancy as laid down in section 32 ; 

(ii) that he has leased out his holding or any part 
ofit; or 
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(iii) that the person from whom he holds has 
surrendered, abandoned, or been dispossessed of, the land 
under this Act; or that the rights of such person have 
been resumed by, or have reverted to, Government. 

62. (I) A pattedar tenant, who has been dispossessed Reinstatement of 
of the whole, or any part, of his holding, otherwise than =: "tn~~erlY 
under the order of a Revenue Officer or competent Civil di5poaseased 
Court, may, on application made within two years from 
the date of his dispossession, be reinstated in possession 
of such holding, or part thereof, un.m- the order of a 
Subha. 

(2) An ordinary tenant or subtenant, who has been 
dispossessed of the whole, or any part, of his holding 
otherwise than under the order of a Revenue Officer or 
competent Civil Court, may, on application made within 
two years from the date of his dispossession and on proof 
that his dispossession was in contravention of the terms on 
which he held, be reinstated in possession of such holding, 
or part thereof, under the order of a Subha. 

(3) No order, passed under this section, shall 
preclude any person from establishing such rights as he 
may claim in the whole, or any part, of the holding and 
from obtaining possession of such holding, or part thereof, 
by means of a regular suit in a competent Civil Court. 

63. (I) With the previous sanction of Government, Power to make 
the Chief Revenue Authority may make rules, consistent ~,;:~er 
with this Act, for the purpose of carrying into elIect the 
provisions of this chapter, and may attach to the breach of 
any such rule a penalty which may extend to fifty rupees. 

(3) In particular, and without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing power, such rules may regulate: 

(_) the definition of a bona fide agricultwist for 
the purposes of this chapter ; 

(b) the exercise of rights of grazing and ...., 
under section 3S : 

(e) the use or disposal of trees under section 41 ; 
(II) the procedure to be followed in conducting the 

sale of a pattedar tenant's rights in his holding under 
section 46 or 48 : 

(.) the operation of mortgages, properly executed, 
whose validity is saved by subsection (2) or (3) of section 
so: and 

(f) the date on which the agricultural year begins. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Special Tenures 

64. 'Assignee of proprietary rights' means a person 
who enjoys, free of revenue or on a favoured assessment, 
certain proprietary rights, by assignment from the Maha
raja, over a specified area of land; and includes a Jaha
girdar, an Istmurardar, an Inamdar, a Khotidar Patel and 
any other persoll hereafter declared by Government to 
be an assignee of proprietary rights. 

EXPLANATION :-

(i) , J ahagirdar' means a person who holds, free 
of revenue, an assignment from the Maharaja consisting 
of one or more whole villages. 

(ii) , Istmurardar ' means a person who holds, on a 
favoured assessment, an assignment from the Maharaja 
consisting of one or more whole villages. 

(iii) 'Inamdar' means a person whose assignment 
consists of a holding, granted by the Maharaja, free of 
revenue, for the holder's maintenance; or as a reward for 
some past service, secular or religious; or as remuneration 
for some continuing service, secular or religious, the 
performance of which is a condition of the grant. 

(iv) 'Khotidar Patel' means the Patel of a village 
to whom, as Inamdar, land, called khati, has been granted 
by the Maharaja as remuneration for his continuing 
service, and in recognition of his position, as Patel 

Rights and liabili- 65. The rights and liabilities of an assignee of pro
ties ~ assignee of prietary rights shaIl be such as may have been defined in 
propnetary nghts the original grant or specified in a subsequent order. 
Succession 66. (I) Except where the original grant or subsequent 

order regulating the tenure provides otherwise, the tenure 
of an assignee of proprietary rights shaIl, if it be heritable, 
descend by primogeniture, that is, to the eldest male heir 
in the eldest surviving male line of the last bolder; prtnJided 
thtzl, if the pers<m ordinarily entitled to succeed is dis
qualified, according to the personal law to which he is 
subject, or is found to be unsuitable by reason of disloyalty 
to the Maharaja or notorious prolligacy or extravagance, 
he may be set aside, under the orders of Government, in 
favour of the next rightful beir free from such disqualifica
tion; and prtnJided also thtzl the right of members of the 
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junior branches, claiming descent from the original grantee, 
to a share in the income arising from the assignment or to 
maintenance, in accordance with the custom of the family 
or the orders of Government, shall not be affected thereby. 

(2) If the~ be a failure of heirs male of the body 
of an assignee of proprietary rights, he or his widow may, 
with the previous sanction of Government, adopt a successor 
in accordance with rules made under section 78. In case 
there is no one entitled to succeed, the grant may be 
cancelled, and possession of the land covered by the grant 
may be resumed, by Government. 

(3) The person who succeeds to an assignment of 
proprietary rights under this section shall intimate the 
fact to Government in such manner, and shall pay to 
Government such mutation fSlUaraflll, as may be prescribed 
by rules made under section 78. 

67. (x) Except where the original grant or subsequent Partition and 
order regulating the tenure provides otherwise, no assignee _or 
of proprietary rights shall, without the previous sanction 
of Government, either partition his rights in the whole, 
or any part, of the land covered by the grant, or transfer 
them by exchange, sale, gift, mortgage or otherwise. 

(3) Any document, purporting to effect a partition 
or transfer in contravention of the foregoing subsection, 
shall be null and void and inadmissible for registration, 
notwithstanding anything contained in the Indore Regis
tration Act, x907. 

(3) If possession is transferred in pursuance of 
any agreement purporting to effect a partition or transfer 
in contravention of subsection (x), the grant regulating the 
tenure shall be liable to be cancelled, and possession of 
the land covered by the grant permanently resumed, by 
Government. 

68. (1) The special tenure of an assignee of proprietary Cancellation of 
rights shall be liable to be cancelled. and possession of the uoignee·. tenure 
land covered by the grant perman~y resumed, by 
Government on proof that he has been guilty of :-

(a) disloyalty towards the Maharaja or his Govern
ment or the British Government; or 

(6) a heinous offence. as defined by rule made 
under section 78. or an offence in respect of coinage or 
stamps under the Indore Penal Code. 
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(2) The special tenure of an lnarndar. the con· 
tinuance of whose grant is conditional on his performance 
of some service. shall also be liable to cancellation by 
Government if. and when. the service for which the grant 
is provided is no longer performed by him. But. in cases 
of cancellation under this subsection. possession of the 
land shall not be resumed by Government but shall be 
retained by the former Inamdar as a pattedar tenant; 
provided that if. prior to such cancellation. pattedar tenant's 
rights in any part of the land have been conferred on any 
other person under section 70. this circumstance shall be 
deemed to negative the former Inamdar's claim to pattedar 
tenant's rights in that part of the land. 

Suspension of 69. The special tenure of an assignee of proprietary 
aesign •• •• tenure. rights shall be liable to be s)1Spended. and possession 

temporarily resumed. by Government. in respect of the 
whole. or any part. of the land covered by the grant. on 
proof that he has been guilty of ;-

(i) a breach of any of the provisions of this Act 
or of any rules made under this Act; or 

(ii) notorious profiigacy or extravagance; or 
(iii) failure to pay any sum due from him to 

Government under this Act ; 
provided that Government may. at their discretion. in a 
case of grave delinquency. instead of suspending the 
tenure and resuming possession of the land temporarily 
under this section. set aside the assignee of proprietary 
rights permanently in favour of anyone having the right 
to succeed him. 

T ....... t holding 70. Except where the original grant or subsequent 
:-,::.=ee :':! order regulating the tenure provides otherwise. Gov~. 
dar tenant P ment shall have power to declare that any tenant holding 

from an assignee of proprietary rights land. other than 
land which may be recognized by Government as the 
assignee's home-farm .. sha1l be a pattedar tenant. Such 
tenant shall. thereupon. have all the rights. and be subject 
to all the liabilities. of a pattedar tenant. as defined in 
this Act. and sha1l be entitled to pay the rent of his holding 
in such instalments as the Chief Revenue Authority may. 
from time to time. prescribe; provided that all fees leviable 
on an exchange under section 43 or on a sale under section 45 
shall be paid to the assignee of proprietary rights. 
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71. On the occurrence of local or ,v;despread famine Su~eDsion and 
,r other calamity, Go~ernment may, by general or special r~"':.'bt~o c::.;;: 
,rder, suspend or renut, as the case may be, the whole, or P Y 
. part, of the rents which have become, or ale about to 
,ecome, due to an assignee of proprietazy rights from his 
enants. When any rents ale suspended or remitted 
mder this section, the assignee shall be entitled to a 
,roportionate suspension or remission (as the case may be) 
,f the revenue (if any) payable by him to Government. 

72. The land included in an assignment of proprietazy ~ssignee's land and 

ights and any income arising from such an assignment :=~ ~~m 
hall be exempt from attachment under the decree or atta~ent. 
,rder of a Civil or Revenue Court; and no Civil Court Restriction on civil 
hall have jurisdiction to adjudicate upon any question jurisdiction 
'elating to succession or adoption in the family of an 
LSsignee of proprietazy rights or to any other incident of 
lis special tenure. 

73. 'Adhi Jama KhotidaI' means a person who holds AcIbI Jama 
and, called tulAi i- kIIon, in a k/tals" village on a revenue Khotidar 
"luai to half that to which but for his special tenure he 
would have been assessed. 

7+ An Adhi Jama KhotidaI shall, in respect of the Rights an~ liabili
land covered by the grant, have the rights, and be subject ~:~ Jama 
to the liabilities, of a pattedal tenant, as defined in this 
A.ct, except in so fat as those rights and liabilities are 
modified in each case by the terms of the order und~ 
which the special tenure was conferred. 

75. 'Service holding' means a holding granted by Service holding 
Government, free of revenue, as remuneration for the 
holder's performance of some service for Government or 
for the inhabitants either of the village in wbich the land 
is situated or of some other village or villages. 

76. The holder of a service holding has the rights, and Rights and liabi\i.. 
is subject to the liabilities, of a pattedal tenant, as defined ::n~ ~~of 
in this Act, except that sections 43, 44, 45. 46, 47. and 54 
shall not apply and that he may be dispossessed by the 
Subha of the district if, and When, the service for wbich 
the grant is provided is DO longer performed by him. 

77. The Chief Revenue Authority may, with the ~ for -
previous sanction of Government, grant leases of land to be ~ 
used for other than agricultural purposes. The rights and 
liabilities of the lessee of such land shall be such as may be 
defined by the terms of his 1_ 
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78. (x) With the previous sanction of Government, 
the Chief Revenue Authority may make rules, consistent 
with this Act, for the purpose of carrying into effect the 
provisions of this chapter, and may prescribe a penalty 
for any contravention of those rules. 

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the 
genera1ity of the foregoing power, such rules may regulate :-

(a) the exercise of the right of adoption by assignees 
of proprietary rights or by their widows under subsection (2) 
of section 66; and the rights of the adopted son in case of 
the birth of a son subsequent to the adoption; 

(b) the intimation to be given to Government by 
a person who succeeds to an assignment of proprietary 
rights under subsection (3) of section 66 ; 

(e) the mutation naza,ana to be paid on succession 
by an assignee of proprietary rights under subsection (3) 
of section 66 ; 

(d) the definition of 'heinous offence' for the 
purposes of clause (b) of subsection (x) of section 68; and 

(e) the suspension and remission of rents and 
revenue in accordance with the provisions of section 7x. 

CHAPTER VII 

Settlemenl 

79. (x) When Government consider that a Settlement 
of any local area should be made, a notification to that 
effect shaIl be published in the Holkar Slate Gazette. 

(2) The local area shaIl be held to be under Settle
ment from the date of such notification until a notification 
is published in the H olkar Slate Gazette declaring the 
Settlement operations to be closed. 

(3) No assignment of proprietary rights or other 
grant made by Government shaIl operate to prevent the 
Settlement of any part of the local area included in a 
notification under subsection (1). 

80. Government may appoint an officer, ca11ed the 
Settlement Officer, to be in charge of the Settlement of 
the local area; and may also appoint as many Assistant 
Settlement Officers as may be necessary, to work in 
subordination to him. 
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8x. (I) Whenanyloca1areaisbrougbtunderSettlement, Prep~ti°f ~ b 
a Record of Rights shall be prepared for each village within Roco 0 g ts 

that area. 
(2) The Record of Rights ,hall comprise the 

following documents :-
(a) a field-map of the village ; 
(b) a khasr. or field-book, in which shall be entered 

the name of each penon holding or occupying land in the 
village, the area of land held or occupied by him, the right 
in which it is held, any special conditions of the tenure 
and such other detail as may be prescribed by rules made 
under section 94 ; 

(e) a ja_bawls or list of persons holding or occu
pying land in the village, showing the area held or occupied 
by each and the rent or revenue (if any) to which he has 
been assessed by the Settlement Officer on account of that 
area; and 

(Ii) a .. ajsbultw, or village administration paper, 
recording village customs, village cesses and such other 
matters connected with the administration of the village 
as may be prescribed by rules made under section 94-

8a. A dispute, regarding an entry in the village papen DiopQ~ nIpI'CIiog 
prepared for the purpose of compiling a Record of Rights, .... try 1D lopeR 
shall be decided by the Settlement Officer or an Assistant k~of ~ts 
Settlement Officer, in accordance with the provisions of 
this Act contained in section lOX, as if he were exercising 
the powers of an Amin. 

83. Any person, aggrieved by an entry or order con- ~"!l ~ort'. 
tamed in the Record of Rights prepared under section 8x ~c:,.OQ ~ 
(other than an entry or order assessing rent or revenue), Reconl of Rights· 
may, within twelve months from the date on which the new 
Settlement is announced under section 86, institute a suit 
in a Civil Court to have such order or entry modified or 
cancelled; ~ lUI no suit shall lie under this section 
lIg&inst Government or its officers for a declaration of any 
right in land. 

8.4. When any local area is brought under Settlement, "-eDt and 

the Settlement Officer shall, within that area, !:':t ~ ---
(i) assess the revenue (if any) separately for each ~t 

person who holds on a special tenure ; 
(ii) assess and fix the revenue separately for each 

pattedar tenant who holds from the Maharaja; and 
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(iii) assess and fix the rent separately for eacb 
pattedar tenant who holds from an assignee of proprietary 
rights. 

85. When any: local area is brought under Settlement, 
the Settlement, Officer shall, within that area, enquire inte 
the case of any land held free of revenue or on a favoured 
assessment, conditionally or for a term. If it appears that 
the conditions of the grant have been transgressed, the 
Settlement Officer shall refer the matter for the ordeJ'll 
of Government. If it appears that the term of the grant 
has expired, the Settlement Officer shall proceed to assess 
any authorized holder of the land to revenue in the ordinary 
way. 

86. (I) The revenue or rent, separately assessed by the 
Settlement Officer in respect of a village or holding, as 
the case may be, shall be announced :-

(a) in the case of an assignment of proprietary 
rights, to the assignee ; 

(b) in the case of any other special tenure, to the 
authorized holder thereof; and 

(e) in the case of pattedar tenants' holdings, to the 
pattedar tenants assembled in a public place after due 
notice. 

(2) If the person, to whom such an announcement 
of revenue or rent is made, does not, within three months 
from the date of that announcement, specifically reject the 
offer to hold the village or holding (as the case may be) on 
the revenue or rent assessed by the Settlement Officer, 
his acceptance shall be presumed. 

(3) No assessment of revenue or rent shall be 
announced so as to operate with retrospective effect. 

87. The Settlement Officer shall, in the case of every 
inhabited village, ascertain and determine the area to be 
reserved for the residence of the inhabitants or for purposes 
ancillary thereto; and such area shall be deemed to be the 
gtumtha .. , or village site, of such village. 

88. The Settlement Officer shall ascertain and record 
the custom in each village in regard to :-

(i) the rights, of persons resident, or holding land, 
in the village, in the common land and its produce and in 
the village site; 

(ii) rights of irrigation, rights of way and other 
easements; and 
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(iii) any other rights, the cllStom in regard to 
which Government may order to be recorded ; 
provided #hat, if the persons interested desire that any 
existing custom shall be modified, the Settlement Officer 
may, after due enquiry, record the fact; and the custom 
so modified shall thenceforward be deemed to be the 
existing custom. 

89. No Settlement, made under this chapter, shall be Confirmation and 
declared to be closed under subsection (2)' of section 79 term of Settlement 
until it has been confirmed by Government and Government 
have fixed the term of the new Settlement. 

90. A person, with whom, or with whose predecessor Saving Of. rights 

in interest, a Settlement has been made in respect of any ~.:: of~~':ent 
land, shall, if he continues to hold the land after the term 
of such Settlement has expired, hold it on the conditions 
of the Settlement the term of which has expired until a 
new Settlement has been announced under section 86. 

91. When Settlement operations are declared to be ~sfer of pending 
closed by a notification under subsection (2) of section 79, Settlement cues 
all applications and proceedings, then pending before the 
Settlement Officer and Assistant Settlement Officers, shall 
be transferred to such other Revenue Officer or Officers as 
Government may direct, who shall have the powers of a 
Settlement Officer for their disposal. 

gao A Commissioner shall, when a Settlement ill not in Com~issiODer tn 

progress, exercise, within his division, the powers conferred ~= of =: 
by this chapter on a Settlement Officer for the following ment Officer when 
purposes :_ Settlement not in 

(i) assessing and fixing the rent of a pattedar progress 
tenant, in cases where the rights of a pattedar tenant have 
been conferred under section 70 ; 

(ii) enquiring into cases of land, held free of 
revenue or on a favoured assessment, under section 85 ; 

(iii) ascertaining and determining the area to be 
reserved as the village site under section 87; and 

(iv) ascertaining, recording and modifying customs 
under section 88. 

93. If, when a Settlement is not in progress, the cuI- Revision of revea.<r 
turable area of any holding is substantia1ly diminished by w!'touin s;:,::.
fluvial action or otherwise, or if its soil is permanently n 
deteriorated, without fault of the holder, a Commissioner 
may, with the previous sanction of Government, direct that· 
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the-revenue or rent of the holding be reduced in proportio 
to the reduction in its productivity. 

94. (x) With the previous sanction of Government, tb 
Chief Revenue Authority may, from time to time, mak 
rules for the purpose of carrying into effect the provision 
of this chapter. 

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to th 
generality of the foregoing power, such rules may provid 
for:-

(a) the preparation of forecast reports; 
(b) the formation of assessment circles; and 
(e) the specification of those matters, connecte< 

with village administration, which are to be recorded iJ 
the wajibula,z. 

CHAPTER VIII 

Annual Village Papers 

95. (x) The Annual Village Papers shall consist 0 

a village field-map, khas,a and jamabandi, as described iJ 
section 81, and of such other village papers as Governmenl 
may, from time to time, prescribe. 

<)6. (x) The Subha shall cause the Annual Villag< 
Papers to be prepared each year, in accordance with rule! 
made under section xoS, for each khalsa village in hi! 
district. 

(2) The Subha shall also, when Government se 
order, cause the Annual Village Papers to be prepare( 
each year, in like manner, for any village in his districl 
held by a ]ahagirdar or Istmurardar; and no assignmenl 
of proprietary rights or other grant shall impede the 
operation of such an order of Government. 

97. (I) The Subha shall, from time to time, with the 
previous sanction of the Chief Revenue Authority, arrange 
the villages of his district in Patwaris' circles and may, 
with like sanction, alter the number and limits of such 
circles. 

(2) Subject to rules made under section lOS, the 
Subha of the district shall appoint a Patwari to each 
Patwari's circle, for the preparation and correction of the 
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Annual Village Papers and for such other duties as the 
Chief Revenue Authority may prescribe. 

98. (I) The Commissioner shall, with the previous Munsarims' circles 
sanction of the Chief Revenue Authority, arrange the and appomtment 
Patwaris' circles of each district of his division in Mun- of Munsanms 

sarims' circles and may, with like sanction, alter the 
number and limits of such circles. 

(2) Subject to rules made under section IDS, 
the Commissioner shall appoint a Munsarim to each 
Munsarim's circle in his division, to supervise the prepara
tion and correction of the Annual Village Papers and to 
perform such other duties as the Chief Revenue Authority 
may prescribe. 

99. Subject to rules made under section 105, the Sadar Munsarims 
Chief Revenue Authority shall appoint, for each district, 
one or more Sadar Munsarims, to supervise the work of 
Munsarims and Patwaris and to perform such other 
duties as the Chief Revenue Authority may prescribe. 

100. The Chief Revenue Authority may, with the ~::;,~: of Land 
previous sanction of Government, assign to an officer, 
called the Director of Land Records, such powers of 
supervision and control and such duties, in regard to the 
preparation and correction of the Annual Village Papers 
and in regard to the Land Record Staff, as he may think 
proper. Such powers and duties shall be exercised by 
the Director of Land Records subject to the general 
control of the Chief Revenue Authority. 

101. (I) When a dispute arises regarding an entry in 
the Annual Village Papers, an Amin shall make a full 
enquiry into the respective claims of the parties to the 
dispute. After finally deciding the case, he shall, where 
necessary, modify the entry in the Village Papers and hand 
over possession to the party entitled to it, in accordance 
with the terms of his decision. 

(2) If the dispute relates to the possession of any 
land, the Amin shall, before proceeding to make the full 
enquiry prescribed by the foregoing subsection, pass, after 
summary enquiry, au ad interim order in favour ofthe party 
having actual possession, whose name shall be entered 
in the khasra; provided that, if the Amin cannot satisfy 
himself as to which party is in actual possession, or has 
reason to believe that actual possession has been obtained, 
within six months prior to the commencement of his 
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summary enquiry, by wrongful dispossession of the party 
entitled to it, he shall pass an ad interim order in favour 
of the party prima facie best entitled to possession, whose 
name shall be entered in the khasra. 

(3) When a dispute arises regarding an entry in 
the Annual Village Papers which would affect the boundary 
of !L village held by a Jahagirdar or Istmurardar, the 
procedure shall be regulated by special rules made under 
section 105. 

(4) No order passed under this section shall debar 
any person dissatisfied with that order from establishing 
such right in any land as he may claim by a regular suit 
in a competent Civil Court. 

102. All entries made under this chapter in the Annual 
Village Papers shall be presumed to be correct until the 
contrary is proved. 

103. The Annual Village Papers shall be open to 
inspection by the public, free of charge; and copies 
thereof shall be furnished at such time and place, and on 
such conditions as to payment, as may be prescribed by 
rules made under section 105. 

104. (I) When a holder of land, other than an assignee 
of proprietary rights, loses his rights in any land in a 
village by death, or by surrender or abandonment of the 
land, or by transfer of his rights to any other person, or by 
dispossession or otherwise, the Patwari of the village in 
which the land is situated shall forthwith report the fact 
to the Amin of the mahal, intimating the name of the new· 
holder (if any) and the grounds on which the latter c1aims 
to succeed to the title of the former holder. 

(2) The Amin, on receipt of the Patwari's report, 
shall make an enquiry; and, if there appears to be no 
doubt or dispute in the matter, shall direct the necessary 
changes to be made in the Annual Village Papers. If 
there appears to be a dispute in the matter, the Amin shall 
proceed under section 101 and shall pass orders on the 
case under that section. 

105. (I) With the previous sanction of Government, 
the Chief Revenue Authority may, from time to time, make 
rules for the prupose of carrying into effect the provisions 
of this chapter, and may attach to the breach of any such 
rule a penalty which may extend to fifty rupees. 
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(2) In particular, and without prejudice .to the 
generality of the foregoing power, suclnules may provide 
for:-

(4) the preparation of the Annual Village Papers, 
and the duties of Patwaris, Munsarims and Sadar Mun
sarims in connexion therewith; 

(b) the appointment,' remuneration, control and 
dismissal of Patwaris ; 

(e) the appointment, remuneration, control and 
dismissal of Munsarims and Sadar Munsarims ; 

(d) the duties and powers of the Director of Land 
Records ; 

(e) the procedure to be followed by Amins in 
dealing with the mutation of names under section 104; and 

(f) the procedure to be followed, under section 101, 

in disposing of disputes affecting the boundary of a village 
held by a Jahagirdar or Istmurardar. 

CHAPTER IX 

TIN Coll«lioft of R~"" ... 

106. The revenue, payable on account of any land in Revenue a first 
the Holkar State, shall be a first ch~ on that land and ~~:!""d and 
on the produce of that land; and a c1aim for revenue shall P 
have precedence, in any Civil or Revenue Court, over any 
other claim, debt or demand whatsoever, whether or not 
the Court has issued an order of attachment in respect of 
such other claim, debt or demand. 
EXPLANATION-In this section and in the four sections 
11ext following, 'produce' means the crops and other 
products grown on the land, so long as these are standing, 
,r remain deposited, on that land or are on the cultivator's 
threshing floor or are otherwise in his keeping. 

107. Except with the sanction of the Subha of the Restric:tiOll OD 

district, previously obtained in writing, no produce of any :tt::t:: t~QC:O 
land shall be attached in satisfaction of a decree or order Courts 
of a Civil Court until all sums, payable to Government 
under this Act on account of that land, have been paid. 
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Power to prohibit loS. If the produce of any land has been sold, mort
r::;~"C::~fduce. gaged or otherwise disposed of, whether by an order of a 

Civil Court or other public authority or by private agree
ment, and the revenue of that land for the current year has 
not been paid, an Amin may, without regard for the date 
fixed for the payment of the revenue, prohibit the removal 
of the produce from the land or from any place in which 
it may have been stored, for a period not exceeding two 
months. 

-Power to prohibit 109. If, in any circumstances other than those menr:::= :,~oduce tioned in the foregoing section, an Amin considers that 
special steps are necessary to secure for the current year 
the revenue payable on account of any land, he may, 
without regard for the date fixed for the payment of the 
revenue, after recording the reasons for his order, prohibit 
the removal of the produce from that land or from any 
place in which it may have been stored, for a period not 
exceeding two months. 

Disposal of produce IIO. If, at any time before the expiry of the period 
::C:ooo~~": ':0:':: for which the removal of produce has been prohibited by 

an order under section loS or log. the revenue and the cost 
(if any) of safeguarding the produce are paid, or security 
for the payment is furnished to the satisfaction of the 
Amin, the order shall forthwith be rescinded. If the 
revenue and cost are not so paid or adequate security not so 
furnished, such portion of the produce as may suffice to 
defray the revenue and cost aforesaid shall, on the expiry 
of the period for which the removal of the produce was 
prohibited, be sold and the remainder of the produce 
(if any) released. 

PeoaIty for dis- III. Any person who disobeys any order duly passed 
:~.:.en.,:cti!o or!~ under sec!ion loS o~ log of this Act, or who abets, within 
or 109 the meanmg of section 10'/ of the Indore Penal Code. the 

_oats of 
reveuue 

disobedience of any such order, shall be liable, under the 
order of an Amin passed after a summary enquiry, to a 
fine which may extend to double the amount of the revenue 
to ens1,1re the recovery of which the order was issued. 

IIZ. (I) Notwithstanding anything contained in any 
Record of Rights, the Chief Revenue Authority may, by 
rules made under section 122, fix the number, and propor
tionate amount, of the instalments of any revenue payable 
under this Act and the time when, the manner in which, 
and the place where, they are payable. 
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(2) Unless, and until, the Chief Revenue Author
ity otherwise directs, all revenue shall be payable on 
the dates, in the instalments, in the manner, and at the 
places, which have sanction when this Act comes into 
force, 

II3, On the occurrence of local or widespread famine Suspensions and 
or other calamity, the Chief Revenue Authority may, remissions of 
with the previous sanction of Government, suspend or revenue 
remit, as the case may be, the whole, or a part, of any 
instalment of revenue which has become, or is about to 
become, due in respect of any holding, group of holdings, 
village, group of villages or larger area; and such order of 
suspension or remission of revenue shall modify, to the 
extent and in the manner provided by that order, the 
liability of all persons responsible for the payment of such 
revenue, 

II", Where proprietary rights have been assigned, the Primary respoDlli
assignee, and, in all other cases, the holder under a special biIity for revenue 

tenure or the pattedar or ordinary tenant who is entitled 
to hold the land, shall be primarily responsible to Govern-
ment for the payment of the revenue of that land by the 
due date, according to the instalments fixed under section 
Ila, ' 

115, When any instalment of revenne is not fully paid Arrear: default. 
by the due date, the balance outstanding becomes an 
arrear of revenue; the person primarily responsible for its 
payment becomes a defaulter; and the arrear of revenue 
may be recovered from him as provided by this Act. 

116. (I) If an arrear of revenue cannot be recovered -,daryrespoDlli
from the person primarily responsible for its payment, it biIity for revenue 
may be realized from any co-sharer of such person, or 
from any subordinate holder to the extent to which such 
subordinate holder is liable to make payment for his 
interest in the land to the person primarily responsible, 
or from any other person in occupation of the land. 

(a) Any sum, collected from a subordinate 
holder under subsection (I), shall be credited to the payer's 
account with the person on whose behalf the payment 
W1I$ made and to the latter's account with the State. 

II7. A statement of account, certified by the Amin AmiD', sta_ ... :. 
of the mahal, shall. for the purposes of this chapter, be ~ ovidOllClll 

held to be presumptive evidence of the existence of an 
arrear, the amount of an arrear and the person who is 
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the defaulter, in respect of any revenue payable in that 
mahal. 

;':o::"es !'fr arrear XIS. (I) An arrear of re~enue may be recovered by 
ry anyone or more of the followmg processes :-

Notice of demand 

(a) by the attachment and sale of the moveable 
property of the defaulter ; 

(b) by the attachment and sale of immoveable 
property belonging to the defaulter, other than the land 
in respect of which the arrear has accrued; or 

(e) by the attachment and sale of the defaulter's 
rights in the land in respect of which the arrear has accrued, 
or by their resumption in case the defaulter's rights cannot 
be sold; 
prOfJided that :-

(i) the process specified in (a) shall not permit 
the attachment or sale of the necessary wearing apparel, 
cooking utensils, beds or bedding of the defaulter and his 
wife and children; of the tools of an artisan; or of the 
implements of husbandry, seed grain or plough cattle of a 
cultivator, unless his rights in respect of all agricultural 
land in the Holkar State have been lost or have been 
ordered to be sold; 

(ii) the process specified in (e) shall not be issued 
against an assignee of proprietary rights, in whose case 
the procedure for recovery shall be reguIated by the 
provisions of section 69 ; 

(iii) when, by the process specified in (e), the 
defaulter's rights in the land in respect of which the arrear 
bas accrued have been sold, all arrears outstanding against 
the defaulter in respect of that land shall be deemed to 
have been satisfied. 

(2) A fee shall be charged for each process, in 
accordance with rules made under section 122. 

XI9. An Amin may, if he thinks fit, cause a notice of 
demand to be served on a defaulter before the issue of 
process under section uS for the recovery of an arrear. 

Process emor~blo 120. The process specified in clause (a) or (b) of sub
outside district of section (I) of section IIS may be enforced in the district 
default in which the default bas been made or in any other 

Procedure in 
attachment and 
1&10 of property 

district. 
IliI. The attachment and sale of moveable and im

moveable property under this Act, and the entertainment 
of objections thereto, shall be conducted, so far as may be, 
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in accordance with the procedure prescribed in that behalf 
by the Indore Code of Civil Procedure. 

122. (I) With the previous sanction of Government, Power to make 
the Chief Revenue Authority may, from time to time, make ~::t!nt: 
rules for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions 
of this chapter, and may attach to the breach of any such 
rule a penalty which may extend to one hundred rupees. 

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing power, such rules may provide 
for:-

(II) the number, and proportionate amount, of 
the revenue instalments; and the time when, the manner 
in which, and the place where, they shall be payable 
under section lIZ ; 

(6) the suspension and remission of revenue under 
section Il3; and 

(e) a scale of process fees under subsection (z) of 
section uS, and the collection of such fees. 

CHAPTER X 

V illag6 Officers II"" V illag6 M lI""CemeN 

123. (I) Subject to rules made under section 135, Appointment of 
there shall be appointed one or more Patels for each Patel 
vill888, to perform the duties assigned to a Patel under 
this Act. 

(2) The appoinbnent of the Patel of a village 
held by a J ahagirdar or Isbnurardar shall be made after 
consultation with the Jahagirdar or Isbnurardar, as the 
case maybe. 

124. (I) The remuneration of the Patel of a kIwIls. R_uooradOll of 
village shall consist of so much klIoIi land as the Maharaja Patel 
may confer on him as Inamdar, together with such per-
centage of the revenue the Patel collects from other persons 
holding land in the vi1lage as may be pn!SCribed by rules 
made under section 135. 

(2) The remuneration of the Patel of a vi1lage held 
by a J ahagirdar or Isbnurardar shall consist of so much 
rent-free land as Government may sanction in each case 
after consultation with the Jahagirdar or Isbnurardar. as 
the case may be. 
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Duti .. of Patel 125. (I) Subject to rules made under section 135, it 
shall be the duty of every Patel 

(a) to control and superintend the village Chauld
dars and BaIais, and to support them in the discharge of 
their duties ; 

(b) to safeguard any State property in the village, 
such as wells, tanks, dhannashalas, etc. ; 

(e) to report, and, if possible, prevent, encroach
ments on the recognized roads and paths and common 
lands of the village, and to keep such areas available for 
the purpose they are intended to serve; 

(d) to report, and, if possible, prevent, encroach
ments on village boundaries ; 

(e) to keep the village in a reasonably sanitary 
condition; and 

(f) to perform such other duties as may be 
assigned to him from time to time. 

(2) It shall also be the duty of the Patel of a 
khalsa village, subject to rules as aforesaid, 

(a) to collect, and aid in the collection of, all 
payments due to Government from persons residing, or 
holding land, in the village, and to credit into a Government 
Treasury all payments which he may collect; 

(b) to allot house sites within the village site; and 
(e) to regulate the use of the village waste. 
(3) Wherever Government may so direct, and 

in the performance of such of the above duties as Govern
ment may indicate, the Patel shall be assisted by a Gaonthi 
Panchayat, over which he shall preside and the constitution 
and working of which shall be regulated by rules made 
under section 135. 

(4) Nothing in this section shall operate so as to 
modify the constitution or the working of a Village Pan
chayat, duly established under the Indore Village Pan
chayat Act. The provisions of that Act shall override. 
the provisions of this section wherever there is conJlict 
between them. 

Penalty for dis- 126. Any person who neglects or disobeys a reasonable 
obedience of Patel order, made by a Patel in pursuance of a duty assigned to 

him by section 125, shall be liable, under the order of an 
Amin, to a fine which may extend to twenty rupees. The 
Amin's order shall be in writing and shall state the facts 
and circumstances of the case. 
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127. A Patel. who is found guilty of any disregard of Punishment of 
the duties assigned to him under section 125. shall be Patels 
liable. under the order of a Subha. to a fine which may 
extend to twenty rupees. 

128. (I) Subject to rules made under section 135. the Suspensiou and 
Subha of the district may suspend or remove from office removal of Patel 

any Patel who 
(a) is unwilling to work as such; 
(b) is disqualified for the post by definite physical 

or mental incapacity; or 
(e) has been guilty of gross misconduct or of 

continued and g1aringneglect of hisduties; provided t1tat :-
(i) no Patel shall be suspended or removed from 

office until he has been given. by notice in writing. a 
reasonable opportunity of showing cause against his 
suspension or removal. as the case may be ; 

(ii) no Patel of a village held by a Jahagirdar 
or Istmurardar shall be suspended or removed from office 
except after consultation with the J ahagirdar or Istmurar
dar. as the case may be; and 

(iii) no Patel shall be removed from office by the 
Subha except with the previous sanction of the Maharaja. 

(a) A Patel may be suspended or removed from 
office by an order of the Maharaja for any sufficient 
reason. 

lag. For each village. whether kIoals. or held by a Chaulddan 
Jahagirdar or Istmurardar. there shall be appointed. in 
accordance with rules made under section 135. one or more 
Chaukidars or village watchmen. Such rules may also 
prescribe the remuneration and duties, and provide for the 
punishment. suspension and removal, of a Chaukidar. 

130. For each village. whether kIoalsa or held by a Balaia 
Jahagirdar or Istmurardar. there shall be appointed. in 
accordance with rules made under section 135. one or more 
Balais or village servants. Such rules may also prescribe 
the remuneration and duties, and provide for the punish-
Iment and removal, of a Balai. 

131. In the event of a dispute arising as to the route by Rishto of _y and 
.. hiob a holder of land shall have access to his fields or to :.~!:.':.vate 
the waste or pasture lands of the vil1age. otherwise than 
~y the recogniaed roads. paths or common land. or as to 
the course by which he may avail himself of wat~. to 
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which he is entitled, from a tank, well or other source, all 

Amin may, after local enquiry, decide the matter witb 
reference to the previous custom in each case and with dUE 
regard for the convenience of all the parties concerned. 

132. Any person who encroaches upon, or causes any 
obstruction to the use of, a recognized road, path 01 

common land of a village, or who disregards the decision 
of an Amin passed under the foregoing section, shall be 
liable, under the written order of an Amin stating the facts 
and circumstances of the case, to a fine which may extend 
to twenty rupees. 

133. If an Amin finds that any obstacle has been 
erected, impeding the free use of a recognized road, path 
or common land of a village or obstructing a route or 
water-course which has been the subject of a decision under 
section 131, he may order the person responsible for 
erecting the obstacle to remove it; and, if such person 
fails to comply with the order, may cause the obstacle to 
be removed and may recover from such person the cost of 
removing it. 

134. Government may, by rules made under section 135. 
regulate the protection and management of any forest 
growth in a village, whether khalsa or held by a J ahagirdar 
or Istmurardar, and the exercise of any right of user over 
such forest growth. 

135. (I) With the previous sanction of Government, 
the Chief Revenue Authority may, from time to time, make 
rules for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions 
of this chapter, and may attach to the breach of any such 
rule a penalty which may extend to fifty rupees. 

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing power, such rules may regulate: 

(a) the appointment, remuneration, duties, suspen
sion and removal of Patels ; 

(b) the constitution and working of Gaonthi 
Panchayats ; 

(e) the appointment, remuneration, duties and 
punishment of Chaukidars ; 

(d) the appointment, remuneration, duties and 
punishment of Balais; and 

(e) the use, protection and management of 
village forests. 
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CHAPTER XI 

M iseellaneous 

136. (I) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, R,,<!asive ~ria-
no Civil Court shall entertain any suit instituted, or diction ,of .venae 
application made, to obtain a decision or order on any Authonty 
matter which Government are, or a Revenue Officer is, 
by this Act, empowered to determine, decide or dispose of. 

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing provision, no Civil Court shall 
exercise jurisdiction, over any of the following matters ;

(a) thedispossessionofatrespasserundersection30; 
(b) the finding of a Revenue Officer regarding the 

use or purpose to which land is appropriated under section 
32 ; 

(e) the finding of a Revenue Officer regarding the 
occurrence of a breach of the conditions of his tenure, as 
laid down in chapter V or VI, by a pattedar or ordinary 
tenant or subtenant or by a holder of any special tenure ; 

(d) the enforcement, as against Government, by 
an assignee of proprietary rights, Adhi Jama Khotidar, 
holder of a service holding, tenant or subtenant, of any 
right which he may claim under the provisions of this Act ; 

(I) the amount of the revenue assessed under 
this Act in respect of any right in land; or the principles 
on, or methods by, which such assessmen$ is made; 

VI the validity of any engagement with Govern
ment for the payment of revenue; 

(g) any claim against Government connected 
with, or arising out of, the collection of revenue or the 
recovery of any sum realizable as revenue under this Act ; 

(4) any claim against Government to the right 
to enjoy the revenue or rent of any land or to receive any 
payment charged on, or payable out of, the revenue of 
any land ; 

(J) the claim of any person to hold land free of 
revenue or oa a favoured assessment; 

(A) the preparatioa of a Record of Rights or of 
the Annual Villa.ge Papers ; 

(I) any questioa connected with the allotment of 
~ouse sites in, or the determination of the area of, village 
sites under section 42 or 87 ; 
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(m) any claim in connexion with the office 01 

remuneration of a Patel, Patwari, Chaukidar or Ba1ai, 01 

in respect of any injury caused by the exclusion of an) 
person from such office ; 

(n) any claim to compel the performance of 8 

duty imposed by this Act on any Revenue Officer; 01 

(0) any claim against a Revenue Officer arising 
out of any act done, or ordered to be done, by him in good 
faith in pursuance of any law for the time being in force 01 

of any rules made under such law. 
x37. No Civil or Revenue Court shall proceed with the 

trial of any suit in which the matter in issue is also directly 
and substantia1ly in issue before any other competent 
Civil or Revenue Court in a previously instituted suit 
between the same parties. 

Law of limitation X3B. Except where it is otherwise specially provided, 
to apply the law of limitation for the time being in force in the 

Holkar State shall apply to all cIaims made under this Act 
before a Revenue Officer. 

Valuation of suits ; X39. All cIaims before a Revenue Court under this Act 
Court fees shall be valued in accordance with the law, if any, for the 

time being in force in the Holkar State regarding the 
valuation of suits in Civil Courts; and Court fees sha1l be 
paid according. to the provisions of the Indore Court 
Fees Act. 

Recovery of X40. (x) Any fee, naza~an4, penalty or other sum of 
miscellaneo~. oth money, payable under the order of a Revenue Officer in :.:..-:;e d::! to or accordance with this Act, sha1l be recoverable as if it were 
Government an arrear of revenue. 

Validation of 
existing official 
appointments 

(2) Any authorized cess, rent, fee or royalty, due 
to Government on account of the use or occupation of 
land or water, or on account of any product thereof, shall 
also be recoverable as if it were an arrear of revenue. 

I4X. Every Revenue Qllicer, Patel, Patwari, Chaukidar; 
and Ba1ai, who is lawfully holding office when this Act, 
comes into force, shall be lIeemed to be holding office as 
if he had been duly appointed in accordance with the, 
provisions of this Act. 
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APPENDIX II 

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON SECTIONS 

Preamble 

Though it contains a number of new provisions, the Act Act not an amend. 
is not an amending Act. The regulations, which have ing Act 
hitherto guided the administration of the land·revenue 
and defined the status of the various landholding classes, 
have consisted, merely, of rules having the force of law. 

CHAPTER I 

PrllimifUll')l 

SECTION I. The Act extends to the whole of the Holkar Title. ""tent and 
State; but much of it will apply only to such areas as are commencement 
notified as ' villages , under section 4 (iii). By this means 
Government can exempt, for example, urban or forest areas 
from the operation of inappropriate provisions. The Act 
came into force on the 20th of April, 1931. 

SECTION 4 (i) and (il). The definitions of rent and Definitions of 
revenue are important. 'Rent' is the wider term; and : ..... t· ~d 
includes payments on account of his land made by a revenue 
subtenant to a tenant and by a tenant to his landlord, 
whether the landlord he the Maharaja or an assignee of the 
Maharaja's proprietary right. 'Revenue' includes only 
such payments, on account of land, as are directly payable 
to Government. Thus the rent paid by a subtenant to a 
tenant or by a tenant to an assignee of proprietary rights 
is not revenue; but the rent paid by the tenant of a 
holding in a kIulsfI village is revenue. The definition of 
, revenue' is narrower thaa that previously in f~ 
note 011 section 140. 

SECTION 4 (iii). See note on section I. • ViIJap' 
SECTION 4 (iv). The term kIulsfI, as explained on p88e II 'K_..ruaae· 

above, signifies a tract which pays revenue direct to 
Government, as distinct from one of which the revenue is, 
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in whole or in part, intercepted by a cIass of holders inter· 
mediate between the cultivator and the State. In thE 
Holkar State, prior to 190B, the khalsa comprised the area.! 
in which realizations were made direct by the State from 
the tenant, as distinct from those which were farmed to 
Ijaradars or held by privileged grantees (Jahagirdars, 
Istmurardars and Inamdars). Since 19OB, when Ijaradars 
were ousted, it has comprised the areas under the Revenue 
Department held by those who are not privileged grantees. 
The term now receives a specific definition, being made 
applicable to villages under the direct management of the 
State and not held by a Jahagirdar or Istmurardar. This 

I avoids the anomaly. heretofore presented by the small 
privileged holder (Inamdar) whose grant consists not of a 
whole village (as is the case with Jahagirdars and Istmurar
dars) but of a plot of land only. Such plots have hitherto 
been regarded as outside the khalsa. In future they will 
be included in it, unless they form part of a village held by 
a Jahagirdar or Istmurardar. 

SECTION 4 (vi). 'Boundary' for the purposes of the 
Act, does not include any part of the external boundary 
of the State. Nor does it include the boundary between 
a village and an urban or forest area not notified as a 
village. Thus the boundary between a village and any 
, demarcated area' of forest adjoining it does not come 
within the scope of the definition of ' boundary'. 

CHAPTER II 

The Classes, POUlers and Procedu" of Revenue Officers 

SECTION 6. There should be, at least, two Commissioners 
(a new cIass of Revenue Officer created by this section)
one for a Malwa division, consisting of the Indore, Mehidpur 
and Rampura-Bhanpura districts, and the other for a 
Nerbudda division, consisting of the Nimar and Nemawar 
districts. Both these officers should have their head
quarters at Indore. They will be useful in (a) instructing 
subordinate Revenue Officers in the provisions of the new 
enactment; (b) maintaining and improving the standard 
of work among Revenue Officers by frequent inspections ; 
and (e) keeping Government, by means of extensive tours 
in the interior, well acquainted with rural needs and 
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village conditions. The new posts will also provide 
promotion for the most deserving and experienced officers 
of the Revenue department. The Commissioners will be 
well suited for employment in the work of rural develop
ment, when this is taken up on a wider scale than is at 
present possible. They should submit annual reports on 
the areas in their charge, reviewing the crop outtums for 
the year and the economic condition of the cultivating 
classes; and noting to what extent and for what considera
tion transfers of land have taken place; what number of 
tenants have lost their holdings; to what extent land is 
still mortgaged; what difficulties have been experienced 
in working the new Act; what suggestions they would 
offer for improving the condition of the cultivator; and 
so forth. These reports will provide a valuable source of \ 
information when rural problems come up for consideration, 
and will enable Government to take stock of the situation 
year by year. It will, of course, be necessary for the Chief 
Revenue Authority to keep in close touch with the work 
-:If the Commissioners, so as to co-ordinate their activities 
and prevent any divergence of policy in the administration 
~f different parts of the State. 

SECTIONS 9 AND 10. The normal arrangement of the A~di.tional Com
Revenue Staff will be: a Commissioner in charge of each ::.~~ ~ubhas 
division; a Subha in charge of each district; an Amin in enhaDcement :r 
charge of each mahal; and Naib Amins (without specific POd': AmilIa 
powers, as Naib Amins. but enjoying. as Revenue Officers, .... N81 AmilIa 

the general powers detailed in this chapter) working under 
the Amin. This staff. however, will need strengthening 
where work is heavy. For this purpose Naib Amins. when 
qualified. can be invested with the powers of an Amin 
under section 10; and Amins, when qualified. can be 
invested under the same section with the powers of a 
Subha. (For the distinction between 'a Subha' and 
• the Subha of the district' and between·· an Amin • and 
• the Amin of the mahal " see the note on section 44.) 
Authority is provided by section 9 for the appointment, in 
an emergency. of Additional Commissioners. Additional 
Subhas and Additional Amins. 

SECTIONS 14. IS AND 16. These sections emphasize the EnIc:tioD and maiD
importance of maintaining and repairing boundary-marks. -......::..:: --
The vi1lages of the State have been surveyed by the plane- uy 
table and cardboard protractor or sigh~-rule. The survey 
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is, therefore, inaccurate in some places. Moreover, very 
few boundary-marks are at present maintained. It is to 
be hoped that, before long, Government will arrange for 
the perimeters of villages to be • traversed' by expert 
surveyors working with the theodolite. This will give 
accuracy to the village maps and will minimize the number 
of boundary-marks to be maintained. 

CHAPTER III 

Appeal, Revisi01J and Review 

SECTION 23. The appointment of Commissioners will 
facilitate the disposal of appeals and will prevent the 
Chief Revenue Authority at hea4quarters (the Revenue 
Minister) from being over-burdened with case work of this 
character. Commissioners should be encouraged to take 
up appellate work, as far as possible, at district or mahal 
headquarters, so as to save litigants the inconvenience of 
travelling from outlying districts to Indore. 

CHAPTER IV 

General ConditiMIs reguding Land 
Property inbnd SECTION 27. This section emphasizes the fundamental 

principle on which the land-tenures rest. The Maharaja 
is the proprietor of all land in the State. This principle 
has been fully recognized in the past and constitutes, as 

. explained in the opening pages of this book, the charac
teristic peculiarity which underlies the tenures of the 
State. In British India Government make no claim to be 
the universal landlord. It is for this reason that the 
epithet raiyaivJari, as applied to tenures in the Holkar 
State, is misleading. It is commonly used in British India 
to indicate that the cultivator is, practically, the' possessor 
of the proprietary right subject to the payment of revenue'. 
Since, in the Holkar State, the Ruler is tbe sole owner and 
landlord, those who hold from him must, unless they are 
assignees of his proprietary right, be regarded as his 
tenants. The position, therefore, of the common cultivator 
in the State is that, not of a raiyat, but of a tenant holding 
from the Maharaja in the kiIalS4 or from the Maharaja's 
assignees in jaAagir,. and istm"ru villages. 
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SECTION 30. A trespasser will not De required to pay Penalty for 

more for the land he occupies without authority than he treap ... 
would have paid had it been duly allotted to him. This. 
at first sight. may seem too lenient a treatment for trespass; 
but leniency is advisable when Government is anxious to 
encourage an extension of cultivation in the State. Cul-
tivators are accustomed to a system under which no great 
penalty attaches to their taking up land in anticipation 
of orders from Government; and if. in any particular case. 
it is desired to show severity. this can easily be done by 
ejecting the trespasser before he reaps his crop. 

CHAPTER V 

T matlCies and Subtmancies 

SECTION 31. This chapter deals with the tenant and Tenant 
,ubtenant. A tenant is • a person who holds land for his 
19l'icultural purposes from the Maharaja or from an 
lSSignee of the Maharaja's proprietary right'. A sub-
tenant, therefore, is not a tenant under this definition. 
[t is the policy of Government to maintain the status of 
the tenant-cultivator, primarily responsible for the payment 
)f revenue or rent. He should neither be reduced to 
the position of a subtenant, subordinate to an intermediary 
between him and the State, nor should he be able to set 
bimself up as such an intermediary, leaving the business 
of cultivation to subtenants working under him. As 
far as possible, every cultivator should be a tenant with 
a personal interest in the development of his holding •. 
a direct concern in its agriculture. If he sublets to others, 
this should be no more than an expedient (in most cases a 
temporary expedient) subordinate to his main interest 
as an agriculturist; and, for this reason, a tenant is 
defined as one who holds land for his agricultural purposes. 
On the other hand, it is not intended to restrict the tenant 
class to small men. each himself working his own small 
holding. There is room, under the definition, for the 
bigger tenant with a body of labourers in his employ; 
but behind this agency must be the tenant's persona1 
interest, his purpose to develop the agricultural poten
tialities of the land. A special problem arises in those 
northern districts of the State which suffered most severely 
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in the famine of I900 and are still very thinly populated. 
The attempt has recently been made to solve this problem 
by the introduction of foreign capitalists, who are encour
aged to take up large areas and to cultivate them by the 
agency of subtenants. I believe this policy to be a mistaken 
one. Mere speculators or capitalists are not wanted. I 
have seen a ' tenant', holding half a village in the Mehidpur 
district, who had not a single plough or bullock in his 
possession. Yet he had held this large area for many 
years without disturbance, appropriating the profits of 
the land while impeding its proper agricultural development. 
As a well-known Indian administrator has observed, 
, There is no more fatal way of dealing with under-popula
tion in Central India than to give out large areas to specu
lators. The experiment has been often tried and has, as 
often, failed. There is only one sound method-namely, 
to get the right kind of man to work the land by offering 
him good terms and then to give him security of tenure 
and fair treatment to keep him there: If, for example, 
in the Rampura-Bhanpura district, land were offered on 
an assessment, lIuctuating from year to year and calcu
lated, simply, at eight annas or so for each big"" of land 
from which a crop is actually taken, infinitely better 
results would follow in ten or twenty years than will ever 
be attained by the introduction of foreign capitalists. 

Duties of & "tenant SECTION 32. This section states the general conditions 
which are binding on all tenants. It defines what is 
signified by the phrase 'agricultural purposes', and 
declares that a tenant may use his holding for such purposes 
only. This section is made applicable to subtenants also 
by the terms of section 60. 

Improvements SECTION 33. It is impossible to deal brie1ly with the 
question of improvements. There are some excellent 
'Suggestions for an Irrigation Policy for the Indore 
State', written by Mr. W. H. Moreland in 1914. I have 
offered my own views in the chapter on the assessment of 
agricultural improvements. So far as private improv&o 
ments are concerned, to which section 33 refers, the position 
is that, at the late Settlement, some 70,000 acres in the 
State were assessed as irrigated, whereas, in fact, at that 
time only 32,000 acres were actually irrigated. Even 
assuming that the gap between the actual and assumed 
area steadily diminishes by 4,000 acres yearly, it will be 
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ten years before the gap is wholly filled-; and an additional 
assessment of some fourteen lakhs will, meanwhile, have 
been realized from dry cultivation on the assumption that 
it is irrigated. In compensation for this over-assessment, 
however, Government has agreed to forego, for the period 
of Settlement, the assessment at • wet' rates of any new 
irrigation which may develop outside the assumed irrigated 
area of 70,000 acres. There are points in this arrangement 
which are defective, as I have shown in the chapter referred 
to above; but it has the merit of creating a simple and 
intelligible position. All new irrigation in the State will 
be exempt from additional assessment until x947 in 
the Nemawar district and until x957-60 elsewhere. 
As regards improvements elIected by State agency, a 
reference may be made to the note on section 40. 

SECTION 35. This section emphasizes the tenant's GruiDg aDd ..,.. 
right to free grazing for his agricultural cattle and to 
free trisltw (i.e. thoms, grass, etc.) from the waste land 
of the village in which he holds land. A liberal definition 
of 'agricultural cattle' should be provided in the rules 
under this section. At present the complications which 
result from the number of small ' demarcation areas' of 
reserved forest (to which reference is made in the note 
on section X34) militate against the operation of simple and 
adequate concessions. As the Forest Department is 
unable to guard its scattered boundaries, the common 
expedient is for the villagers to be compelled to pay a 
forest fee for grazing in a • demarcation area " which is 
often really an integral part of their village. In some 
cases the • demarcation area • is not forest at all; and its 
reservation by Government is a hardship to the villagers. 

SECTION 36. This new provision is an important Ezsnptioa &om 
concession to the tenant class. The processes of arrest ~ aDd t 
and imprisonment have, in the past, been but seldom UIlprDDlUll" 

enforced by the Revenue Stall against cultivators. They 
are, more commonly, the method by which creditors. 
working through the Civil Courts, bring pressure to bear 
upon their judgment-ciebtors. Such pressure is, som~ 
times, intentionally applied just at the time when the 
cultivator's presence in the field is essential to his agricul-
ture. This is to the disadvantage of the State, as the 
cultivation may be neglected and the bolder's ahility to 
I pay the revenue demand reduced. The exemption bere 
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authorized in favour. of the tenant has been in force for 
some time in Bombay for the beuefit of the agriculturists 
of that Presidency. It will, of course, only operate in 
favour of those tenants whose main source of income is 
agriculture. 

SECTION 37. Tenants are of two classes only-the 
, ordinary', or unprotected, tenant, who is dealt with 
in sections 56 to 58, and the pattedar, or protected, tenant, 
defined in this section, who takes the place of the former 
so-called raiyat pattedar. Practically all tenants in 
kludsa villages will be pattedar; and section 38 expressly 
provides that this is the status which shall ordinarily 
be conferred on persons in whose favour Government 
creates a tenancy. 

Allotment of n!,- SECTION 38. In creating a tenancy it is essential that 
=~ m the person selected as tenant should be a bonafideagricul

turist. By bona fide agriculturist is meant a person who 
may be expected to take a personal interest in the cultiva
tion of his holding and to use it for his own agricultural 
purposes. A man who has not the means to cultivate 
the land cannot be regarded as a bona fide agriculturist ; 
but he may have the means to cultivate it without the 

Pattedar teDaDt's 
holding surveyed 
and assessed and 
rent fixed for 

. Settlement period 
by Govemment 

. mtentioR; and, where this intention is lacking or cannot 
'be 'presumed, till applicant for land should not be regarded 
. as a bona fide agriculturist. The need for restricting 
allotment to this special c1ass is explained at pages 16 to 18 
above. A precise definition of 'bona fide agriculturist' 
is included in the rules made under section 63. 

SECTIONS 39 AND 40. A tenant's rent in a khalsa 
village is 'revenue', because it is directly payable to 
Government. His rent in a village held by a Jahagirdar or 
Istmurardar is not 'revenue', because it is not directly 
payable to Government. A pattedar tenant is entitled 
to have his rent, whether revenue (if the village is kludstl) 
or not revenue (if the village is not khalsa), assessed under 
the orders of Government; and, for the purposes of such 
assessment, his holding must be surveyed. Once his 
revenue or rent has been assessed it cannot be enhanced 
until the end of the current Settlement period. A tenant's 
revenue or rent, however, is not, like the raiyat's revenue 
in a raiyalulari Province, assessed upon his holding. It 
is here assessed in respect of his right or interest in the 
holding. The revenue or rent is, in fact, • payment 
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which the tenant contracts to make"to the landlord for 
the use or occupation of the land. It is, in the technical 
sense, a ' rent ' and not a ' tax '. The contract, therefore, 
stands just so long as the land is held by the tenant with 
whom the contract was made or by his successor in interest. 
A tenant, for example, may, under the law as it now stands. 
pass on his interest by inheritance. exchange or sale; and a 
lawful transferee takes over the transferring tenant's 
right to hold the land on the current assessment until 
the Settlement term expires. On the other hand. if 
the tenant dies without an heir or surrenders or abandons 
his holding. his right reverts to Government; and Govern
ment are at liberty to demand. if they wish, a higher or 
lower revenue or rent from the new tenant with whom 
the fresh contract of tenancy is made, regardless of the 
ftlct that the Settlement period has not expired. (But 
ee note on sections 5I and 52.) 
It may be noted here that the revenue or rent of a 

IIlttedar tenant may be assessed (a) by the Settlement 
)fficer at Settlement under section 84; (b) by Commis
ioners, between Settlements. under section 92 (i). in the 
pecial case where Government confer pattedar rights 91\ 
he ordinary tenant of an assignee; and (e) by an Amin. 
letween Settlements. When creating new pattedar tenancies. 
,y the allotment of unoccupied land under section 38. 
:n the last case it will be advisable not to allow the Amin 
Illy discretionary power in fixing new pattedar tenants' 
LSSeSSIIlents. If a definite rate for each class of soil in 
:he new holding is not available from the Settlement 
:ecord. the Amin should make a reference to higher 
luthority for orders. 
It will be noticed that an exception is provided by 

IeCtion 40 to the general rule that a pattedar tenant's 
rent shall not be enhanced during the currency of the 
Settlement. This exception has been inserted with the 
~eliberate purpose of stimulating capital expenditore by 
the State on small village works. Many of these were 
constructed in the time of Maharaja Tukoji Rao II; 
but the greater number are now out of repair and many are 
out of use. Mr. Moreland's note of the 24th January 
I9I4. n:ferred to in the note on section 33. brings out 
very forcibly the opportunities that exist in the State 
for the construction of small tanks and what he calls 
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, stop-dams'. More recent experience of the rura1 areas 
confirms this point of view and has disclosed the number of 
, lapsed sources' of irrigation that exist. When a forward 
rura1 policy is adopted, there will be a large' field for the 
investment of capital in these small village works; and 
it is to be hoped that the provision in this section, which 
enables Government to recover some interest on its capital 
investment, will lead to those improvements which are. 
beyond the means of the individual cultivator being 
undertaken by the State. 

Trees SECTION 41. This section gives statutory form to the 
efforts, recently made by Government, to c1arify the 
right of the so-called raiyat pattedar, now the pattedar 
tenant, in regard to trees standing on his holding. The 
trees being part of the holding, the tenant of the land has 
only a tenant right in them. He may enjoy their produce 
and may even sell his right in them along with his rights 
in his holding. Strictly speaking, he has no right to 
fell them; but, in view of the fact that the land is given 
him for cultivation, he is ordinarily allowed to cut down 
trees, other than those of certain prohibited varieties, if 
he needs them for his own use or if they hamper his cultiva
tion .. Even though he may be authorized to cut a tree 
down; the tenant may not sell any fuel or timber derived 
from it, except under special regulations designed to 
prevent the removal of forest produce stolen from the 
Government reserves. By timber is meant shaped or 
dressed beams, logs or poles. It does not include the 
trunk or branches of a dead tree. 

House sites SECTION 42. The grant of a house-site, free of charge, 
in the village-site is a new and welcome concession to 
the pattedar tenant. The concession is a liberal one 
seeing that, under section 32 (iv), he is also now authorized 
to build a dwelling-house for his domestic use on his 

. holding. 
Exchangeo of land SECTION 43. Bona fide exchanges of land between 

pattedar tenants are freely allowed; but such exchanges 
must not be used for the purpose of evading the provisions 
of section 45. If a sale or other transfer is effected in 
the guise of a mere exchange, it may be vetoed. If it 
is permitted, a fee will be charged. 

Partition SECTION 44. Partition by mutual consent among the 
recorded co-tenants of a pattedar tenant's holding can 
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be effected under the order of the Amin of the mahal. 
A difficulty will arise in cases in which a person, who 
is admittedly a co-sharer, has not had his name recorded 
in the Annual Village Papers, or in which a person claims 
a share which is not admitted by the recorded co-sharers. 
In such cases the Amin will be well advised to postpone 
partition until the c1aim of any person other than the 
recorded co-sharers is settled, either in a Revenue proceeding 
under section 101 or by the decision of a competent Civil 
Court. . 

Attention may be drawn at this point to the phrases 
• the Amin of the mahal • (e.g. in sections 43 and 44) and 
• the Subha of the district' (e.g. in section 45). When 
such a phrase is used. it indicates that power under the 
section is reserved to the particular officer who holds 
charge of the district or mahal, as the case may be. When 
the officer empowered under a section is referred to merely 
as • a Subha • (e.g. in section 33) or as • an Amin • (e.g. in 
section 38). it indicates that the power may be exercised. 
in the one case. either by the Subha in charge of the district 
or by an Additional Subha or by an Amin with the powers 
of a Subha; and. in the other case. either by the Amin 
of the mahal or by an Additional Amin or bya-Naib 
Amin with the powers of an Amin. . 

SECTION 45. This section confirms in faVOUI of the Voluntary u.1~ of 
pattedar tenant the privilege. hitherto enjoyed by the rights ill hoIdi1lg 

so-called raiyat pattedar. of se11ing his rights in his holding 
with the previous sanction of the Subha of the district 
and after the payment of one year's revenue or rent by 
the transferee. A new condition is that the transferee 
must be a bona fide agriculturist. The restriction of 
purchases of tenant right to this c1ass is important, both 
because it is necessary. on general grounds. to keep the 
agriculturist on the land, and also because it will tend to 
hinder the moneylender's exploitation of the tenant's 
right of sale. This subject has been dealt with more 
fully in chapter II of this volume. 

SECTIONS 46 AND 47. When the decree-holder in a Qnn~ _ of 
Civil suit applies for the sale of a judgment-debtor's rights ID IIoIdiac 
holding and that judgment-debtor is a pattedar tenant, 
execution must be transferred to the Subha of the district, 

I, who can give the tenant time to raise the decretal amount. 
On his failure to do so, the Subha is required to sell his 
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rights in the holding, or in so much of it as will satisfy the 
decree, to a bona fide agriculturist. Such a compulsory 
sale can also be effected by the Subha in satisfaction of 
arrears of rent due by a pattedar tenant to an assignee of 
proprietary rights. In a case of arrears of revenue due 
to Government, the Subha will proceed not under this 
section but under section lI8 (I) (e). The only other 
case in which the compulsory sale of a pattedar tenant's 
rights in his holding can be effected is that provided by 
section 48. 

Subleases SECTION 48. The principle underlying the limitation 
of subleases in this section is the same as that underlying 
section 40 of the C. P. Tenancy Act, which was incorporated 
in the Tenancy Law of that Province after full discussion 
before the Imperial Legislative Council in 1898. When a 
tenant is found to use his holding, not for his agricultural 
purposes, but solely with a view to obtaining rents there
from, thus constituting himself an intermediary between 
the landlord and the actual cultivator of the land, he may, 
if he persists in the practice, be ousted-his rights in 
the holding being sold to a bona fide agriculturist. The 
proceeds of the sale (if any) will be paid to the ex-tenant, 
after deducting two years' revenue or rent of the land for 
Government and suitable compensation for disturbance 
for the subtenant. The offending pattedar tenant may, 
while proceedings are in progress against him, negotiate 
a voluntary sale of his rights under section 45 to a bona fide 
agriculturist, which will involve a deduction of only one 
year's revenue or rent from the sale price. The provisions 
of this section are permissive; and its operation will 
be milder than the parallel provision in the C. P. Tenancy 
Act, which applies to the districts of Hoshangabad and 
Nimar adjoining the Ho1kar State. The problem of 
subletting is dealt with at length in chapter IV of this 
volume. 

Bequeot, Gift or SECTION 50. As the common cultivator in the State is 
Mortgage a tenant, and not a proprietor, of his holding, his powers 

of transfer are necessarily restricted. The rights of 
bequest. of gift and of mortgage are denied him. Mort
gages were prohibited from the 2nd of June, 1930; and 
this prohibition is now incorporated in the Act; but by 
subsection (3) an exception is made in the case of mortgages 
in favour of a Co..operative Credit Society, provided 
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previous official sanction is obtained. Mortgage credit, 
like other forms of credit, is a blessing or a curse according 
to the use which is made of it. It increases the tenant's 
borrowing power; but whether this enlargement of his 
credit is to his benefit or not, depends, of course, on the 
use to which he puts the money that he raises. Experience 
has shown that the majority of tenants in the Holkar 
State are already too prone to 1>ecome heavily indebted. 
Custom demands that they should incur a considerable 
outlay, in most cases beyond their means, on domestic 
ceremonies (marriages, funerals, etc.). To give them 
mortgage rights is, therefore, likely to lead them to indulge 
still more freely in unproductive expenditure, which 
burdens them with debt without increasing in any way 
their capacity to repay it. Were the money, raised by 
mortgages, spent on improving the holdings, mortgages 
would be beneficial. As it is, they are a danger; and their 
employment by the tenant as a means of raising money has, 
therefore, been prohibited for the future. In the case of 
loans on mortgage by a Co-operative Credit Society there 
are special safeguards. The Society has itself an interest 
in the financial stability of the borrower; and the bona 
tides of the Society can be gauged by the officer of Govern
ment on whom the responsibility for sanctioning the loan 
is placed. Mortgage loans, in these circumstances, are 
likely to be used to the cultivator's ultimate advantage and, 
in most cases, for productive purposes; and an exception 
has, therefore, been made in their favour. I have dealt 
more fully with the subject of mortgage credit in chapter III 
of this volume. 

SECTIONS 51 A.ND 53. In cases of surrender or abandon- Surrender .... d 
ment of land the rights of the former pattedar tenant Abandoam ... t 
revert to Government. The land will, unless Government 
otherwise direct, be leased out again to a bona fide agricul-
turist in pattedar tenant right, under section 38. Govern-
ment in such a case are not bound, in leasing to the new 
tenant, to adhere to the rent paid by the former holder, 
since the contract will be a new one. In most cases, 
however, it will probably be advisable in practice to 
retain the old rent, as any enhancement thereof may 
confuse the accounts and will, in any case, merely haft 

I 
the effect of lowering the auction price which bidders are 
prepared to oller. 
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SECTION 53. This section defines certain special circum-
stances in which a pattedar tenant can be dispossessed 
of his holding under the orders of the Subha of the district. 
These circumstances will arise on the rejection or breach 
by the pattedar tenant of his contract with his landlord. 
It may be noted here that a pattedar tenant can also be 
dispossessed, by the order of a competent Civil <:eurt or 
of a Revenue Officer, when his rights in his holding are 
sold or resumed (under sections 45, 46 or 48) or are set 
aside as a result of Civil Court proceedings or of proceedings 
before an Amin under section XOI. The loss of his rights 
by a pattedar tenant renders him a trespasser, occupying 
land without lawful authority and liable to be dispossessed 
at any time under section 30. 

It is, of course, not intended that dispossession under 
clause (ii) of section 53 shall be imposed as a penalty for 
any but a very serious breach of the provisions of this 
chapter. In ordinary cases a fine will be appropriate. 

Dispooal of rights SECTION 54. This section endeavours, in general terms, 
:.. ~:!.tf patte- to express the position at present existing in the State as 

regards inheritance. The persona1 law of a deceased 
tenant regulates the succession (personal law including. 
of course, the customary law of his family or community). 
Government, however, has interfered in the past to modify 
this personal and customary law. Preference, for example, 
is shown to heirs who were joint with the deceased in 
certain cases; and the fractional inheritance of Muham
madan law has been discouraged. The exact extent to 
which it is intended that the personal law is to be modified 
by the past practice of the State must, in fairness to the 
cultivators, be clearly defined and published for general 
information. 

SECTIONS 56 TO 58. These sections deal with the 
• ordinary' tenant who is, practically, a tenant-at-will. 
There will be very few ordinary tenants in khals4 villages, 
in view of the provisions of section 38; but in specia1 
circumstances they may exist-as, for example, when 
temporary leases of land are given. The ordinary tenancy 
will. however, be, for the present at any rate, the common 
form of tenancy in· villages held by a Jahagirdar or Ist
murardar. The reason for this is explained in the note 
on section 70. The present practice by which the Jaha
girdar or Istmurardar is required to go to the Civil Court 
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for the ejectment of his ordinary tenants is maintained. 
When, however, such tenants are given pattedar right 
under section 70, the Jahagirdar or Istmurardar may 
apply to the Subha under section 46 (I) (6), for the sale 
of a pattedar tenant's rights in satisfaction of arrears 
of rent. 

SEC'UONS 59 TO 61. A subtenant, though he pays rent SubtenlUlu 
(see definition of • rent' in section 4 (i)) is not a tenant. 
The term tenant is, by the definition in section 31, reserved 
for those who hold directly from a person with some 
proprietary right-either the Maharaja himself or one of 
his assignees. The subtenant is a person who holds from 
a tenant or from an Adhi Jama Khotidar or holder of a 
service holding-special tenure-holders whose status approx-
imates to the status of a tenant. The subtenant, like the 
ordinary tenant, holds on such terms as he can secure; 
but he differs from the ordinary tenant in that (a) he may 
not sublease his holding to a third party and (6) he may not 
retain possession as a subtenant after the person from 
whom he holds has forfeited his rights in the land. The 
restriction involved in (a) is desirable, on general grounds, 
because there are obvious practical objections to a chain 
of subordinate tenures. It is also necessary to prevent 
a moneylender from becoming a subtenant of his debtor 
and then restoring the debtor to possession of the land as a 
sub-subtenant. Devices such as this have been employed 
in order to evade the prohibition of mortgages, and it is 
necessary to stop them. The restriction involved in (6) 
is needed to prevent a tenant from evading the consequences 
of a sale or resumption by the device of creating a long 
subtenancy in favour of a third party. . 

By sections 60 and 61 (i) a subtenant, though he is not 
a tenant, is bound by the same obligation, to use his land 
for agricultural purposes only, as is imposed on a tenant 
by section 32. 

SECTION 6a. This provides for the reinstatement of a R_tem ... t of 
pattedar tenant who is dispossessed by other than official =: ... aub
agency. In such a case the propriety of the dispossession 
need not be discussed. It is sufficient, to justify the 
intervention of the Subha, if the dispossession was effected 
without official authority. In the case of the ordinary 
tenant and subtenant the section is les5 rigid. Here 
~ot only must the dispossession have been effected by 
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non-official agency but the applicant must show that he ha 
not contravened the terms on which he held. Then onl 
will the Subha intervene on his behalf. ' 

SECTION 63. In regard to this and the other ruie-makin, 
sections included in the Act, it is only necessary to observ 
that the list of subject-matters given in subsection (2) i 
in no way intended to be exhaustive. Subsection (I 
gives a wide general authority for the issue of any rule 
'consistent with this Act, for the purpose of canyinl 
into effect the provisions of this chapter '. 

CHAPTER VI 

Special T fflU'es 

Assignee of SECTION 64. This chapter deals with special tenures 
proprietary rights i.e. tenures other than those of a tenant and subtenant 

The chief of these special tenures is that enjoyed by thl 
class of landholders collectively described in the Ad 
as 'assignees of proprietary rights '. In favour of thesE 
persons the Maharaja (whatever other rights he may a]S(l 

have assigned) has, at least, assigned the right of taking 
rent from the tenants of the land included in the assignment. 
This right is peculiarly a proprietary right; and those 
who enjoy it are, therefore, appropriately called assignees 
of proprietary right. This does not mean that all the 
Maharaja's proprietary rights in the land covered by the 
grant have been assigned. The extent of the assignment 
will vary widely in individual cases, according to the 
terms of the sanaa (original grant) or subsequent order 
regulating it. 

Assignees are of three main classes. Jahagirdars 
have a permanent assignment, consisting of one or more 
whole villages, in respect of which they pay no revenue, 
but usua11y a cess, known as /lam., calculated each year 
at 7 per cent of the rental demand, after making certain. 
deductions for- village expenses, etc. Istmurardars have' 
a permanent assignment, consisting of one or more whole 
villages, in respect of which they pay a sum of money" 
or ", .. IIa, fixed in perpetuity at a favourable rate. Inam
dars have an assignment, consisting of a holding, in! 
respect of which they pay no revenue; but they may pay, 
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dami, calculated at 1 per cent of the Settlement valuation 
of their land. Some Inamdars hold without any condition 
of rendering service; others are still required to render 
some service, secular or religious, and are liable to lose 
the i""". if they cease to perform that service. The 
chief of the service Inamdars are the Village Pate1s who 
are nQw, by the Maharaja's pronouncement referred to 
below, restored to their ancient status as Watandars. 

The Patel was originally remunerated by a ",ala" 
(revenue-free land) and Ioaqq (dues), as described in Mal
colm's Memoir of Central IttdiIJ. This old customary 
remuneration was altered by Maharaja Tukoji Rao II, 
who ordered that each Patel should be given two bighas 
of land as kilo", free of assessment, for every hundred 
bighas of land in the village. That order was not carried 
out uniformly in every part of the State; and in certain 
areas (as, for example, in the Nemawar district) no kilo" 
land was allotted to the Patel, and his ",alafJ disappeared. 
Villages were, as a rule, farmed out to Ijaradars, with 
the result that the functions of the Patel became, for the 
most part, of a merely formal character. In 19o5, at the 
first regular Settlement, the ijaradari system was abolished ; 
and the Patel was once more made responsible for the 
collection of the land-revenue. He was, however, remun
erated for this work by a percentage on the collections. 
The importance of his IWata" was not realized. Part of 
the khoIi (in those villages where it existed) had by now 
been appropriated by relatives of the Patel. So much 
of it as remained with the Patel was subjected in 19o5 
to half the ordinary assessment-this partial concession 
being conferred for the period of the Settlement only
and the same indefinite arrangement was renewed at the 
next Settlement of 1921-a8. In 1930, on his assumption 
of powers, the present Maharaja made an important 
announcement, conferring fifteen bighas of khoIi land, 
free of revenue, on every lIJuIlsa Patel. It is the khoIi 
land conferred under this pronouncement which raises 
the Patel to the full rank of an Inamdar once more. The 
grant should ha~ a far-reaching effect in stabilizing the 
village administration of the State. 

SECTIONS 65 TO 68. The rights and liabilities of an Ri8bto aDd Iiabili
assignee of proprietary rights are, in some measure. boo ~ -cne8 ~ 
declared in the original -" or subsequent order which propriotuy riP 
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regulates his tenure. These documents, however, are: 
silent in regard to many matters which need to be defined j 

if the assignee's position is to be clearly stated. As' 
a rule, the older the sanad regulating the tenure the less 
precise are the terms of the original grant. A Jahagirdar's 
Manual was published in 1928; and, on the basis of that 
Manual, the general position of an assignee is IIDW set 
forth in chapter VI of the new Act. The essential charac
teristics of the assignee's tenure are that it descends, 
not by the ordinary rule of inheritance, but by primo
geniture, with special provision for adoption; that the 
grant is ordinarily impartible and inalienable; and that 
it is liable to permanent cancellation (where service is 
not a condition of the grant) only on account of disloyalty 
or the commission of some heinous offence. Where 
service is a condition of the grant, the cessation of service 
will resnlt in the cancellation of the grant; but, in that 
event, the assignee is allowed to retain possession, as a 
pattedar tenant, of the land which composed his former 
grant. The position of an assignee is thus a particn1arly 
strong one-more especially as his land and income 
therefrom are exempt, under section 72, from attachment 
in the Civil Courts. 

Suspension of SECTION 69. Government, however, can control an 
_pee'. w,ure assignee by temporarily resuming the whole or a part of 

the grant. This penalty can he in1I.icted for a breach 
of the provisions of the Act or of the rules under it or 
for personal misconduct. Temporary resumption can 
also be employed for the purpose of reaIizing arrears of 
revenue-the grant being wholly or partially resumed 
for a period and leased out, under the orders of Government, 
until the arrears are discharged. 

Tenant holding SECTION 70. As stated in the note on sections 56 to 58 
::: =!;,ee may above, the whole body of tenants under an assignee have, 
patt!.tar for the present, been left in the unprotected or ordinary 

class. The reason for this needs to be explained. It 
might be argued, since those who hold from the Maharaja 
are given a permanent and heritable tenant right, that 
those subjects of His Highness who hold from assignees 
shonld enjoy, at least, the same measure of protection ; 
and this is the position recently taken up in the adjoining 
Bhopal State in dealing with cn1tivators under a similar 
class of privileged grantees. It may be accepted, as 
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the proper objective of the tenure pOlicy of the HoIkar 
State, that a permanent heritable right should be enjoyed 
by all tenants both in khalsa and non-khalsa villages. 
Such a right, however, cannot fairly be conceded to all 
tenants in an assignment, without regard for the assignee's 
claim to enjoy some part of his assignment as home-farm. 
Enquiry is needed in each case to determine what area 
may reasonably be so reserved by the assignee; and over 
the remainder only should protection be extended to 
the assignee's tenants. The present section represents 
a temporary compromise. Government is authorized at 
any time to confer the pattedar status on tenants of an 
assignee; but, before this is done, the area of the assignee's 
home-farm (if any) should be defined. 

SECTION 71. This section is complementary to section s~~ &lid te-

113. Section 113 authorizes suspensions or remissions ;:;::.. u:'~: 
of revenue. This section authorizes suspensions or 
remissions of the rents payable to an assignee. 

SECTION 72. The exemption from attachment by a ~oaigneo" land &lid 

Civil or Revenue Court of the land enjoyed by an assignee ~~ t!.,erefrom 
and of the income arising therefrom is based on the exemp- a ont 
tion of this character at present provided by the Jahagirdars' 
Manual. 

5EcTION 73. In the note on section 64, which sum- AdhI.Jama 
marizes the past history of the Patel's .alall, it is mentioned Khotidu 
that some portion of the kItoh land, granted under the 
orders of Maharaja Tukoji Rao II, had by 19o5 been 
appropriated by relatives of the Patel. These persons 
have been described in the past as holders of isms .... "" 
kItoh-an unfortunate expression which suggests that 
they enjoy &ome permanent concession whereas, in fact, 
they hold on half-revenue for their lifetime only. They 
are now included in the category of Adhi Jama Khotidars. 
Some of the land held by the Patels themselves is also 
classed as UM i- kItoh. The reason for this is that, 
when the present Maharaja raised the working Patels 
OIIce more to the rank of Inamdar, he restricted their 
'- land, to be held wholly free of revenue, to fifteen 
6ti:A.u or approximately ten acres. Many working Patels 
were in enjoyment, as such, of more than fifteen 6ti:A.u 
of land and had been promised that they and their heirs 
should hold it 011 half-revenue for the period of the current 
Settlement. This p1edge cannot be ignored. The working 
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Patels are, therefore, recorded as Adhi Jama Khotidars 
in regard to so much of what was formerly kholi land 
as does not now come within the meaning of .ldlOli under 
the new Act. Khoti in the Act, under explanation 
(IV) to section 64, includes only the land held wholly 
free of assessment by the Patel of the village as an 
Inamdar. • 

Rights and Jiabili- SECTION 74. The rights and liabilities of an Adhi 
~';;'oti~ Adhi Jama Jama Khotidar approximate to those of a pattedar tenant, 

or but may differ therefrom in important particuIars. For 
instance, a relative of a Patel or former Patel can hold 
on half-revenue rates for his lifetime only. On his death 
the concession in regard to revenue will be withdrawn; 
and the land, bearing the full assessment, will pass, by 
the ordinary rule of inheritance under section 54, to his 
heir or heirs in pattedar tenant right. If, however, a 
Patel's relative in enjoyment of ad'" jama khoti land sells 
or otherwise transfers it during his lifetime, the revenue 
concession will be immediately resumed. 

Service holding 

Leases for non
agricultural 
pwposos 

In the case of working Patels the concession is not 
for their lifetime only, but for the period of Settlement. 
Here again the Adhi Jama Khotidar's right (i.e. the 
concession in respect of the revenue) will be immediately 
withdrawn if he sells or transfers his right to hold the 
land; but, on the Patel's death, so much of his adM jama 
kholi as remains with an heir, who also succeeds to the 
post of Patel, will continue to be held by that heir and 
Patel as ad'" jama khoti till the Settlement period expires. • 

The person who holds from an Adhi Jama Khotidar 
is a subtenant, not a tenant (see section 59). ! 

SECTION 75. The only other special tenure is that of 
the holder of a service holding. This tenure also approxi-: 
mates to that of a pattedar tenant; and persons who 
hold from such a holder are subtenants and not tenants., 
The essence of this tenure is that the land continues 
with the particular holder only so long as he performs 
the service, whether secuIar or religious, for which the,' 
holding was conferred on him. He has none of the privi"; 
leges of the holder of an ina .... 

SECTION 77. This provides for leases of land for' 
other than agricultural purposes. Leases of factory
sites or sites for cotton presses, etc., will come under thjsc 
section. 
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SECTION 78. It will be noticed that no limit is set Power to make 
to the penalty which may be prescribed, with the sanction ~";t':~ 
of Government, for a breach of rule under this section. 
It fIas felt' that, in view of the widely divergent status 
of the holders of special tenures, varying from that of a 
wealthy Jahagirdar to that of a poor Balai, a large dis-
cretioll must vest in Government in the matter of the 
prescription of penalties under this section. 

CHAPTER VII 

Settlement 

SECTION 79. The State has recently been resettled for Notification of 
thirty years (Nemawar district for twenty years). No Settlement 
more, therefore, has been attempted in this chapter than 
an outline of the main principles on which future resettle-
ments should be based. Provision is made for the extension 
of Settlement operations to villages held by Jahagirdars 
and Istmurardars-in accordance with the general policy 
of the State that the administration of such villages 
should be brought into line with that of kItals" villages. 
Wherever pattedar rights are conferred on tenants of a 
ialt4gir or """ .. ,ar village, the extension to that village 
)f the operations of the next Settlement will be a necessity. 
as the Settlement Officer will be required to assess and 
~x each pattedar tenant'!r rent under section 14 (iii). 

SECTIONS 81 TO 83. Section 81 emphasizes the fact Reoord of rights 
that the preparation of a Record of Rights, defining the 
status of individual landholders, is as essential a part 
t>f Settlement operations as the revision of the revenue 
and rental assessment. The Record of Rights is the 
basis of the Annual Village Papers, to be prepared year 
by year, under section 96. throughout the Settlement 
period. As it constitutes the foundation of the tenure-
system of the State, provision is made, in sections Sa and 
83. for full investigation by the Revenue and Civil Courts 
of any complaints of its inaccuracy. 

SECTION 14. In the matter of assessment the Settlement Aslesament and Iix 

Officer is really concerned only with the revenue or rent::- 0: at s::i: 
of pattedar tenants. He fixes theiI payments for the _:"" 
period of the new Settlement, intermediate enhancements 
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being prohibited by section 40. The Settlement Officel 
has no concern with the assessment of ordinary tenants' 
or subtenants' rents, which are regulated by the terms oj 
the bolder's contract. In the case of Jahagirdars, Inamdarl 
and holders of service holdings there is no revenue to fix. 
In the case of Istmurardars the revenue is fixed in perpet· 
uity. Adhi Jama Khotidars will disappear when t~ next 
Settlement takes place. 

lnam enquiry SECTION 85. The Inam Enquiry, as it is usually called, 
is an important adjunct of Settlement work. There are 
some hundreds of villages held by J ahagirdars and 1st
murardars and many thousands of holdings enjoyed by 
Inamdars and other special tenure holders. 

Announcement of SECTION 86. In announcement, as in assessment, the 
Settlement Settlement Officer will be chiefly concerned with pattedar 

tenants, under clause (e) of subsection (x) of this section ; 
but provision is also made for announcement to assignees 
and other special tenure holders. Subsection (3) is a 
provision which is necessary for the protection of the 
revenue payer in cases where announcement is unduly 
delayed. 

Record of Village SECTION 88. This section authorizes the Settlement 
customs at Settle- Officer to ascertain and record village customs. The 
mont records SO prepared will, of course, be incorporated in 

the flJajibularz which, under section 8x (2) (d), forms an 
integral part of the Record of Rights. 

Term of Settlement SECTION 89. This section provides for fixing the term 
of a new Settlement. The present term is fixed for twenty 
years in the Nemawar district and for thirty years in the 
rest of the State. This arrangement is likely to prove 
inconvenient. Settlement here is not, as in the British 
India Provinces, a continuous operation. When the 
Nemawar district Settlement expires, it will be difficult 
to find the trained staff needed to deal with this area. 
It will be more convenient if, at future Settlements, the 
term is so arranged as to expire in successive years in 
the different districts throughout the State. 

Disposal of Settle- SECTIONS 9X TO 93. These sections make provision for 
mont business be- the disposal of certain business, proper to Settlement 
tween Settlements operations, during the intermediate period when Settlement 

is not in progress. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

A flfINal Valae' Papers 

SECTION 96. Subsection (I) makes the Subha responsible Villag .. for which 
lor the preparation each year of the Annual Village Papers. prepared 
The object of this is to emphasize his responsibility for 
seeing that the Land Records Stafi carry out their duties. 
Subsection (2) provides for the preparation of Annual 
Village Papers for villages held by Jahagirdars and Ist-
murardars. just as section 79 (3) provides for the extension 
of Settlement operations to such villages. 

SECTIONS 97 TO 100. These provide for the appointment Appointment of 
of officials employed in the Land Records Department; Laud Record. 
viz. : a Director. Sadar Munsarims. Munsarims and Pat- Stoll 
waris. Assistant Directors of Land Records are not 
specifically mentioned here. though they appear in the 
enumeration of Revenue Officers in section 6. Hitherto 
the Land Records Stafi has been solely under the executive 
control of the Director. These sections transfer the 
executive control to Commissioners and Subhas; but the 
Director remains the chief authority in all technical 
matters and is responsible for the technical instruction 
and supervision of the Stafi and for transfers of officers 
of the Land Records Department. The Director should 
also have disciplinary powers concurrent with those of 
Commissioners and Subhas. 

SECTION 101. This section is important as it authorizes Dispateo ~ 
an Amin. when investigating a dispute regarding an entry ~try ill AaIlIlll 
in the Annual Village Papers. to make a decision on a ilIage Papero 
question of right or title. Subsection (a) provides that. 
when a question of possession is invulved, the Amin shall 
make a provisional order for possession pending his final 
order. The object of this provisional order is to prevent 
disputes which may lead to a breach of the peace. If no 
preliminary decision were made in regard to possession 
and the full enquiry into title were prolonged. it would be 
a temptation to the stronger party to assert himself by 
taking possession of the land in dispute. This section 
gives the subordinate Revenue Stafi a wider authority 
than is usually accorded them in British India. There 
the Revenue Officer is primarily concerned to decide 
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questions of possession only, leaving matters of title to be 
adjudicated upon in the Civil Courts. In the HoIkar 
State, however, the Annual Village Papers are not a mere 
record of possession. They also, at present, constitute 
the only complete record of title in land which Government 
provide. No detailed record of individual cultivator's 
rights is ~parately maintained in the mahal office., The 
Annual Village Papers are documents, therefore, of unusual 
importance; and a column is reserved in the klum-a for 
the names of those whose title in land has been recognized 
by Government. The entries in this column are varied 
only under the express authority of a Revenue Officer. 
There is practical simplicity in a system under which the 
Annual Village Papers constitute the final record of the 
cultivator's rights; but, of course, there must be close 
supervision of the entries in a document on which so much 
depends. 

Procedure in regard SECTION 104. This section authorizes a procedure, for 
~.::.tation of notifying transfers of title in land, which also depends 

for its justification on the fact that the current record 
of rights is entrusted to the safe-keeping of the local 
Patwari. Were such a record maintained separately at 
the mahaI headquarters, it might, in order to safeguard 
the cultivator, be necessary to insist that every new holder 
should himself apply at the mahaI headquarters for muta
tion of names; but this is superfluous when the only 
complete official record remains with the local Patwarl. 
The system previously in force, by which the Patwari 
has been held responsible for reporting all transfers of 
title, is, therefore, retained. The Amin will make such 
enquiry as he thinks fit, and will then authorize such 
modification of the entries in the Annual Village Papers 
as his enquiry justifies. It is important that the Amin's 
enquiry should not be delayed. A new holder who wishes 
to secure prompt and accurate record of his title may 
himself make application for the purpose to the Amin of 
the mahal. This voluntary check upon the reporting 
work of the Patwarl is already not infrequently applied. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CoUeclion of RevmUIJ 

This chapter follows closely the Rules for /he Recovery 
of StaU Dmul1uls issued in 1928, with such modification 
as is ·needed to adapt them to the more limited field of 
land-revenue collections. 

SBCTlON 106. This section lays down the fundamental ReveDoe, a lint 
principle that the land-revenue is a first chaxge upon charge 
the land and on the produce of the land and has precedence 
over all other claims. 

SECTION 10'/. This section prohibits the attachment RestrictiOD OD dis
by a Civil Court of the produce of any land until the C'C\vil~p~uce 
revenue in respect of that land has been paid. This is y u 
a new provision, designed to check any attempt by a 
decree-holder to forestall a Revenue Officer's collections 
from an indebted cultivator: At present, an anticipated 
difficulty in reali2ing the revenue sometimes impels an 
Amin to start collections before the tenants have had time 
to market their produce. This may compel the latter to 
borrow what is due from them to Government-a most 
undesirable practice. Under the old rules for the recovery 
of State demands, land-revenue was 'payable on, or at any 
time after, the first day of the agricultural year for which 
it is due'. This claim is abandoned in the new Act which 
merely provides, by section !I2, that the Chief Revenue 
Authority may fix the time when the instalments of 
revenue are due. It is to be hoped that full use will be 
made of this modification of principle, so as to give the 
tenantry sufficient time to market their produce before 
the revenue demand arises. 

SEcTIONS 108 TO III. These are preliminary and Preca"tionary 
precautionary sections which authorize an Amin, when he ;::u- to MellIe 

finds that the produce of any land is being removed or "ce 
disposed of before payment of the cvrrent year's revenue, 
or when he has reason to ~ the cultivator as a notorious 
and wilful defaulter, to prohibit the removal of produce 
from the land or from the cultivator's keeping until that 
revenue has been paid. These precautionary powers are 
already in force, and I am not prepared to suggest that 
they are unnecessary. Cose SUpervisiOD of their exercise 
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is, however, needed at the hands of Subhas and Commis
sioners. The intention of Government, as explained 

_ in the note on section xO'!, is that revenue due on account 
. of any land should only be collected after the holder has 
had a reasonable opportunity of marketing the produce 
of that land. This is only fair to the cultivator; and is 
a necessity if he is to avoid those constant applications 
to the moneylender which cause half his financial difficulties. 
It is only in special circumstances that the Amin shoUld 
invoke the assistance of these precautionary sections. 
At present, he has too frequent recourse to them. It is 
natural that this should be so, if his work is not closely 
supervised, as his efficiency is judged at headquarters by 
the success of his revenue collections. The main problem 
before the State is how to emancipate the mass of the 
peasantry from the bonds of their indebtedness. This is 
necessary not only in the interests of the cultivator but 
equa1ly in the interests of thJl State. The sum which the 
tenantry pay from their gross annual income in interest on 
their debts is about equal to the whole amount of the 
land-revenue which they contribute. In other words, if 
the indebtedness of the tenantry could be reduced by half, 
the land-revenue could be raised by 50 per cent without 
any reduction of the surplus which the tenantry at present 
enjoy. Every possible facility, therefore, should be 
given to tenants to market their crops before the revenue 
is demanded and to secure a good price for their produce ; 
and any.~dency on the part of Amins to make excessive 
use of these precautionary sections should be firmly 
checked by their superioc officers. A considerate attitude 
on the part of Government may, at.first, be abused by 
the less reputable tenants; but, in the end, such a liberal 
policy will justify itself. 

SECTION HZ. Under subsection (z) of this section the 
existing arrangements for the payment of revenue are 
saved, pending the issue of new rules by the Chief Revenue 
Authority under subsection (x). In fixing the instalments 
of revenue under this section the considerations put 
forward in the note on -section XO'! should receive attention. 

SECTION xX3. This section must be read with section 
11. It provides for the remission and suspension of 
rents and revenue in times of famine and scarcity. The 
Stale Gazetteer records (page 151) that' suspensions and 
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~enusSlons are freely given, when Ilecessary' ; . but no 
iefinite relief of this character was afforded to the 
:ultivating classes in the famine year of 1917-18. The 
nost that was then, and on the occurrence of subsequent 
.ocal scarcities, conceded to the peasantry was an executive 
nstruction to the Subhas to be lenient in collections .. 
Eiea"i arrears. are thus accumulated and burden the. 
lCC<Ounts, even though there is no hope of their recovery ; 
md they are eventually written off, perhaps after the 
lapse of many years, by a formal pronouncement on some 
luspicious occasion. . The object of suspensions and' 
remissions is not merely to lighten the burden of assess
ment for those who are unable to pay, but to give the 
peasantry encouragement in times of scarcity. When 
crops fail, the problem of meeting the Government demand 
is only one of the cultivator's anxieties. His stocks of • 
surplus grain, needed to finance him through the year, 
are depleted; and his supplies even of food and seed may 
prove inadequate. The moneylender drives a hard 
bargain with him for any h~p that he may give. It is 
at moments such as these that an order from Government, 
postponing or reducing the demand, is appreciated not 
merely for its immediate financial relief, but as a gesture 
of encouragement. An important point to remember in 
this connexion is that suspensions, once made, should 
not be kept hanging over the cultivators' heads. If 
suspensions are given, a definite order for their remission 
or collection should be passed within three. years. In 
the same way, no revenue arrears should be allowed to 
stand for more than five years. If they cannot be collected 
within that time, they should be written off. If this is 
not done, the tenant class must inevitably lose any incen
tive towards thrift. 

SBCTIONS Il4 TO Il7. These sections allocate respon- ReopoasibiIity for 
SlDility for the payment of revenue. They amplify the _ •• 
fundamental principle enunciated in section 2C). • 

SECTION IlS. The processes for the recovery of arrears _ for 
of revenue are here detailed in the order in which they .-.....y of arnan 
may normally be applied. The first process is the attach-
ment and sale of the defaulter's moveable property, other 
than the requisites of his husbandry. If this process 
is ineffective, the defaulter's immoveable property, other 
than his agricultural land. may be attached and sold. 
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(It is not intended that a cultivator's sole dwe1ling-hoWM 
should be sold before his holding; but, if he has mOIl 
. than one house, any which is not his normal place 0: 

residence may be so sold.) In the last resort his rights ix 
his holding, if they are legally transferable, may be sold. 

The provisos to this section need careful attention 
The first indicates that, though the requisites of his hus
bandry are normally protected from attachment: thi! 
protection will cease, naturally enough, if the cultivatOl 
loses all his land or is in imminent danger of losing it, 
and so forfeits his right to consideration as a cultivator. 
If a tenant's holding is itself taken, or is to be taken, from 
him, there is little to be gained by saving his ixnplement! 
of husbandry. The second proviso prohibits the attach· 
ment and sale of a defaulter's land, if he is an assignee oj 
proprietaTy rights. A special procedure is provided b} 
section 6g for. bringing pressure to bear on an assignee 
who falls into arrears (see the note on that section). The 
third proviso is a new feature. When a tenant's rights 
in land are sold, this will operate as a full acquittance in 
respect of all arrears outstanding against him on account 
of that land. It will be observed that this acquittance is 
only obtained by the sale of the tenant's rights. If the 
holding is merely abandoned or surrendered, the arrears 
will not be automatically discharged. 

SECTION II9. Notices of demand should be freely 
used in dealing with reputable revenue payers. 

CHAPTER X 

Village Manag~ 

SECTION X23. This chapter indicates the policy of the 
State towards village administration. It renders Patels 
uniformly responsible to Government for the management 
of their villages. PateIs of khalsa villages have, by 
their restoration to the rank of Inamdar, received permanent 
confirmation of their status and a definite minixnum 
remuneration in land; and may, in future, be expected 
to take a more active part in the development of their 
villages. Provision is made in non-khalsa villages for 
the adequate remuneration of Patels whose appointment 
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and removal will also be regulated by Government. It 
is hoped that Patels will realize their responsibility for 
the welfare of their villages and that they will serve as 
an agency for maintaining, unifonnly throughout the 
State, an appropriate standard of village administration. 

SECTION 125. The duties of the Patel are here specified; Duties of Patel 
and iJlree methods of village control are indicated. In 
some villages the Patel will shoulder the whole burden 
himself. In others he will be assisted either by a gaOtlthi 
panchayat, or by a gram panchayat constituted under the 
Indore Village Panchayat Act. In the gaonthi panchayat 
the Patel will be IX officio President. In the gram panchayat 
there is no statutory provision which secures his pre-
dominant position. In fact, subsection (4) makes it 
clear that the provisions of the Village Panchayat Act 
will override those of this section. IIi. my View, the 
distinction between the gaonthi panchayat- and the gram 
pancltayat is unnecessary. The Indore Village Panchayat 
Act is borrowed from an enactment framed in British 
India with a partly political purpose. From what I 
have seen of gram pancltayats in the State I do not think 
that they will function to advantage. The State would 
be better advised to work out a village panchayat system 
of its own, paying careful attention to the needs and 
wishes of the local village communities and finding room 
in the scheme for the Patel. In short, I would recommend 
the abandonment of the gram pancltayat and the develop-
ment of the g/SontM p/Snc1tayat on lines suit,ecJ to local 
requirements. I anticipate the acceptance before long 
of a definite policy in favour of social and economic advance 
in the rural areas of the Hulkar State. To make such a 
policy effective it will be necessary to build upon a firmer 
basis than that provided by a semi-political panchayat 
borrowed from British India. 

It will, in the average village. be necessary to work 
up the position of the Patel gradually. Government 
should insist on the recognition, by all its servants and. 
particularly, by its subordinate Revenue Officers. of the 
local dignity which the Patel enjoys. If he is given 
personal encouragement, it is not too much to hope that 
the Patel will, in many villages, prove himself capable 
of shouldering adequately his new respoDSibilities, dealing 
with encroachments on public land, protecting State 
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property, allotting house-sites, controlling village sanita
tion, supporting the village Chaukidar and so on. Pro
vision is made for imposing a penalty on a Patel for neglect 
of his duties; but the power is reserved to a Subha and 
should be sparingly employed. 

SECTION uS. The removal of a Patel is regulated b) 
a very special provision. He must be given a fair llppor· 
tunity of explaining any charges made against him 
the case must be dealt with by the Subha of the district ; 
and no Patel can be dismissed from offie&-an extrenu 
measure which will involve, in the khalsa, the forfeitun 
of his status as an Inamdar---a:cept with the previoUl 
concurrence of the Maharaja. 

SECTIONS 131 TO 133. Encroachments on village-waste 
or common lands and disputes regarding private rights oj 

way or Water are of common occurrence in an agricultural 
village. Encroachments the Patel is required to prevent, 
if possible. Disputes of all kinds can be settled after 
local enquiry by an Amin, who is authorized to impose a 
penalty for encroachments or for disregard of his decision 
in any dispute as to private rights. 

SECTION 134- The problem of village forests has yet 
to be faced. In certain districts there is a legacy from 
twenty years ago when an over-enthusiastic Conservator 
of Forests prevailed upon Government to demarcate and 
reserve, in addition to the main blocks of forest, a number 
of small patches of tree-growth and waste,' which were 
really integral parts of the ordinary village areas. This 
faulty system found its fullest expression in the Nemawar 
district, where the villages are honeycombed with sma1l 
patches of reserved forest. As the last Settlement Officer 
wrote, on page 63 of his final report, ' Forest demarcation 
..• has proved a great disturbing factor ..... It can 
hardly be denied that, if Nemawar district has not made 
any marked improvement, . . . the forest demarcation is, 
to Ii large extent, responsible for it: An obvious solution 
would be to exclude from the- Government reserves all 
sma1l patches of forest which are now a source of incon
venience to the villagers, and to recognize them as village 
forests under the control of the Revenue Department. 
The treatment of village forests has been fully examined 
in a separate chapter of the Report of the Royal CoJJUllis. 
sion on Agriculture. I would urge upon the State the 
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necessity, for early action in this regard in the interests 
of its revenue administration, and would draw special 
attention to the powers taken by Government under this 
section for the settlement of this long-standing problem. 

CHAPTER XI 

MJscellaneous 

SECTION 136. This section confers exclusive jurisdiction E,xc!usive iun.. 
in certain matters on the Revenue Courts. The first diction of RevODue 

impression conveyed by the section (which has no counter- Courta 
part in the old Revenue Circulars having the force of law) 
is that a considerable volume of case work is now to be 
transferred from the Civil to the Revenue Courts. This 
is not so. Subsection (I), which is the go~erning suhsection, 
simply states that, where a Revenue Officer is, by this Act, 
empowered to make a decision, that decision cannot be 
called in question in the Civil Courts, unless the Act 
provides for such a reference. The Act has been drafted 
with this provision in view; and wherever it has been 
thought desirable, in the interests of equity or efficiency, 
that the Revenue Courts should have exclusive jurisdiction, 
a speci1ic reference has been made in the section to the 
particular Revenue Officer empowered to deal with the 
matter. There are certain questions, such as encroach-
ments or disputes as to easements, or rights of way or water, 
which it is obviously desirable that a Revenue Officer 
should settle on the spot. There are other matters, such as 
the assessment of revenue or rent, whiCh are more adminis-
trative than legal and in which a decision by Government 
should not be called in question in a Civil Court. Where 
there is a dispute between private parties (e.g. under 
sections 44. 6a and 101) reference to the Civil Courts is 
allowed. Where, however. a decision is made by GoyVD-
ment. defining the incidents of a special tenure 01' c0n-

ferring rights or allotting waste-land, no such reference 
is permitted. Government is, in such cases, itself the 
authority behind the order of the Revenue Court; and 
full provision is made. on the Revenue side, for appeal, 
revision and review. 

SECTION 137. This will prevent a con1lict of jurisdiction u.,.... 
between the Revenue and Civi1 Courts in cases where 
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jurisdiction is concurrent. A pending case ,must be 
settled in the Court in which it was first instituted. 

Recovery of mis· SECTION I40. This section must be read with the 
;:~~d~~u;:, c:::;:.~ definition of revenue in section 4 (ii). Under the rules 
ment formerly in force for the recovery of State demands, land-

revenue was widely defined as including also ' quit-rent, 
nazarana, succession duties, transfer duties and forf@tures 
and all cesses leviable from landholders.' For the purposes 
of this Act a narrower definition of land-revenue has been 
necessary. It is, however, not intended thereby to hamper 
Government in the collection of its misceI1aneous dues. 
It is clearly stated in section I40 that any sum, which a 
Revenue Officer is authorized to recover under this Act 
on any account, may. be recovered as if it were an arrear 
of revenue; and the same facility is extended, under 
subsection (2), to the levy of cesses and fees assessed on 
account of the ocCupation of land (e.g .• dam. ' taken from 
a J ahagirdar or lnamdar), even though the levy of such 
cesses and fees is not specifically mentioned in, or authorized 
by, the Act. 
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